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2 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
SKI AND 
sNOWBOARD 
SAVE UP TO 60% 
STOREWIDE 
- ........ "." l ~ _______________________ _ ____ _ _______________ _ ____ _ 
I 
NOVEMBER 9, 1995 3 
A CONVERSATION WITH 
ALICE MEAD 
When Alice Mead sets her mind to som<;thing, she 
doesn't let it go easily. That's what happened when she 
began learning about Kosova, an ethnic Albanian state of 
the fonner Yugoslavia caught in the midst of the battle 
raging in the. Balkans. Alice Mead didn't know very much 
about Kosova when she resolved to go there in October of 
1994. The mystery surrounding this place - where 50 
percent of the population is younger than 18 - was part of 
what drew her. M ead has brought more than just war stories 
back to the U .S. She has also found homes for five 
Kosovan students, including one who lives with her and her 
family in Cumberland. Since her visit to Kosovajust over a 
year ago, she has published "Journey to Kosova,/' a diary of 
her experiences, and a video of Kosova that she is sending 
to Congress. 
ENDLESS WINTER 
How did you get Involved with this to begin with? 
I go to Quaker meeting over on Forest Avenue. In their 
bulletin, they had something about helping a Bosnian refu-
gee from this place that I had never heard of [Koso va]. I tried 
to find out what it looked like, and I couldn't find any 
infonnation. Then I found out that there are a million kids 
there. And I couldn't believe what was happening to these 
kids . I just couldn't believe it. I decided I had to go. 
Why tell the story of Kosova? 
There are a lot of refugees in Portland, and people really 
aren 't very aware of them, and they haven't reached out to 
them at all. I mean, the refugees have houses and clothes, but 
they've been through experiences that are like World War II 
in their horribleness. I think it's an important problem that 
--THE PEACE-












WE JUST WRITE 
THEM OFF.~ 
should be brought out more . You see things like the refugees 
on diversity day, carving pumpkins and whatever. Which is 
good. But we're all kind of avoiding what they've really 
experienced. 
And we're ignoring the fact that they're stili experiencing 
it now? 
Yeah! Here comes [Serbian leader Slobodan] Milosevic 
to our country. You know what this means to these people? 
Milosevic! They're talking to Milosevic! It's just really pain-
ful to see [Milosevic and company] invited to the United 
States and treated as dignitaries. It's absolutely horrifying. 
We're certainly dancing with the devil. 
Interview by Zoe Miller; photo by Tonee Harbert 
Resv. Floor. $25.50 
Resv. Upper Balcony. $22.50 
Cab Doors 6pm • GA Doors 7pm 
• !I~'li 
WAY DOWN EAST lit 
t.~~~i'.Y.IRI];illili 1'1; 
(SMent Fim) - General Admission. $7.50 
Children ISenjors $5 • Doors Noon 
Cabaret $22.50 
(plu, $10.50 entree ticket) 
Resv. Floor. $18.50 
Resv. Lower Balcony. $22.50 
Resv. Upper Balcony. $17.50 
(prices reflect $ 1 preservation fee) 
Cab Doors 6pm • GA Doors 






CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
he Portland Police Department's : 
victim advocate beat a domestic .. .. 
violence rap when her alleged " 
II victim failed to show up in court. A judge .. 
: dropped charges of criminal threatening against : 
.. Phyllis Hanson on Nov. I, because Hanson's .. 
II .. 
• partner, Pat Macleod, made herself scarce. " 
.. Hanson was arrested by South Portland police .. ,. .. 
.. onJuly4afterMacleodsaidHantonthreatened .. 
,. her with a steak knife and rammed her car. As .. .. .. 
,. a result, Hanson was suspended for seven days, II 
" but faces no further discipline and is back at .. ,. II 
" work helping victims cope with the aftermath .. 
,. of crime. Hanson's " .. 
lawyer, Jim Bushell, said " .. 
his client was a victim " 
herself because of .. 
II 
damaging publicity. But .. 
the arresting officer, " .. 
South Portland Police " 
Sgt. Ed Sawyer, said .. 
II 
~ Hanson's actions had .. 
: damaged police credibility. "This is not an : 
,. anomaly [when a victim fails to show up in .. 
: courtl:~ Sawyer said. 'There definitely was : 
• domestic violence." .. .. 
: • The Portland Sea Dogs no longer have the : 
~ stupidest name In Maine" 
: professional sports. The city's new : 
.. United States Basketball league team will be .. ,. " Sf called the Mountain Cats, even thougih Portland '" 
.. has neither mountains nor cougars. Team <> 
~. 
~ 
.. owners gushed Nov. 6 about how much money <> 
.. they planned to make off marketing the moniker .. 
: and team merchandise, but didn't have much to : 
I> say about the actual games, which are supposed " 
>;:. . -@ 
<> to begin in May 1996. The Mountain Cats have, .. 
Carolyn Cosby wasn't a happy camper the night of Nov. 7. PHOTO/TONEE HARBERT 
* as yet, no coach, players or home. .. .. <> 
" " . .. • Irving isn't finished yet Even though the giant ,. 
.. Canadian conglomerate announced Nov. 6 it : 
Sf 
Question 1 down 
.. was dropping plans to build an oil .. 
: tank farm on Spring Point in South Portland, : 
.. the company is still considering buying existing " 
: tanks elsewhere in the City. Irving gave up on : 
" the Spring Point project under intense citizen " 
: protest over fire safety and increased truck : 
Maine won't discriminate, but it will 
spend some cash 
• CHRISTOPHER BARRY 
Si traffic. In response, the South Portland City '" 
~ Council unanimously approved strict new rules : 
~ When the polls closed in P
ortland on 
" requiring an earthen retaining wall around each .. 
" election night, some 70 people were still 
~ new tank. But that regulation doesn't apply to .. 
« 
waiting to cast their ballots. About 40 of 
,. existing tanks, such as those near the Bancroft : them were new voters, accord
ing to elec-
: and MartinfacilityoffMain Street. That property <> tion officials. The long line presented a 
,. is for sale, and may yet allow Irving to invade .. 
d 
Si " 
problem. No one was sure what to o. 
.. Portland Harbor. : Voting came to a halt as offici
als scurried 
" .. . The boom in bars in Portland's Old Port is .. about, making telephone calls to the Secre-
: over. The city council voted Nov. 6 to slap a : tary of State's office and con
sulting law 
~ .. books. Then it was decided: E
veryone in 
. six-month moratorium on new .. 
" I line and registered as of8 p.m.
 could vote. 
" liquor licenses in the area to give officia s .. 
,. '" The crowd cheered. A police
 officer was 
Si time to draft new rules to prevent rowdy '" 
.. behavior. In the last three years, the number of <> put at the end of the line to m
ake sure no 
" .. one tried to sneak in late. .. bars in the Old Port has skyrocketed from 49 .. About 39 percent of Portland's regis-
: to 53. Without government intervention, : tered voters came outtovote N
ov. 7. With 
.. councilorsfearcd the number of saloons would .. .. Question I, the anti-gay rights initiative, 
: double every 30 years. .. five bond issues, two constitutional amend· 
: .Cruiseshipswon'tbethesaviorofPortland's : ments and a seat belt law on
 the ballot, 
: economy after all. More than half the potential : turnout was slightly higher tha
n predicted. 
.. Statewide, Question 1 was defeated by a 53 
" cruise ship passengers the city was expecting in 
~ " percent to 47 percent margin. I
n Portland, 
~ 1996 disappeared Nov. 2 when Regency .. 
<> 66 percent voted against the initiative, 
.. el'llises shut down operations. The 
" " which was backed by Carolyn
 Cosby and 
" Regency collapse will cost area merchants an : Concerned Maine Families. (S
ee "Politics 
; estimated $-400,000 in sales of trinkets and '" and Other Mistakes," page 7.)
 
« souvenirs, according to city officials. caw ., 
Portlanders and Mainers seemed to be 
in the mood to spend money. Supporters of 
the city's middle school renovation project 
were relieved when Portlanders approved 
a $1.2-million bond to help finish middle 
school upgrades. 
"I'm delighted," said Sue Clark, a school 
committee member. "I thought it would 
pass and it shows that the community is 
interested in the long term for Portland 
schools." 
Toby Hollander wasn't as delighted . 
Hollander, who has a daughter at Lincoln 
Middle School, advocated for a "no" vote, 
complaining the $1.2 million wasn'tenough 
to finish the job completely. "The city is 
underpressure to produce with that amount 
of money," he said. "I'm still skeptical it 
can be done." 
Clark disagreed. "I think it's absolutely 
enough money to finish the job," she said. 
"[The schools) won't have bells and 
whistles . . . but it's got the basics." 
Hollander thinks the city will finish the 
job, but fears some essentials will be left 
out. "[City Manager) Bob Ganley and crew 
will say [the schools) are within code," he 
said. "Then they'll say 'if you want black-
boards, get it from the sr ) 01 budget.''' 
Portland mirrored the rest of the state by 
voting to approve $91.9 million in new 
bonds, approving the four bond issues on 
the ballot by significant margins. 
Portland will get $2 million from the 
$58.9-million transportation bond ap-
proved by voters. The cash will be used for 
land acquisition and site improvements to 
the container operati?n at the International 
Marine Terminal. 
Maine's 170 high schools will benefit 
from a $15-million package that will be 
spent outfitting the schools with part of the 
technology necessary to convert to fiber-
optic communications systems. Voters 
OK'd a $14-million bond to help pay for 
landfill closings and pay for the removal of 
underground oil tanks. Mainers also sup-
ported a $4-million bond for subsidized 
apartments to house people with mental 
illnesses. The money will provide 250-300 
units of new housing. 
Mainers also approved a constitutional 
amendmentgrantingthegovernorline item 
veto power, although the Legislature would 
be able to overturn the guv's veto with a 
majority vote. Gov. Angus King was happy 
about his new power tool, saying he would 
rarely use it except to aid in "negotia-
tions." And a constitutional amendment 
preventing lawmakers from raiding the 
state's retirement fund during a budget 
crisis was also approved by voters. 
As CBW went to press, the unofficial 
numbers were too close to call on whether 
Mainers will be required to wear seat belts. 
Past imperfect 
Michael Naylor's legal history 
can't be erased 
• CHRISTOPHER BARRY 
The ink was barely dry on the Oct. 26 
CBWwhen a reader delivered a letter to the 
paper's offices. The letter said that Michael 
Naylor - the subjectofthatweek's "Talk" 
feature on page three - was a coqvicted 
child molester. Not knowing of his record, 
CBWhad profiled Naylor as the teacher of 
a class called "Writing for Passionate Men." 
Naylor has also been in the public eye as a 
columnist for Odyssey, aNew Age monthly 
newspaper. And Naylor is slated to teach a 
dance class called "Dance Funkfest" at 
Agape, a Congress Street salon. 
Yet court records portray Naylor as a 
man who sexually abused his seven-year-
old daughter both vaginally and anally in 
the mid-1980s. In 1990, Naylor was con-
victed of a felony, unlawful sexual contact. 
But in January 1992, the Maine Supreme 
Judicial Court vacated the lower court's 
ruling. Hearsay testimony by Naylor's first 
wife the victim's mother, was ruled inad-, 
missible , while favorable evidence 
concerning Naylor's character as a father 
- which had not been allowed in the 
original trial - was ruled to be admissible. 
When asked about the case, Naylor 
claimed the court vacated his conviction 
because Dr. Lawrence Ricci , the doctor 
who examined the victim, erred. "They 
decided not to reference Dr. Ricci 's [opin-
ion), " Naylor explained. The court said, 
"this is serious error and he deserves an-
other trial," according to Naylor. 
But Ricci , the director of the SpUlwink 
Clinic's child abuse program, said the Su-
preme Court never cited his testimony as a 
reason for overturning the felony convic-
tion. Mike Roberts, Bangor's assistant 
DistrictAttorney, who prosecuted the case, 
agreed. And in the actual Supreme Court 
decision, there's nothing to indicate Ricci's 
testimony was discredited. 
After the high court's decision, Roberts 
sought to retry Naylor. But after several 
delays, Roberts decided it would be better 
for the victim if the state allowed Naylor to 
plead to a lesser charge. Naylor accepted, 
and on Dec. 29, 1992, heplednocontestto 
a charge of unlawful sexual contact - a 
misdemeanor. 
"I learned that the victim had under-
gone significant difficulties throughoutthis 
time period. We wanted to save her from 
any further trauma, " Roberts said. "You 
don't want to abuse the victim the same 
way the abuser did." 
Naylor vehemently denies having sex 
with his daughter. Instead, he claims she 
suffers from "False Memory Syndrome" 
and had been brainwashed by his former 
wife. But Roberts and Ricci still believe 
that Naylor is a child molester. 
" I tal.k.ed to [the victim) on numerous 
occasions, " Roberts remembered. " I ques-
.'J 1..l(J )JlJ~ 11l:.lW C') vnllJP~' ,<1 j I,,,,, "'JIl'" ,I, 
tioned her more times than usual for a case 
like this. She stuck to her story pretty 
strongly. " 
Ricci concurred. "There's been no data 
[since the case) that would led me to recon-
sider my decision," the doctor said. . 
Naylor has an elaborate set of theories 
to explain his daughter's stories of sexual 
abuse. He equates his situation to that of 
oppressed gays, lesbians and blacks. He 
claims that reports of child sexual abuse in 
this country have been inflated to maintain 
a cottage industry for therapists and coun-
selors. (Nayloralsomaintainsthatdomestic 
violence statistics are exaggerated.) 
"There's a diagnosis for when kids buy 
into and take in a story adults have forced 
on them," he said. "It's called False 
Memory Syndrome." In a column he wrote 
for Odyssey, "Pluto in Scorpio - the Black 
Dog" he pontificated on the rash offalse -, 
claims of sexual abuse. "A great deal [of 
sexual abuse cases) reported within the 
context of a divorce or post-divorce crisis 
are faulty, or highly suspect," he wrote. 
"And there is a conscious and responsible 
way to trek this territory of suspected abuse 
without the aid of false beliefs such as 
'Children Never Lie!' " 
N aylornever told Odyssey publisher Gail 
Rossi that he'd been convicted of unlawful 
sexual contact. "I was shocked," Rossi 
said. "Clearly he had a professional re-
sponsibility to tell me [of his background) 
because of the subject matter he was writ-
ing about." Rossi learned of Naylor's 
history about a month ago. Now she's 
contemplating her next move. In the No-
vember issue of Odyssey, Rossi infonns her 
readers about Naylor's past. And she gives 
him a space to respond. She hasn't decided 
whether to stop running his column. 
Naylor doesn't think there was any-
thing wrong with not letting Rossi know 
about his record. "My opportunity to even 
write about [sexual abuse) probably would 
not have occurred," he said. "Because I'm 
innocent, I have already done my suffering 
for this grievous error. I haye nothing that 
is accountable in terms of any sortof guilt." 
And Naylor didn't tell anyone at Agape 
about his past either. Fred Lancaster, a 
spokesman for Agape, said he had just 
found out about the sexual abuse charges 
on Nov. 5. Lancaster refused to be inter-
viewed, but did provide a statement that 
said "Agape is about healing. We are a 
place of caring, guidance and supportwhere 
people can come together to be in the 
healing process together. Agape is not about 
judgment and punishment." Lancaster 
wouldn't comment on whether Naylor 
would continue to offer classes at Agape. 
District Attorney Roberts thinks that 
it's appropriate for people in the commu-
nity to know' 'about Naylor. ,,( think 
untreated offenders, and he clearly is one, 
should be monitored," Roberts said. "Ifhe 
in anyway is attempting to send a message 
to the publio that children lie about sexual 
abuse and people are falsely accused, I 
think it's important to set the record 
straight." 
Naylor plans on holding workshops in 
the near future about False Memory Syn-
drome. Why now? "I've been waiting for 
all of this to come out," he said. But this 
time he plans on letting people know he 
was convicted of unlawful sexual contact 
with his daughter. 
Soley watch 
Soley's shorts 
Seamen's Club busted with 
little lobsters 
Old Port real estate magnate Joe Soley 
had a run-in with the Marine Patrol on 
Halloween night. Wardens showed up in 
the kitchen of Soley's Seamen's Club res-
taurant and started mp :a5uring lobsters. 
Sixteen of Soley' s crustaceans were smaller 
than the legal limit, according to the Ma-
rine Patrol's Lt. Dan Morris . 
"We had developed information that a 
Yannouth harvester was selling short lob-
sters [to the restaurant]," Morris said . "It's 
a criminal matter . .. the restaurant owner is 
responsible." The case will be settled in 
Cumberland County District Court, he 
said. 
The restaurant will probably be fined at 
least $405, according to Morris. The pos-
session of any short lobsters carries a $25 
fine. And the restaurant will be fined $10 
for each of the first five lobsters and $30 for 
each additional undersized undersea crea-
ture. 
"That's news to me, " said David 
Rubino, the general manager of Soley'S 
Monopoly, Inc. But a Seamen's Club em-
ployee did confirm the wardens confiscated 




Forget about weird news if you get your 
groceries at the Shop 'n Save store in Roch· 
ester, N .H. The supennarket has created a 
"tabloid-free" checkout line in which the 
front pages of such publications as the 
Weekly World Nl!Ws, the Sun and the Na-
tional Enquirer are covered up to prevent 
impressionable children from discovering 
that Hillary Clinton and Bigfoot are hav-
ing an affair. The store's manager said the 
experiment resulted from customer com-
plaints about sensational headlines, and 
has been very successful so far. No word 
from Hannaford Bros., the Scarborough-I 
based owners of Shop 'n Save, on whether 
this is an attempt by space aliens to keep 
their existence on earth a secret. No com-
ment either on whether the anti-tabloid 
mania will spread to other stores in the 
chain. And did anyone ask Elvis whether 
he approved? 
Ii 
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Style 
Your c hoice of a diamond engagement ring is 
important. It is a symooJ of your love and commit-
ment which she will wear everyday for the rest of 
her life. We understand why every aspect and detail 
of the selection process must be exactly righl. 
When you' re ready to become engaged to be mar-
ried we have the brightest. most beautiful . brilliant 
diamonds and northern New England's very best 
selection of .Jhe ring styles women most desire. 
StOp in this week. 
Cr03S Jewelers 
thf' Upslairs Jt'w~lry Store 
570 Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 C9S 
We Have 
Turkey Roasters 
and everything you need 
for holiday feasts 
~ 











369 Forest Ave., Portland' 772-9784 
M-F 8-5 • Sat. 9-2 
Visa, MC, Disc. & Amex. 
rS:~. =~:5:;AT' 
WE'VE GOT IT! ' 
Your import car connection featuring: 
r--------------------------------------, 
i eCROWN i 
i QUALITY PARTS I 
I' Ignition • Rack and Pinion I 
I Distributors • Master 
I· Wiper Motors Cylinders 
I 
I· Blower Motors • Power Steering 
I 
I' CV Drive Shafts Pumps 
I • Disc Brake Calipers 
I 10% Off With This Ad 
~--------------------------------------
Call Charlie or Lennie at (207)773-1111 
222 Riverside (Off Exit 8) 
Portland, Maine 
R E s TAU R A N T 
94 Free Street in Downtown Portland • 780-8966 
... Lean on Amaryllis 
for great sweaters by 
Relais 
to keep you cozy and warm! 
And don't miss our 
15-25% offsale 
on selected foil items ... 
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Bullet with butterfly wings 
The defeat ofConcc::rned Maine Families' 
anti-gay rights referendum should put an end 
to the political career of Carolyn Cosby. 
Should, but probabJy won't. 
Cosby spent election day promising to 
challenge thousands of ballots in a futile ef-
fort to overturn what, in her view, was the 
work of militant homosexual activists from 
out of state, who had snuck across our border 
to steal our votes. Those weirdos from away 
apparently were responsible for her initiative's 
defeat in places like South Thomaston, 
Farmington and Biddeford. Somehow, a 
majority of the citizens in traditionally con-
servative towns were seduced unwittingly 
into supporting the dreaded gay agenda. 
Cosby's real culprits were hardly mili-
tants. The referendum was done in by a 
formidable commingling of church and state 
pOlitics 
in the persons 
of the bishop 
and the King. 
What moved 
and other mistakes the huge block 
of undecided 






Gov . Angus 
King warning 
of the eco-
• AL OlAMON nomic conse-
quences Maine would suffer if Question 1 
passed, and the quiet insistence of Catholic 
Bishop Joseph Gerry that the church could 
be both opposed to gay rights and opposed to 
Cosby. 
Both men took considerable risks to defeat 
the referendum. King, by taking such an 
aggressive stand against the Cosby proposal, 
alienated many right-wingers who backed 
him in 1994. Gerry was faced with open 
revolt among conservative Catholics, who 
claimed the bishop was espousing views con-
trary to those of the pope. King and Gerry will 
likely suffer some political discomfort as a 
result. But there's little doubt the two deliv-
ered key blocks of support to the "Vote No" 
side. The King ad turned the tide among 
middle-class moderates and yuppies, a ma-
jority of whom ended up casting ballots against 
the initiative. The Gerry pronouncement 
helped build support among Franco-Ameri-
cans, resulting in a near-even split of that 
powerful (and usually socially conservative) 
voting bJock. 
The final piece needed to assure the 
referendum's defeat was not, as Cosby 
claimed, voter fraud. ltwas the skillful use by 
Maine Won't Discriminate of Sen. Olympia 
Snowe. Snowe did little to help defeat Ques-
tion I , exceptto issue a single weak statement. 
Through careful editing, the anti-referendum 
group was able to paste together a TV spot 
showing a photo of Snowe with a couple of 
quotes from her statement reading, "negative 
impact ... broad implications." It gave the 
distinct impression that Snowe felt a lot more 
strongly about the issue than anything the 
senator actually said, and it was crucial in 
convincing Republican women to abandon 
Concerned Maine Families. 
Cosby's defeat further lowerS her political 
credibility. It's now down to zero. Herresume 
includes a failed bid for the Portland City 
Council, a failed effort to defeat Portland's 
gay rights ordinance and an elaborate system 
of feuds with most of the rest of the religious 
right., 
It's much more difficult to assess what the 
vote means to the groups trying to pass state-
wide legislation granting civil rights regardless 
of sexual orientation. The King-Gerry-Snowe 
combo was effective in defeating Question I, 
but two-thirds of it is firmly on record oppos-
ing gay rights. The one-third that supports it, 
Gov. King, has already spent a good deal. of 
political capital on an issue that isn't likely to 
pay many dividends. Legislators wavering 
over their position on a gay rights bill that will 
probably reach the floor in 1996 may be less 
impressed with who wo~ this referendum 
than with the relative closeness of the vote. 
Maine Lesbian Gay Political Alliance presi-
dent Karen Geraghty termed defeating Cosby 
merely "a piece of what we have to do." 
Geraghty said the victory didn't necessarily 
provide much momentum for passing a civil 
rights law. "We have to try to get a sense of 
what are the reasons why people cast their 
ballots the way they did," she said. "Once we 
do that, Sen. [Dale] McCormick [the bill's 
sponsor] and others will have a tough deci-
sion to make." 
As Maine Won't Discriminate chair Pat 
Peard celebrated late Tuesday night by de-
claring, "The voters have said no to 
divisiveness, no to discrimination, no to any-
thing that will be hurtful to this state," 
Geraghty was sounding less certain. "This 
campaign has pointed out the education that 
still has to be done," she said. "This campaign 
didn't really deal with discrimination." 
She's right. Slightly more than half the 
electorate voted no for reasons ranging from 
fear of economic boycotts to worries about 
unforeseen legal consequences to support for 
local control. Some were just plain confused 
about what Cosby was up to . But only a few 
were concerned about discrimination against 
gay men and lesbians. It's not unreasonabJeto 
suppose that if those other distractions were 
cleared away and voters were asked to decide 
strictly on that issue, Cosby, who said she's 
considering launching another referendum, 
might yet have her revenge. 
For now though, she'll have to content 
herself with making outrageous charges, fil-
ing frivolous lawsuits and watching the 
spotlightofpublic attention move away. Cosby 
and company have been forced back to the 
fringes of Maine politics, where they nor-
mally reside. 
Whether it's tattered principles, broken promises 
or tangled explanations, send the contents of 
your political garbage can to this column, care 
of Ca~co Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. Or call 775-6601 and 
trash a tlputation. 
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Call it maritime manifest destiny. 
Portland's Gulf of Maine Aquarium, 
which first rumbled forward in 1978, is 
moving ahead resolutely as a glacier, slowly 
grinding down the obstacles in its path. 
The aquarium intends to be the single 
largest private-public partnership in the 
state. It would be 100,000 square feet, 
attract 850,000 visitors per year and cost 
$42 million to build. Construction would 
generate nearly 500 jobs. Once completed, 
some 140 people would staff it, with 336 
jobs generated in the region as a result of 
the economic boom. It would have an 
operating budget of$7. 7 million. It would 
produce $2.4 million in additional state 
sales and income taxes. It will open in the 
year 2000. 
The GulfofMaineAquarium (GMA)is 
not a modest project. It's not something 
that will blend into the city's fabric, like the 
Maine Narrow Gauge Railroad Company 
& Museum or The Children's Museum. If 
successful, the aquarium has the potential 
to reshape the city's profile, significantly 
alter the waterfrtmt and shape the eco-
nomic future . 
Given the impressive scope of the 
project, it's alittle odd that it has generated 
virtually no opposition nor even much 
debate. Of course, that could change once . 
the building site is announced (possibly 
within the next few months) and the 
aquarium's impact on the citf goes from 
abstract to concrete. Financing for the 
aquarium (to be determined after the site-is 
selected) is also likely to generate heat, 
since significant city and s~ate funds may 
be involved. 
But why, wait until then for the debate to 
begin? CBW came up with 10 questions 
that seemed to get to the heart of the 
matter. We called around to aquarium 
managers nationwide to get their perspec-
tive. We spoke at length withAlanLishness, 
project director of the Gulf of Maine 
Aquanum, and Don Perkins, management 
consultant for the Gulf of Maine Develop-
ment Corporation. 
None of these questions lend themselves 
to simple answers, and we don't try to give 
them. Wejust wanted to make sure that if 
15 years from now Portland finds itself in 
the unhappy circumstance ofbeing saddled 
with a failed aquarium, no one will ask: 
"How come nobody asked these questions 
when the project started?" -
I 
Does the world really 
need another aquarium? 
OK, it's a facetious question. But it does 
lead to the more serious issue of how much 
demand exists among the public for yet 
another aquarium. Are we reaching a satu-
ration point?What ifwebuild it and nobody 
comes? 
Start with what we know: we're living 
in the Age of Aquaria. Aquariumania has 
swept the nation in recent years. When the 
New England Aquarium opened in Bos-
ton in 1969, only about a dozen aquariums 
were open nationwide, many of them old 
and musty. Since then, 15 new, multi-
million-dollar projects have opened their 
doors in cities like Baltimore, Tampa, New 
Orleans, Monterey, Corpus Christi, 
Omaha, Columbus, Camden, N.J. , and 
Norwalk, Conn. 
And the pipeline is still pretty full. New 
aquariums are far along in the planning 
stage or under construction in San Fran-
cisco, Denver, Cleveland, Minneapolis, 
Bay Shore, N .Y., Buffalo, Myrtle Beach, 
S.C., Orlando, and Palm Beach. Five 
aquariums costing a total of $350 million 
are under development in southern Cali-
fornia. And about a year ago, Charleston, 
S.C., had no fewer than three major aquari-
ums in development. 
And the trend doesn't show much sign 
offading. The New York Times reported last 
year that as many as 100 cities were cur-
rently weighing aquarium plans, although 
the American Zoo anpAquarium Associa-
tion (AZAA) in Washington, D. c., thinks 
that's too high. Thirty to 50 cities is a more 
realistic number, according to Jane 
Ballentine, the AZAA's director of public 
affairs. 
Meanwhile, attendance at the nation's 
aquariums shows some evidence of flag-
ging. After explosive growth in the late 
1980s and early 1990s, total attendance at 
AZAA's 26 member aquariums dipped last 
year to 34.9 million, from 35.5 million in 













Has aquarium popularity peaked? Is 
Portland jumping on the bandwagon too 
late? 
No one knows since this boom is unprec-
edented, and there's no way to gauge if 
demand is close to being saturated. 
Ballentine admitted that the aquarium com-
munity is divided on that question. "One 
side thinks maybe there is a glut," she said. 
But the majority seems to think there's 
room for more, especially if aquariums are 
planned so they don't replicate others. 
Gulf of Maine Aquarium backers say 
they're not worried about a downturn in 
interest. A 1993 report by Forrest Associ-
ates (see sidebar, page 10) said the "latent 
demand" for aquariums was still signifi-
cant, and that the U.S. still showed a strong 
demand for "recreational activities featur-
ing exposure to wildlife and/ or the 
outdoors." 
As for a glut of aquariums nationwide, 
"the only people talking about aquarium 
gluts are reporters," said Linda Riley at the 
New Jersey State Aquarium. "There are a 
lot of zoos, and nobody's talking about a 
glut of those. There's a big appetite for 
seeing what's under the water." 
"Thirty of anything is not a lot," Don 
Perkins added. "We don't see a saturated 
market." 
Why don't we hear about 
failed aquariums? 
Portlanders have been treated to a steady 
diet of stories about successful aquarium 
projects, including the TennesseeAquarium 
in Chattanooga (featured in a fuss Herald 
series last year) and the Oregon Coast 
Aquarium in remote Newport, a favorite of 
GMA supporters since it topped its pro-
jected first-year attendance within four 
months of opening in May 1992. 
But what about aquariums that have 
failed? Why don't we hear about them? 
Simple. No major aquariums have 
failed - at least not to the point of shut-
ting their doors. 
But several have been limping along. 
Some - induding projects in Connecti-
cut, New Jersey, Florida, Louisiana and 
Texas - have come up short on visitor 
projections, which directly hits their bot-
tom line. Theirtravails can be instructional. 
Example one: The Maritime Center in 
Norwalk, Conn., opened a $30.5-million 
facility in 1988. It projected more than a 
million visitors the first year. Some 384,000 
showed up. A year later, the city stepped 
in to take over bond payments and has 
since spent more than $18 million financ-
ing the debt. The city is on the hook to 
make payments through the year 2004. 
Example two: The New Jersey State 
Aquarium opened a $52-million facility 
in February 1992 in Camden, across the 
river from Philadelphia, as part of a plan 
to revitalize a decaying industrial city of 
85,000. The first year was sensational, 
topping the original forecast of 1 million 
by 300,000. The next two years were a 
disaster. Annual attendance plummeted 
to 511,000. 
GMAaquarium supporters say they've 
learned from the mistakes of others. 
Norwalk's flaw, according to Perkins, was 
that it sought to be all things to all people. 
In addition to the aquarium, the project 
induded a maritime history museum, a 
boat workshop and an !MAX theater. 
"They didn't identify a niche that mat-
tered to people;" Perkins said. "Identify 
your niche and fill it well ." A good 
aquarium with a tight focus and engaging 
exhibits will create demand among the 
public, Perkins stressed. A poorly con-
ceived aquarium will not. 
As for Camden, the lessons were many. 
It was built in an impoverished area per-
ceived to be dangerous. Funding cuts and 
political wrangling eliminated colorful 
tropical fish in favor of dull, dun-colored 
New Jersey fish. And the museum was 
static, with too few exhibits that allowed 
touching and interaction. 
After watching attendance plummet, 
the museum revamped to the tune of 
$4-million last year, adding a sexy coral 
reef display and more exhibits where visi-
tors can get their hands wet. The aquarium 
anticipates a bump up in attendance by 
100,000 over last year. 
a 
Do tourists want to 
see Maine fish? 
The concept behind the GMA is appeal-
ingly simple: trace a drop of rainwater 
from Katahdin on its route to the sea. "I 
can'tthink ofa better way to focuspeople's 
attention on our aquatic resources, "Perkins 
said. 
The watershed approach is one of the 
more popular in aquarium design these 
days; it can be found at the Tennessee 
Aquarium, the Pine Knoll Shores 
Aquarium in North Carolina and the new 
Denver aquarium. It touches on environ-
mental concerns about ecosystems and 
bioregions, and meshes nicely with an edu-
cational and research mission. 
But will it entertain? Do tourists want to 
see Maine fish, which don't exactly boast 
the sex appeal of exotic sharks or brilliantly 
hued tropical fish? "People go to aquari-
ums because they want to see cool fish with 
neat stripes and neon colors and eyes bulg-
ing out of the sides of their heads," Jane 
Ballentine told the New York Times earlier 
this year. 
Alan Lishness conceded the point. 
"There's nothing like well-lit piranhas with 
gold flecks," he said. But Lishness and 
Perkins are confident that visitors will be 
intrigued by Maine aquatic life. 
Until recently, common wisdom was 
that no freshwater aquarium would be suc-
cessful, since freshwater fish don't have 
the flash of their saltwater cousins. The 
Tennessee Aquarium, which opened in 
1992, demolished that notion by succeed-
ing solely on a diet of native fish. 
What's more, Perkins and Lishness said 
that Maine fish are more beautiful and 
exotic than most people might assume. 
Exhibits could include the Atlantic salmon 
fighting a current to get upstream and col-
orfullocal trout. The Gulf of Maine may 
not have the bizarre sharks of warmer 
waters, but it has its share of intriguing 
peculiarities, includingwolffish, sea ravens, 
sturgeon andjellyfish. Portland's aquarium 
could also incorporate a kelp forest, Perkins 
and Lishness note, an attraction that has 
proven hugely popular at the Monterey 
Bay Aquarium. 
Where do all these 
optimistic dollar figures 
come from? 
The headwaters of the aquarium project, 
from which all subsequent numbers flow, 
is the 1993 Forrest Associates study on the 
project's feasibility . Accordingto Lishness, 
the aquarium was first conceived as a far 
smaller facility. But the Forrest study came 
back with good news and bad news. The 
good news was that the aquarium had far 
greater potential to attract visitors than 
previously thought. That bad news? The 
aquarium's size and budget had to double. 
The consultants figured that 100,000 
square feet would accommodate the 
crowds. After canvassing other aquariums 
nationwide, the study found an average 
cost per square foot of about $400. Round-
ing up, they estimated a $42-million 
construction budget. 
Armed with that figure, aquarium back-
ers looked at the impact the project would 
have on the local economy. They commis-
sioned a report by national accounting 
firm Arthur Andersen and local consultant 
Market Decisions Inc. Last May, the firms 
issued a report conduding that the Port-
land aquarium would "create a significant 
level of net new economic activity within 
the southern Maine region." 
Forecasts and projections are only as 
good as their foundation of assumptions, 
of course. The numbers can be as solid as 
granite before a project commences, only 
to crumble as the assumptions fall apart. 
Take the New Jersey State Aquarium as 
an example. The projections seemed solid 
until the second year, when in retrospect it 
became obvious that, of course, you can't 
build in a ghetto! Of course, you can't build 
displays around brown fish! Of course you 
have to offer interactive exhibits! 
Portland would do well to keep an eye 
on the assumptions - especially those 
assumptions that may trip up other aquari-
ums in the coming months - as the local 
project grinds ahead. 
Will a Portland 
aquarium really attract 
850,000 visitors 
per year? 
That's the $42-million question. 
Projected attendance is the foundation 
on which all the other numbers - con-
struction costs, budget, economic impact 
- are built. Aquarium supporters, backed 
by the Forrest study, say that the aquarium 
will attract 1.2 million in its first year. 
That's more than the Sea Dogs, Portland 
Pirates, Portland Museum of Art, 
Children's Museum and Victoria Mansion 
attract in one year combined. 
In the second year, attendance is ex-
pected to dip to 959,000, before settling at 
850,000 annually in subsequent years. (At-
tendance at aquariums typically falls off 
20-30 percent after the novelty wears off.) 
So. VVill it happen? 
Perkins and Lishness are brimming with 
confidence, although they admit tourist 
data is sketchy for Portland. They cite L.L. 
Bean, which attracts some 4 million visi-
tors each year, and Portland Head Light, 
which draws an estimated 350,000 to 
400,000 each year. While neither of these 
are paid admissions, they suggest the po-
tential. 
Boosters also say that aquariums typi-
cally draw eight times the average 
attendance at the local art museum, which 
would put the projected aquarium atten-
dance in the ballpark when measured by 
the Portland Museum of Art's 106,000 
visitors per year. 
Nor do the GMA projections seem out 
of whack compared with those reported by 
other aquariums, even taking into account 
our briet: tourist season. Attendance fig-
ures for last year include 1.3 million for 
Boston, 1.5 million for the National 
Aquarium in Baltimore; 1.5 million for the 
Monterey Bay Aquarium, 1.4 million for 
the Aquarium of the Americas in New 
Orleans and 1.2 million for the Tennessee 
Aquarium. 
Perkins and Lishness are quick to point 
to the success of the $24-million Oregon 
Coast Aquarium in Newport, Ore., a town 
more remote that draws from a region 
more sparsely populated than northern 
New England. By the Oregon aquarium's 
third season, aquarium attendance was 
still running 50 percent above projections, 
attracting 530,000 to a town with a popu-
lation of just 8,900. 
Is $42 million a 
realistic figure? 
A new fish recently swam onto the scene 
- the mega-aquarium. The new Tampa 
aquarium cost 584 million. A project on 
the boards in Long Beach, Calif., is slated 
to weigh in at more than $120 million. 
Most of the other new aquariums -
Monterey Bay, Chattanooga, Camden, 
New Orleans:""" have topped $50 million. 
Computer mogul David Packard, who 
ponied up'555 million to build the Monterey 
Bay Aquarium in 1984, visited almost ev-
ery major aquarium in the country before 
writing the check. He concluded that the 
single problem from which most aquari-
ums suffered was underfunding. 
Will Portland be able to build in enough 
"Wow!" factor with a budget of $42 mil-
lion? "Forty-two million dollars seems 
reasonable" for the proposed size, said 
Jane Ballentine of the AZAA. She noted 
that many new aquariums were adding 
expensive high-tech components to help 
interpret the exhibits, but these weren't 
es.ential·for success. 
Then there's the issue of expansion and 
improvements. Once built, aquariums need 
to be constantly updated and expanded to 
maintain visitor interest. In fact, a sort of 
aquarium inflation is taking place nation-
ally, with relatively young aquariums 
adding major additions to keep the crowds · 
coming. These include Newport, Balti-
more, Tennessee, New Orleans and 
Camden. 
"Expansion is budgeted in already," 
Perkinss.aid. In fact, a high-definition video 
theater using state-of-the-art technology 
-analte.rnative to the wrap-around !MAX 
theaters - could be "a likely second act," 
Lishness said. 
As for whether the building will come in 
for $42 million, shell-shocked Portlanders 
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Wh .... the -.uarlum .... 
.... n and whe,. It'. going 
The Gulf of Maine Aquarium project 
first came onto land in 1978 and has been 
evolving ever since. Because of the mea-
sured, cautious pace of the project, it's 
tricky to keep track of where this effort 
stands. Here's ail attempt to explain. 
The Gulf of Maine Aquarium Develop-
ment Corporation - a group of local 
businesspeople and concerned others -
has commissioned a handful of studies to 
date. The first, a 1993 report by Portland-
based Forrest Associates, concluded that 
Portland could support 'a world-class 
aquarium, but only ifbackers wereunstint-
ing in its funding. "Our evaluation of the 
project's marketing position indicates that, 
to achieve long-term market and financial 
success, the proposed aquarium cannot 
position itselfas a lesser facility than (other 
major aquariums)." 
A second study, looking at the project's 
economic impact, was released this past 
May. Apparently designed to boost local 
and political support for the project, the 
study concluded that benefits from the 
aquarium would be extensive for Portland 
and Maine. Employment gains from build· 
ing and staffing the aquarium would be 
significant, and tax revenues to the state 
would increase by $2.7 miUion . 
Most recently, a group consisting of 
former mayor Tom AUen, Congress Street 
landlord Penny Carson and Don Perkins 
of the Gulf of Maine Development Corp-
oration, and aided by Cambridge 7, a 
Boston-area consulting firm, concluded 
that the Portland waterfront was the only 
place that made economic sense for the 
project. Fourneighborhood meetings were 
held in October for public input on which 
waterfront site would be preferred. 
What's next? Quiet negotiations will 
now take place with one or more landown-
ers on the Portland waterfront. The obvious 
sites include the city-owned property at the 
foot ofIndia Street, the Guilford Transpor-
tation property southwest of the Million 
DoUar Bridge, and the Cumberland Cold 
Storage building near Union Wharf. Within 
the next few months, an announcement 
will likely be made that the corporationhas 
acquired an option on one of these. 
The questions wiU then get more spe-
cific: What's the environmental impact of 
an aquarium? Can the site physically sup-
port an aquarium? Do any unresolved title 
issues exist? At the same time, the develop-
ment corporation will move ahead to shape 
a financial plan based on the site. Perkins 
stressed that the private sector would take 
the lead in funding, with the city, state and 
federal governments likely pay the 
balance. Then comes the fun part - de-
signing the building and its exhibits. 
Assuming aU these threads weave to-
gether on schedule, the aquarium will usher 
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who've seen overruns on Hadlock Field, 
City Hall Auditorium and middle school 
renovations might be skeptical. But back-
ers insist that the figure is within reach. 
If it's such a great idea, 
why don't private 
investors pay for the 
whole thing? 
Aquariums are such a hot ticket these 
days that some are being built as private 
ventures, notaspublicinstitutions. Ripley's 
Believe It or Not has an aquarium project 
under way in South Carolina. A Dallas-
based firm with the vaguely alarming name 
of Tarlton Aquastar is building a $38-mil-
lion Underwater World in San Francisco, 
and another at Minneapolis' huge Mall of 
America. 
But Perkins and Lishness said the pro-
posed Portland projectsimplycan'tsupport 
the debt needed to build the project as 
envisioned. "A S7-million business can't 
pay for a $42-miUion building," Lishness 
said. 
And it's not just an attraction - the 
Portland aquarium is a more powerful, 
long-range economic development tool, 
they said. "Sure, we could bring in a fran-
chise and throw up a canned aquarium 
that would be a Disney·by-the-Sea night-
mare," Perkins said. "Or we could put up 
an aquarium with a serious marine re-
search and technology component, and 
suddenly we're developing marine-related 
opportunities in Maine. That's first and 
foremost ." 
Some private investors might be in-
volved, but Perkins said it's stiU too early in 
the game to even discuss a theoretical fi-
nancing package. Once the site is 
determined, then a fmancing plan will take 
shape. Ifbackers acquire a sizable site that 
could accommodate additional commer-
cial development, then private investment 
could be part of the deal. "It all turns on the 
site," Perkins said . "That wiU drive the 
financing by having a tangible proposal for 
people to look at." 
And why not just get Betty Noyce to pay 
for it? "Betty Noyce and a variety of other 
potential donors will be approached when 
we feel we have a compelling proposal," 
Perkins said. "Youdon'tgoouthalf-cocked 
and start this discussion. " 
Can Maine's aquarium 
compete with the 
New England Aquarium 
in Boston? 
Anyone who's been to the New En-
gland Aquarium in Boston knows it's a 
tough act to foUow. It's architecturaUy 
striking. It has exceptional, engaging ex-
hibits. 
And by the time Portland's aquarium 
opens, the Boston aquarium will be an 
even tougher act to foUow. 
The New England Aquarium is launch-
ing a major expansion and renovation to 
be completed within the next five years -
about the time Portland's aquarium is slated 
to open. The aquarium is investing some 
$70 million in the expansion, with the 
facility growing from the current 74,000 
square feet to 169,000 square feet. New 
exhibits will include a 1.I-million-gaUon 
"open ocean" exhibit and a 315,OOO-gal-
Ion "rocky shore" exhibit with harbor seals 
and California sea lions. A wave tank and 
a tide pool are also planned. 
But we shouldn't view Boston as com-
petition, aquarium supporters say. The 
more the merrier, the thinking goes, as 
interest in undersea life expands. 
"A significant number of aquarium-
goers love aquariums and will go to others, 
provided it's a first-rate aquarium," Perkins 
said. "Just like they go to more than one 
restaurant or ski area in a year. " 
Perkins envisions sharing resources with 
the New England Aquarium to the benefit 
of all . "It doesn't make sense forthe [two) 
aquariums to hire the same specialist vet-
erinarians, but rather to share them," he 
said. "We could also create collaborative 
exhibits to rotate. " 
Still, the Northeast doesn't have any-
thing like the aquarium congestion of 
California or Florida. 
Why should we build an 
aquarium in the last 
part of town that needs 
more tourists? ' 
The committee choosing a site last 
month rejected plans to place the aquarium 
someplace other than the Old Port. Sites 
like Spring Point, Thompson's Point, Back 
Cove the Eastern Prom and the South , 
Portland side of the Million Dollar Bridge 
were all sent packing for one reason or 
another. 
While other large-scale urban aquarium 
projects have been used as an anchor to 
attract development, that's proven risky. 
Development doesq't always follow. 
Camden's aquarium ~s supposed to spur 
$500 million in new iD.ves~~ aw~g the 
waterfront, of whicb approxlnittely zeto 
million followed. Because of that, aquari-
ums are seen as a liab,ility if they're off on 
their own, far from other attractions that 
might help create a critical mass to lure 
visitors. 
"I started a year ago convinced that 
Spring Point was the right site," Perkins 
said. "A year of research showed other-
wise. tt 
In other words, the Old Port may not 
need the aquarium, but the aquarium needs 
the Old Port - to provide warm bodies 
who mighf wander over spontaneously, 
and to give the project a luster ofpolitica1 
and economic viability . . 
As for where these 850,OOOpeople would 
park, Perkins said that this was also depen-
dent on the actual site. The facility should 
be built to accommodate the median crowd, 
he said. When the crowds exceed the ca-
pacity, remote parking lots with shuttle 
buses could be employed. 
Should downtown 
Portland harness its 
future to large-scale, 
industrial tourism? 
This is the most far-reaching question of 
the bunch. It's also a little weird that there's 
been virtuaUy no debate on this issue. 
The aquarium would not radically alter 
Portland's future course, but it would likely 
vastly accelerate change that's already un· 
derway. Manufacturing long since fled the 
city, and retail has decamped for the mall. 
Shops and restaurants, many catering to 
tourists, have filled the void. Many shops 
downtown aren't designed for Portland's 
residents as much as for those passing 
through. 
"Over time, I think that Portland will 
increasingly attract visitors because it's a 
spectacular city," Perkins said. "The 
aquarium will certainly add a number of 
visitors, but I don't think it's going to 
qualitatively change the city. 
"And it 's not as simple as, 'More people 
come to town, that means more T-shirt 
shops, '" he added. "It's more important to 
look at the other side of the story." 
And that side of the story is the develop-
ment of Portland as a marine research and 
technology center. Perkins envisions a 
Portland that doesn't employ just T-shirt 
merchants and ice cream vendors, but ma-
rine biologists, deep-sea divers, captains of 
research vessels, maritime suppliers and a 
whole raft of other high-wage specialists. 
The aquarium is the engine to get this 
started, Perkins insisted. The tourist dol-
lars are the fuel to help it along. In this 
scenario, industrial tourism is the 
byproduct, not the goal. 
"Portland and Maine have to position 
themselves for what's going to be a difficult 
future, " Perkins said. "We need to take 
advantage of our marine resources. Those 
are the assets we're building on for the 
future. They're also an asset the state has 
largely ignored." 
Wayne Curtis isjimnereditorofCBW and a 
CUJTent~/ance slacker. 
IIlustriItWnsJrom "Fishes of the GulfofMaind 
by Henry B. Bigelow and William C. Schroeder, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 
D.C., 1953. 
$3895 100% wool knit 
pullovers 
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2 sweaters for $75 h 
3 sweaters for $1 00 ~J 
CLEARANCE PRICES ~ 
8eHilpPY If 
Silve Money! ~ 
.-- 1Itaute--, 
BEDDING & FURNITURE 
Quality • Craftsmanship • Value 
Since 1938, we have been building quality mattresses right 
here in the heart of Portland. Because each piece is hand-
crafted, you will not find a better built mattress. And because 
you are buying directly from the people who make them, you 
will save up to 50% - even when other brands are on sale! 
FREE Delivery 
FREE SetUp 
FREE Removal of Old Set 
....... 
Porlfand'l Only Maffrell FCJdory 
Since 1938 
"The big green building just off 
Marginal Way" 
131 Preble Street, Portland 
772-2276 
Mon-Fri 9-6 
Thursday 'til 8 
Sat 9-5 
Sun 12-4 
Tues. & Wed., November 14 & 15, 7:30 PM 
STATE THEATRE Tickets: $15, $20, $25, $35 
To honor the 50th anniversary of the United Nations 
we've scheduled a diverse and entertaining world tour. 
FEATURING JANET REEVES, PSO PIANO 
·SHENG Prelude for Orchestra 
• HOVHANESS And God Created Great Whales 
·BERNSTEIN Symphony No.2 
('The Age of Anxiety") 
• BEETHOVEN Symphony No.7 
Hors doeuvres, desserts and beverages are available. ... ~ 




'*' -~ .. '*' A state-of-the-art aquarium. filled with S!> 
: interesting. interactive exhibits illuminating the : 
~ ecology of Maine - and pumping millions of .. 
: dollars into the local econo~undS' : 
: good, right! : 
.. Sure it does. But before Portland signs onto S!> 
: a projectthatwill cost an estimated $'42 million, : .. 
: the city's residents should engage in a debate. _ 
'1 II II I 
Th~ parking game 
A field guide to parking in .Portland 
~ The only public forums for discussion of the • • P A U L K A R R 
• • d . . ~ ~ aquarium proposal have ,ocuse on Siting. not .. 
• on whether the aquarium should be built at all, .. & • 
.. or with whose money. And since the issues -
& .• 
.. haven't gotten much of a hearong among the " 
I recently returned to Portland after a nine-month absence, and 
was pleased to find a couple of notes tucked beneath my wind-
shield-wiper blades one morning. Old friends, no doubt, just saying 
welcome back . 
~ citizenry, we've suggested some points for 
~. 
~ . debate in this week's issue. .. 
.. Closer inspection, though, revealed that the notes weren't really ,. 
'" notes at all- they were parking tickets. Within a couple of days, 
" I'd collected a fistful. One day I got nailed at nine in the morning, Aquarium supporters .. 
.. moved to a distant residential street I thought was safe all day, then 
admit that the project '" got bonked again before noon. 
can't go forward on : It sure was good to be back. 
private funding alone. So ~ Then my car got towed for a street sweep (which I
 figure is 
Portland voters had : Portland's version of the welcome wagon), 
and it set me to 
better sit up and pay .. ,. 
attention while decisions .. ,. 
are still being made. While .. 
ESSAY 
thinking. I mean, parking problems 
are something I've never really asso-
ciated with living in Portland. Too 
.. the City would most likely ·" 
" .. be responsible for financing only a portion of • 
many piles of dog droppings in the parks , yes. Dodging seagulls, 
sure. But traffic and parking? It's not like this is Harvard Square. 
: the proposed aquarium. money isn't the only : 
; thing at stake. The profile ofthe city's waterlront : In this 
'" is at issue as well. And there's more to be .. strange new 
~ " '" concernedaboutthantheaquarium'spotential .. Republican 
; failure. : climate, maybe 
: Imagine a successful aquarium, with 850.000 : parking enforcers 
~ people streaming through its gates every year. .. are the new 
: Imagine the souvenir stands and fast-food : environmentalists. 
This is such a walkable city 
downtown that you don't even 
need a car half the time. (I tend 
to use mine more as a kind of 
rolling self-storage unit.) 
And so it was that, puzzled 
by all this fuss about enforcing 
parking laws, I decided to spend 
a day poking around the city 
ordinances. I was surprised by 
: outlets that would spring up to serve all those : 
'" visitors. Imaoine the jobs created - many of '*' 
~ b' ~ 
~ them in the low-paying service sector. " 
what I found, and in the spirit 
of public education constructed a quiz to test CBW readers' knowl-
edge of the parking laws they love to hate: 
• Such are the wages of tourism. Maine : 
; communities where tourism sustains the • l.1RUE OR FALSE: The city can't to
w or ticket you on a street where 
«. • there don't seem to be any si
gns. 
" economy - Camden, Boothbay Harbor. Bar : FALSE: According to the city 
code, a sign must be visible and legible 
: Harbor - have watched services for year-
k' d 
n 
" to "an ordinarily observant person." But the par mg epartment 
: round residents gradually disappear while : uses a 250-foot rule of thum
b to decide whether or not you could 
" seasonal boutiques multiply. " have seen the sign. The rule
 doesn't have legal grounds. · .. ; Obviously Portland is far bigger than these " 
: towns. and tourism is a smaller part of the : 2. TRUE OR FALSE: Most people who
 get towed on streetsweeping 
" nights are from out of state or out of town . " economic picture here. Aquarium boosters 
'" ~ FALSE: No way. The vast majority of stree
t-sweeping tows are 
" insist that tourist-related businesses would be S!> 
*' .. inflicted upon peninsula residents. 
~ but a fraction of the development triggered by • 
~ an aquarium. But the peninsula has already · . " seen retail outlets tt~t are useful to residents 
: disappear, especially in the tourist-happy' Old 
~ 
• Port. Only one supermarket remains 
" downtown. And the trend shows no sign of 
*' .~ reversal. An aquarium on the waterfront would 
• , d d . '" increase the city s epen ence on tounsm. 
: That's if the aquarium were to succeed. If it 
·s failed. the city would likely be left with at least 
;; 
" some financial obligation, as well as a very 
~ expensive piece of infrastructure to maintain. 
~ Portlanders should take a good, long look • 
" .. 3. 11IUE OR FALSE: Everybody knows that you can apply for a 
: resident parking permit that exempts you from certain tickets dur-
" ing the day. 
.. FALSE: I sure didn 't know it - not until I read the city code. Here's 
" ~ how it works: you trudge down to the parking division office (it's 
: in room 22A in the basement of City Hall), whip out your license 
.. and proof of address, then get a sticker allowing you to park all day 
: on streets in your neighborhood marked with one or two-hour 
~ parking limits. Don't mistake this for permission to park on all 
~ 
" streets with those signs, though; your sticker's only good in your 
'*' "zone." 
: Oh, yeah, I forgot. Make sure you don't have any outstanding 
'" parking tickets . 
" 
~ at the aquarium proposal, decide whether we '" 
. " 4. TRUE OR FALSE: The meter readers w
ork forthe city, and therefore 
: want to tie up so much money in a tourist- .. 
~ driven venture, and make our voices heard as 
~ the aquarium moves forward. 
,$ 
" SARAH GOODYEAR 
~ for you and me. 
., TRUE: The parking division's budget is roughly $2 million,a year, 
: maybe half of which goes toward operation of the city's parking 
.. garages. The division collected $670,000 in tickets last year. Mil-
<i> 
" lions of dollars' worth, though, were never paid. . .. 
S. TRUE OR FALSE: The city gets a cut of the fee you pay a towing 
company to unshackle your vehicle from its lot. 
FALSE: "We don't get a dime," ~ays John Peverada, parking man-
ager f;r the city. In case you. were wondering, every towing 
company gets the same $50 for the hook job, plus $10 more every 
day you leave your car in its hands. 
6. TRUE OR FALSE: If you don't get your car out of hock in good 
speed, you can lose it. 
TRUE: State law allows tow truck companies to take over the title to 
your car after about a month and a half. They can crush it, sell it, 
register it or do whatever else they want. 
7.1RUE OR FALSE: You can' t contest a ticket or a tow-away. 
FALSE: Actually, you can. Within 10 days of the indignity, you can 
march down to the parking division and calmly layout your case. 
The head honchos don 't often give ground, but they say they visit 
the site of every protest anyway. 
L MUL'nP~ CHOICE: The city tows __ cars on a typical street-
sweeping night: a . 2 b . 10 c. 25 d. 100. 
C: Yup, 25 of you are towed every Sunday through Wednesday 
night because you didn't read or ignored those signs. 
9. 11IUE OR FALSE: Parking rules are the same on-peninsula as off-
peninsula. 
FALSE: Off-peninsula, folks still use the old "odd-even" syste~ that 
armoyed us longtime residents . On peninsula, there's one night a 
week when you can't park on a certain side of a certain street. 
10. ESSAY QUESTION: Meter readers want to ruin your life. 
I don't know. Sometimes it sure seems true, but look at the flip 
side: in this strange new Republican climate, maybe parking enforc-
ers are the new environmentalists. The day after my car was towed, 
I took a long walk to City Hall. It was almost liberating to be free 
of my car for a few hours, and I began to realize once more 1 ow cars 
have become such an extension of our bodies that we don't really 
perceive them as they are: huge hunks of metal, belching noxious 
fumes into the air and - sooner or later - into our lungs. 
You know, ifmy entire closet of clothes hadn't been sitting in the 
back seat of that car, I might never have gotten it out ofh?ck. 
Paul Karr hasn 't b~en towed this week. 
ACTIVIST NOTEBOOK 
BE A NEWYEAR'S VOWNTEER. 
Lend your time and talents to the "Arts for 
All" New Year's Eve celebration. Y eab, it's 
a bit early to be planning your New Year's 
;::. Eve agenda, but Very Special Arts (VSA) 
needs you now. 9n Nov. 27, VSA will begin 
training volunteers with artsy inclinations 
-:::/'" to help kids and adults make postcards and 
hats at Portland's New Year's Portland cel-
ebration. Training consists of two sessions lasting two hours apiece. 
Think of all the fun you'll have on New Year's . To volunteer call 
Debb or Ellen at 761-3861. 
~ ., 
DON'T RIDE ALONE, STUPIDI Rideshare is in the midst 
of kicking offits Guaranteed Ride Home campaign - "an insurance 
policy for car-poolers." Rideshare is implementing this new pro-
gram to ensure commuters never get caught without a ride home. To 
get involved with the program call John Balicki, 774-9891, or 
Kathryn Buxton, 775-2802. 
Send Activist Notebook announcements three weeks in advance to Colleen 
Sumner, CBW, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
-J'r.J 1' • .• ?k': .. ~.r..;.-,cf'~ 'l.. . ~ .. _"_I_~ __ .. _I_ t .. _'.6~~ _ , J. _ '- __ .. 2. ...... ' ___ -_-.- _ .... .) . _
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Casal Bay Weekly .... Icomes your kttm. Pk= /«tp your 
thoughls 10 1m IMn JOO words (long.,. ktkrs ""'y be ulilul for 
space rwsDru), and indrult your address and tkzy/imt ph_ 
number. Ltllm, Casal Bay W .. kly, 561 Congms SI .• 
Pon14nd. ME 04101 orvia t-l!1Ilit uJjrOl@cbw.I!1IliIlt.com 
Pint-sized? 
While reading your beer issue (CBW, 
10.26.95) I couldn't help but think about 
the term "pour me a pint." To me that 
means 16 ounces by volume of drinking 
pleasure. Getting out my trusty Pyrex brand 
measuring cup and filling it to 16 ounces, I 
proceeded to pour it into the same type of 
glass that you are given at a bar wllen 
ordering a "pint." Lo and behold, the glass 
was filled to the brim at 14 ounces. Leaving 
room for the head, you will be lucky if you 
get a 12-ounce beer. Now, I'm not saying 
that there is a conspiracy to dupe the public 
or that you should take out this misrepre-
sentation on your server, but just that you 
should be aware of the situation (especially 
when paying 3 to 4 dollars for a glass) . For 
years in Europe, bar glasses have had the 
volume level marked on them to assure the 
public of a true fill. 
So what should a beer drinker do? Next 
time you're out, order a 12-ounce bottle 
and ask for a pint glass and see for yourself. 
Also, if the menu states the price as a pint 
and it is served in a l4-ounce glass, politely 
let the management know of their error, as 




we do too brew 
In your article entitled "The Red Men-
ace" (CBW, 10.26.95) you allowed AI 
Diamon, the self-professed beer guru, to 
print an inaccurate and, as far as I can tell, 
speculative statement concerning brewery . 
plansforTheHedgehog. Mr:Diamonnever 
spoke with an owner. Had he done ~o, he 
would have learned that "abandoning our 
plans" fora brewery was a completely false 
statement. We are building an off-site facil-
ity in Sko;""hegan. The plans allow 'for 
future expansion and regional distribution 
of our beers not encumbered by physical 
space and zoning constraints at issue at the 
India Street location. 
Furthermore, before the brewery is on 
line, we are offering at least one of our 
recipes brewed by D.L. Geary ... and it's 
good. Thank you, Mr. Geary. 
Pat Lawton 
K.T. Snyder 
Owners of Hedgehog Brewpub 
Portland 
lime to speak up 
I would ask the silent majority to please 
stand up, let yourselves be heard. The City 
can AVOID LATE-NIGHT AND 
WEEKEND WORK ON THE 
PORTLAND-SOUTH PORTLAND 
BRIDGE PROJECT. No late-night heavy 
equipment operation, nojackhammers, no 
pile driving, no light-as-day floodlights . A 
scheduling change is possible - the project 
can move from a double-shift, six-day-a-
week, 7 a.m.-lOp.m. schedule, to a five-<1ay, 
single-shift 8 a.m.-5 p.m. schedule. The 
double shift will complete the work in 10 
months; a single shift will take longer, 17 
months,BUTTHERE WOULD BENO 
LATE-NIGHT OR WEEKEND 
WORK. 'IJle Maine DepartmentofTrans-
portation, t~e contractor, the Portland 
Public Works department, the city 
manager'soffice and this councilor all want 
to make this happen. 
A number of immediate neighbors op-
pose the change. Some want to see the 
bridge close altogether during the Portland 
end of construction (that's simply not pos-
sible); some want to keep a small park area 
open a little while longer; some bravely say 
"we can stand the noise." But thousands of 
people, from the West End to Munjoy Hill, 
as well as hundreds of businesses, live and 
operate within earshot of the construction 
project. They will all hear and have to live 
with the nightly pounding. 
, 
It is this larger, this silent majority that 
must SPEAK UP NOW. Don't call me-
my views on this issue are seen by some as 
biased. Call the city manager (874-8689), 
call the mayor (797-4741), call any of the 
other councilors. Tell them - NO late 
night, jackhammers, NO late night bull-
dozers, NO weekend work. Tell them we 
can, and we should avoid these intrusions 
- call immediately - your views are 
important. 
Orlando E . Delogu 
S:0uncilor, District #2 
Kudos, AI 
AI Diamon'sarticle on Portland's middle 
school construction (CBW, 11.2.95), is, in 
my ·opinion, one of the finest pieces of 
reporting I have ever seen. 
As a concerned and investigative citizen 
and a board member (middle school sub-
committee) of the Taxpayers Association, I 
believe you have made a pivotal contribu-
tion to the well-being of our city. 
I believe there is more surrounding this 
partiC\1lar situation - don't stop now. 
~~j 




You really should send a reviewer to see 
"Beyond Rangoon" and rewrite your blurb 
about it on the movie page. 
"Beyond Rangoon" depicts the ongoing 
struggle for democracy in Burma as much 
as it shows a young American's healing. 
There's nothing petty or flip about this 
movie, nor is it just depressing. 
IfI'd paid attention to your blurb about 
this movie, I never would have gone to see 
it, and I never would have missed a valuable 
film. I wonder how many others I've missed 
because I' ve taken your cynical words about 
them to heart. 
1:J (~ ( J -
Joy Carren 
Portland 
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What's with Iba Ilgn on Portland 
Pier near J'B OYlter Bar that 
laYI "Shoreway lralr''l n 
doeln't leem to go anywhere 
exeapt DIMillo's parking lot. 
Back in the mid-1980s, city officials 
thought Portland should have a "Shoreway 
Access Plan," which would allow ordi-
nary folks to view the working waterfront. 
Exactly why the powers-that-be thought 
regular citizens would want to watch fish 
having their heads cut off remains a mys-
tery, but it hardly matters. As with most 
ideas out of City Hall, this one ran into 
financial trouble and out of steam. About 
the only parts of the plan that got imple-
mented were a few signs and a map. The 
trail currently runs from Chandler's Wharf 
to the Maine State Pier, a hefty quarter-
mile hike along a mix of restored and 
decayingpiers . Highlights include the afore-
mentioned oyster bar and parking lot, as 
well as Dan Lilley's law office and the 
Casco Bay Island Ferry Terminal. "The 
signage system was a very early effort," 
said Rick Knowland, senior planner for 
the city. "It's a little bit deceptive." 
Knowland is currently working with the 
private group, Portland Trails, to connect 
the stunted waterfront walk to an Eastern 
Prom trail set to npen next year. When 
completed, that project will allow an in-
trepid hikerto slog all the way from the Old 
Port to Back Cove. Knowland also hopes 
to extend the pathway up the Fore River 
toward the International Ferry Terminal. 
As part of all the changes, the route likely 
will be incorporated into the 30 miles of the 
Portland Trails system, and the "Shoreway 
Trail" signs will disappear. 
Got a burning question about life in Greater 
Portland? Let CBW's crack investigative squad 
sort it out for you. 77wse whose questions are 
selected for publication will receive a compli-
mentary SPAM® refrigerator magnet. CBW 
Q, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101, orby 
fax: 775-1615. 
14 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
" hat's inaname1: The Memphis " .. 
" Mafia is no more. The Portland " 
.. rockabilly band is still alive and .. 
" " .. well, but the name has to go. Seems a trio of It WONDERFUL PARTY ... UTILE STEVIE ORBIT... 
: Elvis lecturers from California has already : 
" trademarked the name, and has sent the local " 
: boys a cease and desist order demanding that : 
.. they stop calling themselves The Memphis Mafia .. 
: within 15 days. The tangle over the name arose : 
~. last month when the band performed at a " 
: Pittsburgh club, which happened to be down : 
.. the street from where the Elvis wonks were .. 
: lecturing. "We're looking into the possibility of : 
.~ calling ourselves The Memphis Mafia Rockabilly " .. .. 
" Combo," says Matt Robbins, guitarist for " 
PUNKS ON PARADE.. .COMEDY BECOMES lEWISTON .. . 
FLYING FRENCH FINGERS ... ANXIETY ATIACKS 
'" The Memphis Mafia. "but I'm not sure they'll go .. 
: for that." The band is : 
considering other names, ~. 
including The Memphis : 
Kingpins, King Memphis, .. 
'" and The Kingpins. Call It 
Robbins at 773-5622 and <I> .. 
vote for your favorite <I> 
name, or suggest one of .. 
'" your own. Our choice1 It 
" In honor of the band's recent deal with an " .. .. 
" English record label (no telling how the name " 
.. snafu may affect that), we hereby submit £, or .. 
" " .. The Band From Portland Formerly Known As  
: The Memphis Mafia. : 
.. 
: • Art mart: Around 400 art lovers packed the : 
" Baxter Gallery at The Maine College of .. 
~ " " Art for the school's annual art auction last .. . 
~. week. The event featured the work of 117 '" .. .. 
" artists, most of them MECA alums, and raised .. 
"" $30,000 fa; the school's scholarship fund, just " 
~ .. 
" shy of its $35,000 goal. Top bids went to works <; 
: by Louise Nevelson and Neil Welliver : 
'" (not MECA alums), which went for $1,200 " 
: apiece. Hot on their heels were works by : 
.. Peyton Higgison and Claude Montgomery (who .. 
: are MECA alums). which went for $1.100 and : 





." • Chansons a respondre: If you didn't get .. 
~ . 
., enough of the French-Canadian culture that .. 
: Ann Carlson and Benoit Bourque packed into : 
" "Pigs Foot Stew" a few weeks back, you're in .. 
: luck. Portland Performing Arts hosts a week- : 
.' long residency with Quebecoissingerand fiddler " 
«-
" Guy Bouchard, which will include a session " Local alternative: Oak Street Theatre's elizabeth Buchsbaum and Michael levine PHOTOj COUN MALAKIE ·:8 
" of call-and-response singing at 7 p.m. on Nov. ~ 
4 • 
<io 10 at Portland Performing Arts Center; " 
.. workshops on French-Canadian singing (2 p.m.) " 
<I> " 
Married ... with theater 
<* and fiddling (4 p.m.) on Nov. II at PPAC; and a " 
.",. Franco-American sOirceat7p.m.on Nov. II at .. 
" " .. St. Hyacinth Hall, 295 Brown St. in Westbrook. '" 
: Singing and fiddling sessions are free and open : 
Can a vow of alternative programming keep Oak 
Street Theatre happily hitched to its audience? 
." to the public. Tickets to the soiree are $3. .. 
" • TANYA WHITON 
! • Perishable publishing: portland : After two years as general manager for 
«. Magazine, arguably ~he city's most vexing .. Portland Stage Company, Michael Levine 
: publication, features yet another "The 10 ! was creatively stumped. Though trained 
;, Most.. ." list in its current issue. This time PM '" as an actor, Levine somehow ended up 
:: goesfarafieldforits " IOMostlntriguingPeople : staring at bank statements while the deci-
.• InMaine"story.ThewinnerIJohnTravolta. ;, sions about scripts, casting, staging and 
: a sometime resident, along with Kirstie : production happened without him. 
• , Alley, of Islesboro. (Alley, sadly, didn't make ~ A year and a half ago, Levine left PSC 
'" .. .• the top 10.) Writer Kevin LeDuc's snooping '" to satisfy his "creative itch." He and his 
.. doesn't tum up much. except for an unidentified " wife, Elizabeth Buchsbaum, both 29, 
" '" ~. man who .assaults him and asks, "You know " opened Oak Street Theatre - a small, 
.::: wnat we do to snoopers around here?" Take e'$ black box theater dedicated to rejuvenat-
* ~ ", away their word processors, for starters. CBW ,. ing the grassroots stage in Portland. It's the 
only theater in town, for example, where 
performance artists follow on the heels of 
Shakespearean classics. 
Balancing the theater's books while pro.-
ducing alternative theater is a tricky 
proposition, but so far Levine and 
Buchsbaum have managed to produce and 
support financially risky experimental pro-
gramming alongside better-known, mO"fe 
mainstream works. They brought in two 
established local theater groups - Vintage 
Repertory Company and American Re-
naissance Theater - as resident 
companies. They created Oak Street Pro-
ductions, which serves as a base for local 
productions like John Nichol's "Tuna 
Daiquiris," experimental performers like 
Celeste Miller, and off-the-beaten-path 
kids' theater. Finally, to separate the inde-
pendent performers and ensembles from 
their own pet projects , Levine and 
Buchsbaum recently formed Acorn Pro-
ductions, a mini-company thatwill produce 
three shows this season. 
"We spent the first year getting [the 
theater] up and going - I had no artistic 
input," says Levine. As is typical of non-
institutional theater, there wasn't much 
cash flow, either. Levine and Buchsbaum 
invested $30,000 of their own money to 
launch the theater, but they have yet to 
draw a salary from it. Buchsbaum splits her 
time between the theater and her job as 
administrative assistant for Portland's 
Downtown District. "I'm there to lend and 
ear an be an artistic advisor, but the daily 
grind is his," Buchsbaum says of Levine. 
"He's in there day to day in the trenches." 
Following their instincts as program-
mers and managers is an ongoing learning 
process; embracing performance art as a 
regularly featured part of the season, for 
example, has forced them to make quick 
decisions about what flies and whatdoesn' t. 
Levine's own taste in theater means gam-
bling in terms of box office sales . "We're 
committed to doing gay theater and 
women's theater, and letting performers 
try out [new artistic territory]. I'm really 
into multimedia stuff, " he says. Levine 
readily acknowledges that the big box-
office sellers are mostly old chestnuts, but 
contends that Oak Street is fast becoming 
a haven for theater fans who are tired of 
rehashed hits . "I'm willing to take a certain 
amount of risk, as long as I feel the artist is 
getting something out of it," Levine says. 
"Then again, if you only have 10-20people 
every night, you're in trouble." 
Vintage Rep's Jane Bergeron, for one, 
appreciates the risks Levine and 
Buchsbaum have been willing to take. 
~'They came along at a perfect time - we 
were thinking about opening our own 
space, but it wasn't financially viable, " 
says Bergeron. "We don't do anything 
that's really mainstream. Our mission js to 
do material that has generally been around 
for a while but that people don't get a 
chance to see. " 
From the outset, Levine's intent was to 
get back to actively creating theater. His 
first Acorn project (and first crack at direct-
ing in Portland) was the recent one-man 
show, "Drinking in America," with local 
actor David Blair. Written by notorious 
performance artist Eric Bogosian, the piece 
was just the sort of thing Levine wanted to 
direct. "It's very urban, very cynical, " he 
grins. A rapid-fire series of raw, in-your-
face monologues - which run the gamut 
from a holy-rolling preacher to a rasping, 
washed-out junkie - "Drinking in 
America" is a scathing comment on the 
grotesque excess of the American dream. 
Levine, not surprisingly, had his reserva-
tions. "I didn't have any reputation as a 
director," he says. "I was putting a lot on 
the line." After opening night, though, he 
could breathe a sigh of relief - the show 
was a hit with audiences and critics alike. 
It was an auspicious beginning for the 
fledgling Acorn's season, which will also 
include Claire Chafee's "Why We Have A 
Body" and Harvey Fierstein's "Safe Sex." 
To broaden Oak Street's safety net, 
Levine and Buchsbaum recently decided 
to go nonprofit, and enlisted help with the 
exhaustive responsibilities of running the 
theater and choosing productions. The 
move means, among other things, that 
Oak Street will have a wider variety of 
grant money available to it, as well as "a 
better chance of somebody funding 
projects," says Buchsbaum. It also means 
that Levine may finally receive a regular 
paycheck. "The biggest difference is that 
major decisions are [now going to be I made 
by a board of directors other than my wife 
and myself," says Levine. "It was getting 
too big to run it ourselves." 
The theater's board includes an all-star 
cast oflocal theater professionals, includ-
ing Tina Young, Micliael Gepner, Kym 
Dakin, GregTitherington, A vner Eisenberg 
and Julie Goell . The new board, Levine 
says, intends to pursue a similar agenda of 
producing alternative theater, and hopes 
to line up shows imd performers that com-
pliment the seasons of Mad Horse and 
Portland Stage. "They appear to have found 
a niche," says Tom Werder, managing 
director of Portland Stage. "Their biggest 
challenge will be to invigorate their audi-
ence - one that perhaps isn't accustomed 
to making charitable donations - and 
somehow stimulate the kind of giving that 
will allow the audience to support what it 
wants to see." 
With an artist-driven group of decision-
makers and the eligibility for arts funding 
-albeit, from a rapidly shrinking resource 
pool - conferred by nonprofit status, 
Levine and Buchsbaum hope to expand 
the theater's roster of alternative program-
ming. They pran to bring in big-name 
performers, setup a scholarship fund for its 
acting school , the Oak Street School for the 
Performing Arts, and put the work of 
Maine playwrights on stage - in short, to 
give their audiences even more variety on 
top of a steady diet of challenging, edgy 
t!teater. "The people who come to Oak 
Street expect to be on edge," Levine says. 
"I want to do theater that disturbs, and gets 
people excited about the process. It's not 
TV."CBW 
From the old coUntry 
The first time I heard Iris DeMent's voice, I reckoned she must be about 80 years old or so - a 
wise and wizened great-grandma watching the sorrows of the world from her porch rocking chair 
somewhere in an Appalachian holler. 
Of course, as her publicity photo illustrates, I was way wrong - she's only 34. But the singer-
songwriter's eerie, slightly ragged voice sti II sounds like it's from another age, when country music 
wasn't about glitz and flash and fringe but 
was coaxed out of old gUitars on long summer 
evenings up in the hills. 
Born in Arkansas, DeMent did a lot of her 
growing up in Southern California, where her 
family moved in search of work. Her sound, 
most recently heard on her second album, 
"My Life," is rooted in white gospel. Sweet, 
melancholy, but also clear-eyed and clean, 
DeMent's songs mostly manage to stay just 
this side of sentimentality. Her lyrics tell 
unaffected stories of love and death and 
pain- simple stuff, really. But when DeMent 
sings, allthehuman heart's complex emotion 
comes through in her phrasing. No wonder Merle Haggard called her "the best singer I've ever 
heard.· She should be in fine form at Morganfield's, a room small enough to allow her intimate 
style to flower . 
Iris DeMent performs at Morganfield's, 
121 Center St., Nov. 15 at 8 p.m, 
Tlx: $15. 774-5383, 
• SARAH GOODYEAR 
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Get Ready for 
Holiday DreSSing! 
Our consignment shop is like no other. You'll find festive holiday attire 
from elegant cocktail dresses to comfortable casual wear. 
We'll make your holidays sparkie ... and save you money too! 
Forget-Me-Nots 
Featuring quality consignment women's apparel 
1232 Shore Road, Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107·799-3796 
~ Open 7 Days: Mon-Sat 100S, Sun 12-5 ~ 
IIIiIiIiIII Now Accepting Fall & Winter Consignments ~ 




56 main street 
Dan & Bill put their 
50 years experience in paint 
and decorating products 
To WORK FOR You! 
ExTENSIVE SELECTION OF 
WALLCOVERING BOOKS 
D,SCOUNTED 20-40% 
, 236 CONGRESS STREET 
772·2371 
hours: m·f 7:30·5:30 "lWl 
sata·3 ~ ..... - ........ 




Celebrate the release 
This is @ggressive 
folk, the original 
motion picture 
soundtrack by 
attending live shoots for 
the movie. Proceeds 
fund the film project 
Thurs., Nov. 9 Bpm 
MORGANFrELD'S 
Portland 
Sponsored by WC12 
• Cindy Bullens 
Lisa Gailant·Seal 
& the Brotherhood 
Dogs 
Michael Danahy 
Thurs., Nov. 16 B pm 
MORGANFIELD'S 
Portland 
The Memphis Mafia 








-more than an hour 
of music .unavailable 
elsewhere by II 
Portland artists. 
Available at Bull Moose 
Music, Bad Habits, CD 
Exchange, Play It Again, 
Amadeus, Moose 
Country Music, Coffee 
By Design and The 
Elvis Room. 
movie times 
Owing to SChedUling changes after CBW goes to press, 
moviegoers are advised to confirm times with theaters. 
Dates effective Nov 1(}15 
: GeOeral Cinemas, Maine Mall, Maine Mall Road, 
! S. Portland. 774-1022 
MIGHTY APHRODITE (R) 
1, 3:05, 5:10, 7:15, 9:20 
BABE THE PIG (G) 
1:15, 3:15, 5:15 
HOW TO MAKE AN AMERICAN QUILT (PG-13) 
! 1:20, 4:15, 7:05, 9:35 
i COPYCAT (R) 
i 1:30, 4:10, 7:15, 9:45 
i POWDER (PG-13) 
1:40, 4:20, 7:20, 9:40 
HOME FOR THE HOUDAYS (PG-13) 
1, 3:10, 5:25, 7:35, 9:50 
USUAL SUSPECTS (R) 
7:30, 9:45 
Jim Carrey gets looney (what a surprise) In ACE VENTURA 2; WHEN NATURE CALLS. 
i GOUD DIGGERS: THE SECRET OF BEAR MOUNTAIN 
i (PG) 
: 1:20, 3:25, 5:25, 7:35, 9:35 
ACE VENTURA 2: WHEN NAME CAW 
For all ofyouwhocan'tgetenough of Mr. Silly 
putty (a.k.a. Jim Carrey), here's a sequel to 
the film that broke hill on the big screen. 
This time around Ace travels to the darX 
continent and saves Africa 's benevotent 
beasts from mean and nasty poachers. Even 
if Carrey's monopoly on comedy has got you 
annoyed, he 's so bizarre you Just have to 
laugh at him. 
AMERICAN PRESIDENT A Rob "Look what 
Meathead's doing now' Reiner film about a 
fictional commander· in·chlef (Michael 
Douglas) andhisaffairwith an envlrO/Vl1eOtal 
lobbyist (Annette Bening). 011, the confllc~ 
Also starring Morgan Freeman and Michael 
J. Fox. 
APOllO 13 Tom Hanks, Bill Paxton and 
Kevin Bacon are trapped in their spacecraft 
on the dark side of the moon after an 
accident SCfews up their oxygen and power 
supplies. Not a good flick for claustro phobics. 
BABE THE PIG It's not enough for an 
enterprising porker to eat slop and roll in the 
mud. This is the tale of a young pig In search 
of gainful employment; he tries everything, 
even rounding up the sheep, dumg his 
adventures on the farm. 
COPYCAT Holly Hunter and SlgoumeyWeaver 
team up against a serial killer who is 
mimicking the murder style of the nation's 
most notorious monsters: Dahmer, Bundy, 
BerXowitz. Hunter is her feisty se~, and 
Weaver plays a criminal psychologist who 
hasn't been able to leave the house since 
being stalked by a particularly slcko client. 
FAIRGAME Okay. Hold on to your popcorn. 
Cindy Crawford stars as a bombshell lady 
lawyer trying to escape some nasty hitmen. 
William Baldwin (one of the many Baldwins 
crowding the silver screen) is the Miami cop 
who helps her. Stanislavsky weeps. 
GET SHDRTY John Travc~a and Danny DeV~o 
star oppos~e each other in this comedy 
based on Elmore Leonard's novel. Travolta 
plays a mobthugtumed producer and DeVtto 
plays a short movie star. 
GOLD DIGGERS: THE SECRET OF BEAR 
MOUNTAIN Gin adVenturefilm!An LA mallrat 
(Christina Ricci) moves to a little Northwestem 
town and befriends a tomboy (Anna Chloolsky) 
w~h a messed-up family life - and the two 
take off on a treasure hunt. 
HOME FOR THE HOUDAYS Jodie Foster 
directs an aJ~starcast in an intimate k)ok at 
family relationships during the holiday 
seasoo . Charles Dumlng and Anne Bancroft 
play mom and dad, HoI~ Hunter, Robert 
Downey Jr. and Cynthia Stevenson are the 
kids and Geraldine Chaplin gives a ditsy 
pertormance as the senile aunt Thanksgiving 
is coming. Call your therapist. 
HOW TO MAKE AN AMERICAN QUILT Can 
you forgive Winona Ryeer for butchering the 
character Jo in "Little Women?' CBWcan·!. 
In this warm and fullY drama, she portrays 
(wooden~, no doubt) a young woman who 
leaves he r fiancee to live with her grandmother 
for the summer. Her grandmother belongs to 
a quitting bee. Winona meets a dashing 
boy and contemplates calling off the 
marriage, while discovering her heritage 
as a woman and leamingto qum. Yuck. 
MAMMA ROMA Made in 1962, and 
just now being released In theaters 
around the U.S., "MarrvnaRoma- is the 
painstaking drama of a woman trying to 
control the course of her I~e and the I~e 
of her son. The trouble Is, her sordid 
past as a prostitute keeps threatening 
to destroy the delicate powershe wields 
over her delinquent son. 
MIGHTY APHRDDlTEWoody Allen plays 
out his ever·more-slckening personal 
psychodrama In a film about a middle-
aged man who throws over his aging 
wife, Helena Bonham Carter (hello? 
aging?) for a young prostutute. 
Supposed to be funny. Yeah, I'm 
laughing. 
NEVERTALII TDSTRANGERS Rebecca 
DeMomay plays a criminal psychiatrist 
caught in a creepy plot involving Antonio 
Banderas and Harry Dean Stanton 
(starring as a serial raplst). Sounds 
charming, huh? Sounds like ~ 'sheaded 
straight to video. 
NOW AND THEN Question: What could 
be worse than Deml Moore in a period 
Ptece based on a classK: novel? Answer. 
Demi Moore as a chiid - played by 13-
year-old wunder1<lnd GaIly Hoffman. Also 
starr;,gMelanie Griffith, RosieO'Ooonell 
and Rita Wilson and their teenage 
counterparts. The plot: them. Now, and 
then. 
PERSUASION The wond always has 
space for one more tale of star-<:rossed 
lovers. In this case, Jane Austen's story 
of a young sensible woman trapped 
within a fami~ of fools Is brought to the 
screen. She falls in love , but they reject 
her toasty prince charming. Thank 
goodness they dldn't carry daggers in 
those days. 
POWDER Sean Patrick Aanery plays a 
iloy-geniusraised in isolatJon. His albino-
like complexion and social clumsiness 
disguise an incredibly wise, sensitive 
nature - and like all old souls he Is 
tortured by his peers and ridiculed for 
being different. 
THE SCARLET LETTER Demi Moore is 
Nathaniel Hawthorne 's legendary 
character Hester Prynne, the ado ~erous 
mother of an 1l1eg~lmate child in a 
pur~anlcal 18th century New England 
town. Her lover? The local pastor (Gary 
Oldman). No doubt Hawtj10rne Is 
spinning in his grave - he probably 
would have cast Winona Ryeer. 
SEVEN Hunk of the moment Brad Pitt 
stars with Morgan Freeman as two 
detectives in hot pursu~ofa serial killer 
who somehow communicates each of 
the seven dead~ Sins through his 
murders. Throw in one hot molTVTla and 
lots of running around and you 've got a 
psychological thriller you can actually 
sit through. 
SMOKE A Slreet corner in Broo~ Is the . i Hoyts Clark's Po'nd 333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland. 
scene of several lives intersect;,g in 879-1511. 
mysterious ways: a cigar shop keeper ACE VENTURA 2: WHEN NATURE CAW (PG-13) 
snapping photos, a teenager who lies 10, 10:30, 12:15, 12:45, 2:35, 3:05,5, 5:30, 7:15, 
about his name, a novelist with wrtter's 7:45, 9:45, 10:10 
block and a host of other characters. AMERICAN PRESIDENT 
Each of them has a seeret and a persooal 
dilemma, and while they don't seem 6:50 (SAT ONLy) 
related at first, their stories begin to fit SEVEN (R) 
together like puzzle pieces. The cast 10:10,1, 3:40, 6:40, 9:20 
IncludesWiliiamHurt,StockardChanning THE SCARLET LETTER (R) 
and HalVeY l<I>~eL 9:10 
THREE WISHES Patrick Swayze plays a 
magical drifter with a magical hound NOW AND THEN (PG-13) 
taken in by Mal)' Elizabeth Mastrantonlo, 10:20, 1:40, 4:20,6:30,9:50 
a 1950s house~e with two kids. He GET SHORTY (R) 
proceeds to do his genie routine, tumlng 10:20, 12:30, 2:50, 5:10, 7:30, 10 
dogs Into men. THREE WISHES (PG) 
TO DIE FOR Gus Van Sant's inventive 10:40, 1:20, 4:00, 6:50 (EXCEPT SAT) 
new flick won raves at Cannes and stars 
Nicole Kidman as a murderous TV VAMPIRE IN BROOKLYN (R) 
weathelWOman. (There's talk of a Best 11,1:30, 4:10,7,9:30 (FRI , SAT & SUN ONLY) 
Actress nomination for Kidman.) FAiRGAME (R) 
TO WONG FOO, THANKS FOR 11:10, 1:50, 4:30, 7:40, 9:55 
EVERYTHING Director Beeban Kidron ! 
('Used People') has taken on a sCript i The MOVies. 10 Exchange St, Portland. 772.9600 
that Involves Wesley Snipes , Patrick 
Swayze and John Leguizamo as three i THE WOODEN MAN'S BRIDE 
prize-winning drag queens on a road trip. i NOV9-14 
Sound familiar? i WE{}fR1 5, 7:15, 9:30 
USUALSUSPECTSWam;,g:testosterone i SAT·SUN 3, 7:15 
fiick. Male audience members may be MON.TUES 5, 9:30 
overwhelmed with the desire to hoid up MAMMA ROMA 
the popcorn stand. Gabriel Byme, Kevin 
Spacey, Stephen Baldwin, Kevin Pollack NOV 11·14 
and Benicio Del Toro are a gang of SAT·SUN 1, 5, 9:30 
notorlousconshiredbyabig-dogmobster . MON-TUES 7:15 
to pull 011 a huge scam. ChaZZ Palminleri . ON 
is the fiatfoot who gives chase, sort of. i PERSUASI (PG) 
YAMPIREIN BROOllLYN Eddie Murphy's i NOV 15-21 
brother Chanie penned this campy horror i WED-TUES 5, 7, 9 
flick as a vehicle to help Mr. ' Raw' make i SAT·SUN 1, 3 
acomeback.SuperbabeAngelaBassett i NOV 22·28 
c<>stars as a building-hopping fanged i WED-TUES 5,9 
temptress. 
WATERWORlDThereyouare,500years i SAT·SUN 1 
in the future , and the world Is totally 
covered with water because of global 
warming. KevinCostnerswlmsby, gills a-
fiapplng. Perennially weird Dennis Hopper 
is the Villain. The goal: Rnd dry land. The 
plot Kevin Costner tries to find dry land 
and encounters the evil Hopper. Vague 
mutations, futuristic " Mad Max" on-water 
sets, budget equal to the gross nillional 
product of many small nations. 
THEWOOD£N MAN'S BRlDE A beaut~ul 
bride-to-be is being escorted across the 
North Ch ina desert en route to her 
wedding, when a gang of outlaws kidnap 
her. The escort's valiant attempts at 
saving the bride persuade the bandits to 
release her. Unfortunately, the fate 
awaiting her Is less pleasant than I~e as 
a captive- her husband{o-be has died. 
And her mother<n-Iaw makes her marry a 
wooden dummy, sleep with ~ and be 
faithful to ~ forever. Yikes. Fortunately, 
the brave escort is employed in the 
household ... 
Nickelodeon, Temple and Middle streets, Portland. 
772·9751 
(THE FOLLOWING TIMES ARE FOR NOV 13-161 
TO WONG Foo (PG-13) 
4, 7, 9:20 
NEVER TAU( TO STRANGERS (R) 
4:20, 7:20, 10 
TO DIE FOR (R) 
4 :10, 7:10, 9:50 
OPERAnON DUMBO DROP (PG-US) 
3:50, 6:30, 9:00 
WATERWORUD (PG-13) 
3:40, 6:50, 9:40 
APOLl.O-13 (PG-13) 
3:30, 6:40, 9:30 
thariliay 8 
'I1Ie INC Ea, Red Light Rewe (bl,!"s/ 
R&B/soul), 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-
1207. 
ClJde'. Pub Karaoke, 173 Doean St, S. 
Portland. 799-4473. 
Fr .. _tTo..",. Soup BabYOazzfunk), 
128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Oono'. Open Mic (tune up, tum on and 
freak out), 13 Brown St, Portland. 772· 
7891. 
GriM, IUlllm'. Kiover with Red Bel~ (all 
ages punkl, 55 Market St, Portland. 761· 
2787. 
HeclCehoC B.owpub Karaoke with Nick 
Knowlton, 35 India st, Portland. 871· 
9124. 
MorCI""-Id'. Usa Gallant Seal & the 
Brotherhood Dogs (rock), 121 Center St, 
Portland. 774-5853. 
Old Port To ..... Ring (former members of 
Crossfire), 11 Mou~on St, Portland. 774-
0444. 
n_1IY Pub OJ Greg Powers & Karaoke, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, 363 Maine Mall Rd, 
S. Portland. 775-6161. 
The ~cround OJ Bob Look (Big Bob's 
dance party), 3 Spring st, Portland. 773-
3315. 
Zootz Bounce (fresh music spun by OJ 
larre love & guest stars), 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-8187. 
'rlday 10 
TheBI,Ea,West End Blues Band (blues), 
416 Fore SI, Portland. 780-1207. 
Fr .. _ TI.tmI Shutdown 66 (surt· 
spy-hotrod music), 128 Free St, Portland. 
774-1114. 
Oono'. Moon Dog Biscuits (space rock), 
13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7891. 
IlronnJ 1UIam'. Elderberry Jam (dingl'lberry 
rOCk), 55 MarXetSt, Portland. 761·2787. 
,,",olio, Brewpub Usa Gallant Seal & 
the Brotherhood Dogs (rock), 35 India St, 
Portland. 871·9124. 
Joyo Joe'. Peter Albert (classical gu~arlst), 
13 Exchange SI, Portland. 761·5637. 
MorConftold'. The Holmes Brothers (sou~ 
singing trio) , 121 Center St, Portland. 
774-1245. 
Old Port To ..... Ring (former members of 
Crossfire), 11 Mou~on St, Portland. 774-
0444. 
Roout'. Rockln' Vibration (reggael, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
T-BIrdt JennyWoodman (yeah, yeah, yeah), 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
'I1Ie lJnderCround OJ TIm Staney (dance, 
dance, dance), 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-
3315. 
Prime cut 
Boogalicious: Looking for something to shake your booty to? Boston's 
funkiest act, Rippopotamus, is coming to town with their heavy, homy 
funk show. They've opened for stellar acts like the Beastie Boys, 
Fishbone and Phish, were voted best funk band in the Boston Music 
'-
Awards in 1993 and received 5 nominations in the Boston Phoenix music 
poll in ·1995. Rippopotamus plays a blend of rap, funk and hard rock 
topped by solid vocals and an infamous hom section that keeps crowds 
jumping until last call is long over. They'll be performing cuts off their 
new CD, "Butter," and some old favorites, too, at Granny Killam's, 
55 Market St, at 8:30 pm. 7 6 1 " 2 7 8 7 
V.rrlllo'. Chameleon (top-forty), 155 ' ! 
Riverside St, Portland. 775-6536. : 
Zootz Daddy Black Boots, Theory of ! 
Negativity & VICious Cycle (super chug 
show), 1 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187 . 
Ilturday 11 
'I1Ie INC Eay West End Blues Band (blues), 
416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207 . 
Clyde'. Pub Karaoke, 173 Doean St, S. 
Portland. 799-4473. 
F ... St ... t To .. rnl Elderberry Jam 
(dircleberry rOCk), 128 Free St, Portland. 
774-1114. 
_'. The Cellar Dwellers (CD release 
party for local folk/ rock act), 13 Brown St, 
Portland. 772-7891. 
Granny Kllllm'. Rippopotamus 
(boogalicious funky groove), 55 MarXet St , 
Portland. 761·2787. 
Grm, McDufl'. Rhythm Gypsies (a,yi-yi) , 
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
,,",olio, lIIowpub Danny Jones Band 
(rock), 35 India St, Portland. 871-6584. 
Morea_'. Chubby Carrier & the Bayou 
Swamp Band (zydeco), 121 Center St, 
Portland. 774-1245. 
Old Port T .. orn Ring (former members of 




'I1Ie Plvllion OJ Bob Scinchfleld (top 
forty dance), 188 Middle St, Po~land. 
773-6422. 
Raoul'. Wa~er Salas·Humeras (singer/ 
songwr~er from the Silosl , 865 FlYI!st 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
T-8I •• Jenny Woodman (yeah, yeah, 
yeah), 126 N. Boyd st, Portland. 773-
8040. 
TIt. Undorcround OJ TIm Staney(dance, 
dance, dance), 3 Spring St, Portland. 
773-3315. 
Verrtllo'. Chameleon (top forty), 155 
Riverside St, Portland. 775-6536. 
lunday 12 
ComodJ CoMlCtlon George Hamm's 
Comecly Showcase, 6 Custom House 
l't!1art, Portland. 774-5554: 
GriM, IU .... '. Primordial Source with 
Cycle (rock), 55 MarXet st, Portland. 
761·2787. 
MofConIIoId'.GospeIBfIflCIt (Hallelujah! 
- doors open at noon/Frankie Lee -
soul s;,ger at 9 pm), 121 Center St, 
Portland. 774-5853. 
Old PortT_HeyMister(mellow rock), 
11 Mou~on S~ Portland. 774-{)444. 
T-8Irdt National Headliner Comedy with 
Joe Yanetty with Chris Maguire, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
The\JnderClOUnd OJ Andy (karaoke with Nick 
Knowlton),3SprlngSt., Portland. 773-3315. 
Zootz DJs Bob Look & Larre Love (pulsing, 
throbbing boogie tunes), 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 18 
The 81, Eay Laser Karaoke with Ray Dog, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Frll Street T....... Open mlc with the 
Waterrnen, 128 Free st, Portland. 774-1114. 
Morco""-Id'. Randall's House Party (open 
mic), 121 Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Old PortTI ..... Hey Mister (mellow rock), 11 
Mou~on st, Portland. 77Ml444. 
.. .. lIay 14 
The 81, EIIy Open Blues Jam (drum set 
available), 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Fr .. street Taverno Open poetry Reading, 
128 Free st, Portland, 774-1114. 
G •• nny Kllllm'. Push Down & Tum 
(percussive acoustic). 55 MarketSt, Portland. 
761·2787. 
Mor,onll.ld'. Steve Forbert (singer/ 
songwriter), 121 Center st, Portland. 774-
5853. 
Old Port To ..... Hey Mister (mellow rock), 11 
Mou~on St, Portland. 77Ml444. 
RoouJ'. Writer's Open Mic with Anni Clark, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
wednesday 15 
The Big Ell, Red Light Revue (blues/R&B/ 
soul), 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
FrHStrMtTlVellllComedyNlghtwithQuIM 
Collens, 128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Grom, IUt"'"'" High-fi & the Roadbumers 
(call for details), 55 MarXet St, Portland. 
761·2787. 
GrItty McDuII'. Arlo West (folky rock), 396 
Fore St, Portland. 772·2739. 
MorconfIeId'.lris DeMent (silger/songwriter 
with stellar pipes), 121 Center St, Portland. 
774-5853. 
Old PortTIWm NewTaboo (rock), 11 Mou~on 
St, Portland. 77Ml444. 
The Povilion OJ Bob Sclnchfield (top forty 
dance), 188 Middle St, Portland. 773-8422. 
Raoul'. Johnathan Richman (geekrock), 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
The l.ftIerCJvund Acoustic night (front lounge) 
& strippers (eclectic fun), 3 Spring St, 
Portland. 773-3315. 
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BRUNCHSO TASTY 
IT'LL MAKE YOU 
WANNt\iUCK YOUR PLATE 
Eggs Beni 0 s...",:&:~. Fanntr', ~o;;..lett, . Blintz', • 
Fruit Fdlcd Czq><S. J""CI'. Bwrito 0 Tony'. ComIx.fH..h .1t"lian 
ViDallr<#f:oot olisa',Balco:lBeoru' &Ilona WalrwtP~ .. . 
1;A1URlNG 1HtJRS.SVN Nr~F; · 
ocuriiin Crusted T una-w/a tomato cucuritbeT nata 
·Cornbread SaJp.on- w/griUed ooi~ &. tomato 
lmil mayo :: '\ ,/:.::~:: 
o Hot Turkey Dinner-~ roasted, Mom's stuffing 
& all the fixin's .. 
SWEETS SENT FROM TIm HEA YENS 
The Good Table Restaurant 
Open'j DaH ~(on.·Fn llam.lJpm Sat /Su n. ~am.lJpm 
R{)U l ~ ji • Cape Fb:aheth • 799.(;00D 
Society of Southern 
Maine Craftsmen 
1995 Show Schedule 
Quality Handcrafts by Maine Artisans 
Christmas Craft 
Exposition 
November 10 & 11 
• Fri. 12-5 • Sat 9-4 
Portland Expo. Park Ave 
A Made in 
Maine Christmas 
November 25 & 26 
• Sat. 9-4 • Sun 10-3 
-Brunswick High School 
Holiday Craft Show 
& More 
December 2, 9-4 
Saco Middle School Rte. 112 
We~re on the Net 
http://www.maine.com/cbw 
18 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
SImple Gifts: Shaker Chants and SpIritual. (Boston 
Camerata, Schola Cantorlum, Harvard University Choir 
and the Sabbathday lake Shakers) Portland Concert 
Association presents at 8 pm, at the First Parish 
Church, 425 Congress St, Portland. Tlx: $22 ($8.50 
lecture/supper at 6:30 pm). 772-8630. 
wednesday 15 
Portland Symphony Orchestra (featuring pianist Janet 
Reeves) 7:30 pm at the State Theatre, 609 Congress 
St, Portland. Tlx: 15-$35. 773-8191. 
Casco Bay W"k/y Ilstlnes are I fun IIId free ..mce to our reacIen. To hive a IIstinc considered for 
publication, send complete Infonnlltlon (Includnc dates, tI_, costs, complete address, a contact 
teleph_ number) by noon on Thursday pdor to publication. 
USM Jazz Ensemble (with Scott Reeves) 8 pm at 




Arlo Guthrie Nov III (hippie folk) 7pm at First Parish 
~~~.h, 425 Congress St, Portland. Tlx: $20. 772. 
"Aladdin Md His Wonderful lamp" National Marionette 
Theatre presents a puppet version of the classic fairy 
tale, Nov 12 at 4 pm, at Winslow Homer Center for the 
Arts, Gorham Rd. Scarborough. TIx: $4 ($3 kids/seniors 
- $5-$6 day of show). 8834723. . 
"Allin the Tlmlne" The PubliC Theatre, corner of Lisbon 
and Maple Streets, Lewiston, presents a wacky comedy 
by David Ives, Nov 12, Thurs·Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 2 pm. 
T,x: $12.50 ($10 students/seniors). 782.3200. 
"Antonio Rocha In Concert" Oak Street Theatre, 92 
Oak St. Portland. presents kld's performance artist 
Antonio Rocha. Nov 10 and 11 at 2 pm. TIx, $5; $15 
family of four ($25 for six-show package). 775·5103. 
"Ught., Camera, Murder" Mystery Cafe hosts a murder 
mystery dinner, Nov 9 at the Vlllai1e Cafe, 112 Newbury 
St, Portland. Tlx: $29.95. 772·5320, 
"Love Notes" The Theater Project, 
14 School St, Brunswick, presents 
three one-act plays dealing with 
attitudes towards love, through Nov 
. l1,Thurs-Sat @ 8pm. Tix: $15-$29. 
774-0465. 
"The Marriage 01 Rgaro" USM Theatre Department 
presents Beaumarchais' musical about a servant couple 
and their duplicitous. immoral masters. Nov lo.19. 
Wed-Sat at 7:30 pm and Sun at 5 pm -,at Russell Hall 
Gorham campus. Tix: $7 ($6 seniors/$4 stUdentS): 
78o.5483. 
"The Me Nobody knows" Reindeer Theatre Company 
presents the musical tale of a troubled youth. Nov lo. 
12, Fri and Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 2 pm - at the Father 
Hayes Center. 699 Stevens Ave. Portland. Tlx: $10 
adults ($8 students/seniors). 874-9002. 
"Music Hall" Vintage Repertory Company presents 
J~an-Luc Lagarce 's drama about an aging cabaret 
singer and her two tap.dancing sidekicks, Nov 9-25, 
Thurs·Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 5 pm. at Oak Street Theatre, 
. 92 Oak St. Portland. Tix: $12 (two-for-one on Nov 9) 
775·5103. • 
"Othello" Portland Stage Company. 25A Forest Ave. 
Portland, presents Shakespeare's tragic love story of 
Othello. a charismatic black general. and his wife 
Desdemona. the, belle of white Venetian SOCiety. through 
Nov 19 - Tues, Wed & Thurs at 7:30 pm. Fri at 8 pm. 
Sat at 5 & 9 pm and Sun at 2 pm. TIx: $15-$29. 774-
0465. 
"The Party" Oak Street Theatre. 92 Oak St, Portland. 
hosts a staged reading of a new play by two Maine 
writers. Nov 13·15 at 7:30 pm. Free. 775-5103. 
"Trumpet ofthe Swan" Mad Horse Children 's Ensemble 
presents a staged verslor) of E.B. White's tale about a 
mute swan. through Nov 19. Sat at 3:30 pm and Sun at 
2 pm. at the Nathan Clifford Elementary School. 180 
Falmouth St. Tix: $5. 797-3338. 
auditions/etc 
Auditions lor Kids The Reindeer Theatre Company 
holds auditions for their Christmas production. Nov 11 
from 1·3 pm and Nov 13 from 4-6 pm. at !i47A Congress 
St. Portland. 874-9002. 
Cathedral Chamber Singers A community choir based 
at St. Luke's Cathedral seeks new members. Auditions 
by appointment. 772·5434. 
Choral Art Society Audtlons for the MastelWorks 
chorus. Nov 14 at 6:30 pm. at Trinity Episcopal Church. 
113 Coyle st. Portland. Call for aUdition music and 
appointment. 828-0043. 
Dark Water Theatre Company seeks seven male actors. 
age 3?,50. forroles in Its production of "Glengarry. Glen 
Ross Nov 12 from 7·10pm at the Arts Conservatory. 
341Cumberland Ave. Portland. Call foran appointment. 
892·3728. 
Htgh School Rock.oll High school bands from across 
the state are invited to compete in a series of ellents 
Deadline for registration is Dec 1. 874-9002. . 
Youn.g Men's Choir holds ongoing auditions by 
appointment only. 854-{)182. 
Youn& Playwrlght·s Contest Children's Theatre of Maine 
sponsors a contest for writers age 18 and younger. The 
deadline is Mar 1. 1996. 874-{)371. 
Ir.lday 10 
Let'. MIsbehave David Goulet and Rae Simmonds 
sing Johnny Mercer and Cole Porter, 8 pm at Portland 
Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square. Portland. Tix: 
$10.773-5547. (Not a benefit). 
Portland Folk Club Singer-songwriter Jim Henry 
7:30 pm at State Street Church, 159 State St: 
Portland. TIx: $10 advance ($12 door). 774-6396. 
Port,- Community Chorus (l0<W0lce vocal group) 
7:30 pm at Scarborough High SchOOl. Gorham Rd, 
Scarborough. TIx: $8 ($5 students/seniors) . 84E>4379. 
sunday 12 
R .... lnl Club Concert (classical pieces) 3 pm at USM's 
~~~~" Concert Hall, Gorham campus. Tlx: $3. 78o. 
tuesday 14 
Port,- Symphony On:heetra (featuring pianist Janet 
Reeves) 7:30 pm at the State Theatre. 609 Congress 
St. Portland. Tlx: 15-$35. 773-8191. 
Less is Moor 
Shakespeare's 'Othello,' now playing at 
Portland Stage Company, has been reviSited 
lately as tortured coml2arisons are madeto O.J. 
Simpson and his martyred white bride. We can 
all stop now. Although director Greg Leaming 
- 'has staged this version with mid-20th century 
garb and set, the storY of a proud soldier's 
descent into jealous madness remains far richer 
than anything Court 1V could show us. 
Rather than love gone wrong, this "Othello' 
is the story of a man scorned - namely lago, 
the adjutant who 's passed over for a promotion. 
He subsequently devises a domino-like plan of 
PHOTO/PHILIP ROGERS 
revenge, where he attempts to do in his boss, 
Othello, along with Cassio, the man who has the job he wants, by fabricating a love triangle involving 
the boss' wife, Desdemona. 
As you'd expect from the top professional outfit in town, the production is technically 
competent. The actors speak the Bard's lines with authority, clarity and ease, with pacing swift 
as safety allows. But this "Othello" could use a bit of heat to enhance its seductiveness. Damien 
Leake 's lithe Othello is affable in the early scenes, his voice betraying an exotic lilt, but it's hard 
to see in him the controlled power that made Othello such a great soldier, or the swell of desire 
that attracts him to Desdemona (Jenna Stern). His fits of madness tend to explode rather than 
build, at times rendering his dialogue unintelligible, and the pull between Leake and Stem 
frequently comes off as weak. Stern has the requisite beauty and innocent bewilderment for 
Desdemona, but she's drained of what little dash she might have had by Mary Myers' bland 
costuming. It's Paul Mullins' lago that anchors the production; he's the perfect turncoat, utilizing 
a subtle villainy when necessary and standing, at the play's end, unrepentant. 
With the military setting emphasized in this production, the story takes on more of the clean 
lines of a political thriller than it usually does. Similarly, Rob Odorisio's set is functional rather 
than opulent, with none of the gaudy hues and Kismet·like surroundings that frequently house 
"Othello." PSC 's set and costuming, along with the acting, add up to a cerebral, rather than 
passionate, version of "Othello." But it's passion, as well as cold cunning, that lies at the heart 
ofthis play. 
"Othello" runs through Nov. 19 at Portland 
Stage Company, 2SA Forest Ave. nx; $1S-
$29. 774-0465. 
• CATHY NELSON PRICE 
.. _ ... _ .... - .............. ... - - - ... ... .... ~ ... 4 .. .. . . ... ..... ........ , ... ............... .... ........ ,.. .. 4 .. " ,.. .. . _ ........ . .. ' _ .. 
CIMt Atkins Nov 17 (guitar hero) 8 pm at the State 
Theatre, 609 Congress St, Portland. TIx: $22.5().$25.50 
reserved; $27.50 cabaret (plus $10.50 dinner ticket) 
879-1112. . 
USM Faculty Concert Serlea Nov 17 (8ach chamber 
works) 8 pm at USM's Corthell Hall, on the Gorham 
campus. Tlx: $9 ($5 students/seniors). 780-5555. 
Belfamy Jazz BlInd Nov 19 (big band music) 2 pm at 
Portland High School Auditorium. 284 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland. TlX: $6. 775-6503. 
Ballroom Dance Social The Gorham Dance Club hosts 
a ballroom party and SOCial, Saturdays from 8-11 pm at 
the Center of Movement, 19 State St, Gorham. Potluck 
supper at 7 pm. Cost: $5 . 839-3267. 
Casco Bay Movers offer a fall session of classes inJazz 
taP. street funk. ballet, stretch and dancemagic at 151 
St. John St. Portland. Cost: $12. 871.1013. 
Contact Improvisation/Open Movement D.,ce groups 
for people of all ages and abilities. Mondays from 7-10 
pm at the Portland Performing Arts Center. 25A Forest 
Ave, Portland; Wednesdays from 6:3o.9:30 pm at the 
United Methodist Church Dance Studio. corner of Elm 
and Chapel St. S. Portland. Cost: $1 Mondays ($4 
Wednesdays) . 775-4981. 
Contradance with Crooked Stovepipe 8and every third 
Fn at8:30 pm at the Presumpscot Grange, 1844 Forest 
Ave, Portland (across from Tortilla Aat). All dances 
taught. Singles always welcome. Cost: $5. 774-3392. 
Contradance with Ellen & the Sea Slugs the first Sat of 
each month at 7:30 pm at Saco River Grange Hall 
Salmon Falls Road. Bar Mills. Cost: $4 ($2 klds/ $10 
family max). 929-6472. 
Contradance with Whirled Peas and John Mcintyre the 
first Fri of every month at 8:30 pm at State Street 
Church, 159 State St. Portland. Cost: $5. (All dances 
taught). 774-6396. 
Qotta Dance The Gotta Dance studio, located at 
Scarborough Professional Center, 136 Rt 1, 
Scarborough . offers classes In Argentine Tango, Salsa, 
~allroom and West Coast Swing. A new fall series 
Introduces stretching. yoga and aerobic classes as well 
as a Friday Night Dance Party - dance to ballroom 
Latin, swing and contemporary music every Frl from 9 
prn-12:30 am. Cost: $8 per person workshops ($6 
dance parties). 773-3558. 
Maine Ballroom DMCe 614A Congress St, Portland 
offers classes in swing, foxtr",t, waltz and Latin dance: 
as well ~s a dance party every Saturday night, from 8 
pnHnldnight. Cost: $6. 773-2009. 
Malnlac Swing hosts a jitterbug swing dance party with 
the first Fri of every month from 9 plTHTlldnlght, at the 
Presumpscot Grange Hall. on outer Forest Ave across 
from Tortilla Flats, Portland. Cost: $5. 774-2718. 
Mapl_ood Dance Center 383 Warren Ave, Portland, Is 
open every night for dancing. Country dancing Thurs-
Mon, Swing dancing the third Tuesday of every month 
and Ballroom danCing Wed. 878{)584. 
Randy James Dance Works New York 
choreographer/dancer Randy James 
and his dance company present three 
of the pieces in their repertory: "Mrs. 
Etta Baker's Kindhearted Blues, " 
"Estuary" and "Susie & Swoosie's 
Soiree," Nov 11 at 8pm, at Portland 
High School Theater, 284 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Tix: $12 
($6 students/seniors). 773-2562. 
- An< DaIc:e A COIJ'Se In a<Mn:ed f\.fi at Golla Dance 
657 CorlIress st Portland, Satun:la,os at10:30am. 772-6351: 
Swad"-glan Contradance every fourth Saturday of 
the month at the Swedenborglan Church. 302 Stevens 
Ave, Portland, from 8 :30-11:30 pm. Refreshments 
available. all dances taught. Cost: $5. 772-4460. 
Swing Night Morganfield·s. 121 Center St, Portland 
hosts the Swinging 81ue Matadors and dance Instructo; 
Ken Blonder. Tuesdays at8 pm. Dance lessons at 7:30 
pm. Cost: $5. 774-5853. 
French silk 
Among the many unfortunate uses of the term "New Age" is its application to French guitarist 
Pierre Bensusan. Bensusan, 38, is an extraordinarily nimble musician whose live shows 
encompass jazz, Celtic folk, blues, ragtime, traditional music from Turkey and South America, 
variations on obscure baroque compositions and his own subtly complex, uncategorizable sonic 
explorations. It's primarily the latter that have prompted the unwashed to saddle him with all the 
New Age baggage, as if a particular style of music had a more direct link to spiritual 
transcendence than another. 
Bensusan knows better, as do a lot of listeners. Suzanne Vega calls him "a real inspiration,' 
Doc Watson says "I love what he does' and George Winston describes him as 'one of the truly 
gifted musicians of our time.' Bensusan plays a stee~string acoustic guitar, but uses an 
assortment of effects to mess with the sound. Regardless of what kind of sound he's laying down, 
though, it emerges with an effortless, liquid ease, the kind of playing that seems a perfect match 
of technique and imagination. 
It doesn't hurt that he began tapping his genius early, either. He busked as a teenager on 
the streets of Paris, landed a recording contract, and made his first album - the award-winling 
• Pres de Paris' - when he was all of 16. Two decades later he seems to be living up to all oi 
those early expectations, and then some. It's hard to pay a performer a higher compliment than 
that. 
Pierre Bensusan will perform as part of the 
"Changes: Explorations In Jazz" series Nov. 
11 at the State Street Church, 159 State 
St, at 8 p.m. Tlx: $15, $10 seniors and 
students. 828-1310. 
Fr.ncD.Amerlcan Community Solr" Portland 
Performing Arts hosts Quebecois singer and fiddle 
master Guy Bouchard In a week.fong residency. Nov 10: 
A free ensemble singing event at Portland Performing 
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland . Nov 11: Free 
public workshops in French Canadian song styles and 
fiddle tunes, at 2 and 4 pm, at Portland Performing Arts 
Center and a Franco-American community solr6e, at 7 
pm, at St. Hyacinth Hall , 295 8rown St, Westbrook. 
761-0591. 
• SCOTT SUTHERLAND 
openings 
FroetGuay Galler)' 411 Congress St, Portland. Openln 
reception for new paintings by Janet Conlon Manyan. 
Nov 9 from 4-6 pm. Shows through Dec 2. Hours: Mo 
Sat 12.0 pm. 773-2555. 
now showing 
Alllcan Imports Mel _ EncIMd Arts 28 Milk 51, 
Portland. "Hidden Treasures.· traditional African arts, 
rare carvings and works by modem artists from Nigeria 
to New England, ongoing. Hours: 10:30 am-9 pm Mo 
Sat. 12.0 pm Sun. 772-9505. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 29 
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WISE TRADING CO. 
PAWNSHOP 
Casco Bav Montessori School 
440 Oaan St., So. Portland. is currently accepting enrollment fot the Fall. 
Wt .ffrr qlUllit] Mont","ri ttlucation wi';' ""phasis on rht indiviJ.,J chibJ in • homt-bkt snting pi"" by rlx prineipfts rhaJ child"" 
can It.", iNltpmdtntly """ ertluilltly in .n .,tIm" enviro.""",. Pro!,am goals art to facilil4" drotJ.pmm' of in,," tlUciplint. self 
.... '""'tiD ... • joy of itttming.nd • strong se/fi""'gt. 
Our school is fully licensed by the State of Maine with qualified 
and experienced teachers. Programs offered are: 
! ~ . t ur , { Mt 
,111>,1 ,, 1'1 iU III 
T cadta ""'" for children 
""nding Hamlin School. Early 
an: ,..WI<d for dtilcbat ages 3 '0 
I,..... 
l' r l,~h,mll'flJj;flln, 
!ul\ U. fl I T! llnh 
De.ignaI for ,hiIdren "" 3 '0 j 
yean. OIN abo limited to 20 
dtildrtn with ,n", ,cadl= 
PH h. i\ ,mi<r"Alhn JI(U~ · Jnl, 
,'ilt "ft llilll 'Itl 
For ch;Jduo age 45 1'"" by Sept. 
ht. a... Ji",Iimi,cd '0 8 dt~drat. 
Scaions meet 5 mominp. FuU-day 
program a.ailahle. 
HId (H "nI ~ ,II '111 
Erunda! w, available. Tead>tt 
aeort from IUmIin School 
pro,;d.d. 
For more information or to set up a time to visit, call: 799-2400 
Get the Prints You Always Wanted! 
iN,. 
Create custom Prints from Prints, Negatives or Slides! 
'I,.USIIIS ... .: .: .. -::' ..... ~ , ::.:;: . 
WITH THIS NEW MACHINE YOU CAN: 
e Zoom 
• Crop 
• Eliminate red eye 
• Make color & density 
corrections 
• Utilize photo frames 
& create custom borders 
• Create different layout 
packages (wallets -8x10) 
• Terrific quality-sharp, 
clear, with vibrant color. 
• Available in choice of sizes 
• This new service is fast 
and affordable 
------------------------------
Come see for yourself and ... 
get a 20% DISCOUNT on first order. 
60 MINUTE 
PHOTO INC. 
(Offer good through 11/24) 
37 OCEAN STREET 
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ARLO 
GUTHRIE 
Sunday, November 19 • 7pm 
First Parish Church, Portland 
Tix available al Amade .. , Play II Apia & MacBe .... 
Ticket Info: 603-626-4466 
Presented by HepTunes & f1t!-' 
:>iO\'. 15 AT MORGA:\FIELD'S IRIS DDIE:\T 







302 Stevens Ave, Portland 772-8277 
Sunday, 11 am Wednesday, 6 pm 
.:. Magical Music 
.:. Childcare on Sunday 
Kevin Locke 
traditional Lakota flute player, 
hoop dancer & storyteller 
November 18, 1995; 8:00 p.m. 
Gorham Performing Arts Center 
Gorham High School 
Adva nce tickets: $8; At the door $10 
Siudents w ith ID $4 
Tickets are available at 
Natural Crocer, Corilam and 
Amadeus Music 
For information call 780·5078 
OUn iversity of Southern Maine 
The Imaginary Cuckold by Moliire 
For Whom the Southern Belle Tolls by Durang 
The Apollo of Bellac by GiradoU:X: 
Last Three Nights! Nov. 9, 10 & 11 
Thurs-Sat @ 8 :00 PM. 
Tickels 512 & 510' Spcdal 2 for 51 5 ' 
Saturday 515 (wlpost show reception) 
14 ScHOOL STRUT BRU~S"lCK 
--- --, --
Perma·woody: Chinese director Huang 
Jianxin's vibrant film "TtfE WOODEN 
MAN'S BRIDE" is based on a fairly bizarre 
plot twist, and set in the 1920s. A young 
bride, en route to her wedding, is nabbed by 
a gang of marauding .outlaws. Her escort's 
brave attempts at saving her so move the 
bandits that they let her go, but she arrives 
at her betrothed ' s house to find her 
groom dead . Her nutty mother·in·law 
forces the girl to marry a wooden dummy, 
sleep with it and be faithful to it forever. 
Find out what happens next at The Movies, 
10 Exchange St., at 5, 7: 15 and 9:30 p.m. 
Shows through Nov. 14. Tix: $4 ($2.50 
kids/seniors). 772·9600 .. 
10 
Simply crafted soul: Portland Concert 
Association presents "SIMPLE GIFTS: 
SHAKER CHANTS AND SPIR .. 
TUAU," a collaborative· 
vocal performance by 
the Boston Camerata, 
the Sabbathday Lake 
Shakers, Harvard 
University Choir 
and the Schola 
Cantorium. Joel 
Cohen, director 
of the Boston 
Camerata, spent 
time research· 
ing and sing· 
ing with the 
Shakers , 
and in· 
Submissions for the calendar must be received in wn'ting on the Thursday 
prior to publication. Send your calendar listings to Zoe Miller, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
corporates their spare, unison sung hymns 
into a multifaceted group performance. A 
pre·show lecture will be held at 6:30 p.m. at 
the First Parish Church, 425 Congress St., 
followed by the performance at 8 p .m. Tix: 
$22 ($8.50 optional cold supper). 772-8630. 
11 
The great leveler: Randy James believes 
in community - meaning the bonds be· 
tween people that transcend issues of race, 
class and culture. A dancer and choreogra· 
pher based in New York, 
James is currently the 
visiting artistic director 
for Ram Island Dance 
Company. His fasci-
nation with univers-
ally shared emotion 
is explored through 
sensual choreogra-
phy and physically 
demanding dance, as 
seen in the pieces 
"Mrs. Etta 
Baker's Kindhearted Blues" and "Soosie & 
Swoosie's Soiree." James and his New 
York company, RANDY JAMES DANCE 
WORKS, perform at 8 p.m. at Portland 
High School Theater; 284 Cumberland Ave. 
Tix: $12 ($6 seniors/ students). 773·2562. 
12 
Honk: Mad Horse Children's Ensemble 
presents "TRUMPET OF THE SWAN," 
E.B. White's fairy tale about Louis, a trum· 
peter swan with a family of noisy, tuneful 
birds who can't make a sound. Until his 
father swipes a trumpet to give Louis a 
voice. The Swans live in a surreal , pastel 
world - whereas their human neighbors 
exist in a chaotic, unpredictable landscape. 
Louis and his human pal Samantha bridge 
the gap between the two places in an all·kid 
performance at the Nathan Clifford 
Elementary School, 180 Falmouth St. at 
2 p.m. Tix: $5. 797·3338. 
13 
Death and taxes: The inevitable prob· 
lems of aging are the subject of the 
tragicomedy, "THE PARTY," written by 
Maine poets Helene Swartz and Karen 
Douglass. A group of old friends face life 
change with varying degrees of aplomb in 
this staged reading featuring local actors 
Kym Dakin, Paul Kozak, Seth Burnham 
and Joe Cromarty. Perfonnance artist Julie 
Goell directs - at Oak Street Theatre, 
92 OakSt., at7:30p.m. Free and open to the 
public. 775·5103 . 
4 
Back in the high life again: Veteran singer/ 
songwriter STEVE FORBERT hit the top-
twenty with his hugely successful album, 
"Jackrabbit Slim," in 1979. Since then, he's 
experienced the ups and downs of the fickle 
music industry, released a slew of good 
albums that received little attention and 
grown road weary, but wiser. His new al· 
bum, "Mission of the Crossroad Palms," 
returns F orbert to his roots as a musician, 
with intimate, conversational songs like 
"It Sure Was Better Back Then." A folk/ 
rock artist of the highest caliber, F orbert 
plays Morganfield's , 121 Center St. , at 
8 r .m. Tix: $10. 774-5853. 
- . - ~ 
~,'- ',,"{,,: :- . , 
...... ~--.~-. . ~. 
Shaker soul, Nov. 10 
15 
Mr. Commentary: Looking for informed 
opinion, scathing critique or an ardent beer 
drinker? Call AI Diamon. CBWs own politi· 
cal gadfly gives a talk entitled "WHY MAINE 
POLITICS ARE A LOT LIKE A GODZlLLA 
MOVIE," highlighting current travesties 
in Augusta. With his usual acerbic style, 
Diamon dresses down the yahoos making 
decisions at the State House. It' s beyond 
science fiction . Portland Public Library, 
5 Monument Sq., hosts this brown·bag lec· 
ture at noon. Free and open to the pUblic. 
871·1758. 
Sad cabaret: Vintage Repertory Com· 
pany presents " MUSIC HAU," a modem 
French play by Jean·Luc Lagarce, based on 
the story of an aging chanteuse and her two 
tap·dancing show partners. French actress 
and director Emmanuelle Chaulet trans· 
lated Lagarce's original drama, and directs 
Jane Bergeron, David Blair and Richard 
O'Brien in this Beckett-esque commentary 
on the false glamour oflife on the stage. As 
the singer prepares for her final show in a 
rural town, it becomes clear that she has not 
only lost her draw as a performer, but that 
she may lose her mind as well. The show 
runs through Nov. 25 at Oak Street Theatre, 
92 Oak St., at 8 p.m . Tix: $12 . 775-5103. 
17 
Read his licks: Tennessee is home to 
morethan copperheads and nasty rednecks. 
CHET ATKINS, guitar virtuoso and inspira· 
tion to generations of finger·picking, 
jazz-sliding country-rock noodlers, was 
born there, too. He's played with Doc 
Watson, Hank Snow and Les Paul, and 
he's even got his own line of guitars. Nash· 
ville hasn't been the same since Atkins hit 
town in 1957 and lent a slick new edge to 
country pop as both producer and session 
man. He']] play his legendary licks at the 
State Theatre, 609 Congress St. , 8 p.m. 
Tix: $22 .50· 26.50 general admission; 
$27.50 cabaret (plus $10.50 dinner ticket). 
879·1112. 
, 18 
Old school, new fad: Punk is seeing a 
huge resurgence on the charts, as green· 
haired pukes like Green Day and Rancid 
bang out catchy three-chord tunes . Punk 
granddaddies 7 SECONDS could show 
them a thing or two about genuinely gnarly 
punk rock. So could local bands the Vam· 
pireLezbos and Big Meat Hammer, who've 
been playing the music that makes the 
Queen cry since the '80s. Catch them at 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., for an all·ages show 






















Made fresh at our lovely 
working wateifront location. 
Shake off the November cold 
with a hot bowl of soup, 
sandwich and a warm smile, 
Specials served daily. 
Mixing good people, good food 
and good drinks fOT 18 years. 
NflW Accepting Americlln Express 
,,., 'J,,sOgote,. 
~.". • open " d4ys • ... FuJJmmu -" . ': lll1m-Midnigbt 
• . S Portumd Pier • 772-4828 I 
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Poul.ano Communrry 
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Saturday November 11, 1995 7:30 PM 
Winslow Homer AudltDrium 
ScartHlrough High School 
$8.00 Guml, $5.00 Studllllli SelIIII 
Gille" .".Ic/AN'eo M",te/llllle 'oor 
W,ndh.un,. ... I ... • Norli'llateJcwcl ... 
Concert Sponson 
Please call to 
reserve your table. 
Or better yet, visit our showroom and see 
one in person. Because to view our entire 
line of solid Cherry pieces 
is to truly ,........ 
appreciate haN 
modem deSign can 
exude a trad~lonal 
American spirit. 
Even more unique 
is the way our 
fumitu", is constructed, 
thanks to patented inter· 
locking joinery that lets you assemble each 
yourself without tools or fasteners. But if 
you.can't come In.. GREEN 
don t worr y. They re 
all avai lable to go. 0 E S I G N 
FURNITURE 
267 Commercial Street Portland (207) 775.-4234 
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Select DesJener Resale 
&,. Vintage Clothing 
Re-Opening Celebration 
Nov. 3-30 
been shopping for the best of current & vintoge clothing. * Triple the inventory * * Discounts * Door prizes * 
Designer originols • Fine millinery • Silk, Linen, Embroidery, Lome 
3 Wharf Street • Old Port • 775-4275 
..f -pf~ ~'1 'w'1!~~~ 
• 
DIRECTED BY: GREG LE"''''ING 
OCTOBER 29 • NOVEMBER 19 
S!HGI..E TICKETS ON SALE NOW 
SI'Q"to~d by 
i •• 
.. _., ......... ~~ '-'" 
CBW ON THE NET • hHp:llwww.maine.com/cbw 
212 Danforth Street, Portland, ME 774 .. 7604 
Serving the West End for Over 90 Years 
In 1985, Steve & Rose Harris purchased Rl1ski's, one of the city's last 
authentic neighborhood pubs, They expanded the food to a 5.page 
menu speCializing in home cooked meals, soups, chowders, Mexican & 
Italian food, They've become well known for their breakfast specials 
and the best Eggs Benedict in town-served seven days a week. 
They've been recognized as: 
"Best Neighborhood Tavern" 
-1995 CBW Reader's Poll 
"One of the last of the city's authentic neighborhood bars ... 
and get a real Maine breakfast." 
-Downeast Magavne "Finding the Real Portland" 
"The welcome mat is always out.,.more than your neighborhood pub." 
-Cheap Eats 
/ 
We'd like to extend our thanks and appreciation to our loyal 
customers and dedicated employees who over the years have m 
Ruski's one of the favorite pubs in Portland. 
Ski Injury Prevention WorkShop 
Free 
Wednesday, November 15, 1995 
6:30-8:30pm 
Dana Center 
at Maine Medical Center 
Reduce your chance of injury on the slopes this ski season! 
WID a pair of racing skis and ski passes! 
OClQf.Dor'ts Medicine Physicians 
. :~ 
t, including I}ewequipment 
. :". ".". 
,m;)*\f6f.ch(~ck eqwpment 
w,ill answer questions about 
eqUipment. 
Presented by: 
F. Lincoln Avery, M.D., Physician for U.S. Alpine Ski Team, 
Douglas W. Brown, M.D., William M. Heinz, M.D. 
of the Sports Medicine Center, 33 SewaU St., Portland 
Call for information 
828-2111 
.... SFor .. Medicine Cen .. r 
~~ ° Portland, RA. 
To market, to market 
Let's say you own a small business, you've got a modest advertising budget, and you 
know there's something big going on out there called the Internet. But your idea ofhigh-
tech is still the Bowmar Brain handheld calculator. How do you know if this Internet 
thing is an express train to riches pulling out of the station without you, or a train wreck 
about to happen? 
You could ask an ad agency. But that might not yield much, because many agencies 
- in Portland and nationally - are still trying to figure this thing out, too. Is the 'net 
a good way to get in the face of potential customers or just a stupid plaything? Some 
national agencies arejumping in with both feet, establishing "new media" departments 
and risking serious capital that this is the Next Big Thing. Others are dabbling, but not 
very seriously . 
"There's a lot of interest because there's so much media hype about it," says Bruce 
Daman, manager of production and technology at the Holt Hughes & Stammell agency 
in Portland. Holt Hughes has hired its own "Knowledge Navigator" to teach its 38 
employees about the Internet's potential. But when dealing with current clients, the firm 
usually encourages them to take a deep breath, then look long and hard to see ifit makes 
sense to head into cyberspace. "You have to find out if it fits their marketing strategy," 
Daman says. "Who are they trying to reach?" Daman notes that the Web may be 
appropriate for those whose 
business is seIling information, 
but it hasn't yet come of age for 
selling stuff you can actually 
hold. "Retail will follow, but it 
has a ways to go," he says. 
"Once you can make it as easy 
as channel surfing, it will be· 
come a real mass market." 
Some local firms can't wait. 
Appleyard Communications, 
a five-year-old graphic design 
and marketing firm in Port-
land, has been actively in-
volved in getting clients on the 
Web. "Some clients call and 
Skllllns had long 
considered producing a 
print catalog to extend its 
reach beyond the 
Immediate market, but 
they'd been put off by the 
expense of printing and 
mailing. They figure the 
Web offers a way to get a 
foot In the door of world 
markets at a fraction of 
say 'we want to do this, '" says the cost. 
Amanda Kent, who runs the 
firm with her husband, Nicholas. "Others we think are perfect for the market and it 
doesn't take too much convincing. " 
In fact, Appleyard will soon put Skillins Greenhouse on the Web. The idea is to 
circulate the garden supply company's customer newsletter online, as well as create a 
searchable database of information about gardens and the care and feeding of plants. In 
addition, the greenhouse will put seasonal mini-catalogs online, offering wreaths, gift 
items for gardeners and even Christmas trees. Customers can order online, after which 
they'll be contacted by a representative over the phone for credit card information . 
Kent said Skillins has long considered producing a print catalog to extend its reach 
beyond the immediate market, but that they've been put offby the expense of printing 
and mailing. They figure the Web offers a way to get a foot in the door of world markets 
at a fraction ofthe cost. The site is slated to be up within the next couple of weeks. Look 
for it at http://www.maine.com . 
Hauptman and Partners, another youngish Portland ad frrm, is also turning a more 
aggressive eye to the Internet. "After doing a lot of research, we decided it's a niche we're 
going to pursue," says Jim Hauptman. The firm is currently developing its own Web site, 
and will launch a print ad campaign to steer people to the site to see for themselves what 
the company can do. 
Hauptman says that using the Web as a marketing tool works two ways for advertisers 
who use it intelligently: it can help expand the market geographically and it can create 
new buyers among locals who are difficult to reach though traditional print or broadcast 
outlets. Hauptman acknowledges that tough competition is likely. After all, college 
students and novices can create a Web home page on the cheap for paying customers. 
"People are doing Web sites for $300," he says. "I hate to say you get what you pay for, 
but you get what you pay for." While there's a lot of action, there haven't been what 
you'd call any huge success stories of sales online. "Give us another six months," says 
Amanda Kent. 
As usual, stay tuned. • WAYNE . CURTIS 
Don't leave us cyberignorant. Send material for this column to curris@rruline.com. 
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Don t get caught in e rlp-ti 
whife surfing the internet. 
There is a lot of infonnation to be had on the internet, but navigating the net to get that 
information can be like swimming against a riptide, you work hard but make little forward 
progress. Biddeford Internet Corporation can help you keep your head above water with 
the only professional full time support staff in the state. We oover a wide geographic 
area, servicing Sanford, Augusta and all points in between, which makes us Maine's 
largest Internet provider. Give us a call and we will get you on line today. 
Call for infonnation on ISDN Services and new pricing. 
Augusta· Biddeford • Brunswick' Portland • Sanford • Kittery 
JB) iddeford 
li nternet 
• J ulllDh.:rnd .ICU .. ' ~:-i. mduJlng PPP. 
Shdl ,lI1li lieJlcdted itne, 
• Only tull ,upp"rt ,,'r' IC,' In the ,talc 
• FTC": \VI..'h pagl.· ... 
Cor p 0 rat ion (W)15(,.8710 ,(=~!:~.bi_O!drom 
"Imagine earning Holiday 
cash for a pinprick at 
Portland Biologicals ... " 
Smartest, easiest thing you ever heard of...1 
get cash for a good deed. $130 a month 
$1560 cash a year, all mine. Donating, I sit 
~~;lck in a soft lounge chair, read, study, talk, 
or just dream, in a place filled with 
friends. 60 min. later I'm up and 
PORTLAND 
BIOLOGICALS 
away, smiling, cash in hand. 
685 Congress 5t. 239 Main 5t. 







state of Maine 
487 Forest Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04101 
188 Whitten Road 
Augusta, Maine 04330 
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Friendship Cafe Portla~d's Choice for 





- Denise Compton 
Portiluui Press Herald' 7120/95 
6am·2pm Mon·Sat ° 6:30.2 Sun 
703 Congress St, Portl~nd ° 871.5005 
Experience the Full Flavor of 
Authentic NeQPolitan Pizza! 
The tomatoes are rich, the cheese i~ fresh, 
and the toppings are extraordinary! 
Take out is available. Specialty Pizza Slice Daily. 
164 Middle St. (Entrance on Market St.) 
in the Old P9rt 780-6600 ,' 
authentic stDne Dven 




The All-Americ~rew Showcase 
every thursday in november 5 to 9 pm 
Thurrday I J 19 Casco Bay ~rewing Co .. Portland. ME. Owner/Master Brewer Michael 
laCharite wdl be pouring his new Kltahdin Spiced Ale. 
Thurrday 11116 D.L Geary Brewing C~" Portland: ME. "Old Brew Eyes" David Geary 
Will be gues.t barrender d,spensmg hiS Hampshire Special Ale (Regular & 
Th d Cask Conditioned) along with his Pale Ale and Geary's London Porter 
urr oy 11123 Closed - Happy Thanksgiving! . 
540 Forest Avenue • Portland, ME • 172·0300 • http://www moinelink.nel/beor/ 
\~ 
***V2 
" ... startlingly tasty ... " 
" d " ... very goo .. . 
" ... satisfying ... " 
" try·t" ... go 1 ••• 
Maine Sunday Telegram 
TanJoor 
r:\:f- ,\: 1'\\, l ' : ..... \,: 
Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 Days a Week 




PORTLAND WINE & CHEESE. Delicious home-
made soups and sandwiches, wines, cham-
pagnes and cheeses. Large selection of gour-
met food~. Gift and picnic baskets. Party plat-
ters, catenng and deliveries. MC, Visa and Amex 
accepted. 168 Middle 5t., Portland. 772-4647. 
A.MERICA.N 
BLEACHERS. Nine varieties of char grilled 
~rgers. 5 .s~les of wings, fresh turkey sand. 
Wlch.es, dehClous cnsp salads . Enjoy 11 varieties 
of mlcrobrewed beer. Dinner entrees, featuring 
~by ~ack Ribs. All in a casual atmosphere, 
Including an outdoor patio, and always Free 
Peanuts. 334 Forest Ave., Portland. 772-9229. 
FREN{;H 
LE BISTRO DULAC. Experience casual French 
Country cooking at its best, in the unique 
atmosphere of one of Raymond's historic houses. 
Reservations requested. MC/Visa. Located at 
Routes 302 and 85. Raymond. 655-4100. 
C A. FE 
CHRISTINE'S DREAM. Come to the other side 
of the art~rial for brunch. Offering a variety of 
breakfast Items and non-smoking environment. 
MC and Visa accepted . Tuesday-Friday 7-2, 
weekend brunch, Saturday & Sunday 8·2. Park. 
ing.41 Middle St. Portland. 774.2972. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take-out fresh baked past. 
nes and great lunches. Summer seating on the 
deck. Soups with pizzaz, creative deli sand-
wiches and healthy salads. 205 Commercial St. 
Portland. 773-2217. 
SPRING POINT CAFE. Lunch & dinner served 
everyday. Daily blackboard specials. Fresh 
ground-round burgers, pizza & other crowd 
pleasers. Eat-in or on our outdoor patio. At the 
end of Broadway, 175 Pickett St., South Port. 
land. 11 p.m. · 1 a.m., 7 days. Parking. Visa, MC, 
Amex. 767-4627. 
VICTORY DELI & BAKE SHOP. Hearty break-
fasts, mouth watering baked from scratch breads 
and pastries - freshly prepared soups, stews, 
salads, pasta and vegetarian specialties, deli-
CIOUS sandwiches. Beer & wine. Monument 
Square, 299 ForestAve and One Portland Square. 
MCNISAaccepted. 772.7299 772·3913 772. 
8186. " 
INDIA.N _ 
THE CLAY OVEN. Serving authentic Indian 
CUisine in a relaxed atmosphere. The moist 
kebobs are cooked on a slow charcoal fire while 
the curries are prepared with freshly ground 
herbs and spices. The Clay Oven has been 
opened by a group of professionals who run 
very successful Indian restaurants in Mass . & R.1. 
Serving 7 days 11-1 O. Accepting all major credit 
cards. 565 Congress St., Portland. 773-1444. 
HI BOMBAY! Experience the enticing delicacies 
~f Old Bombay. Hot sizzling kebabs, tasty cur-
nes, hot breads, savory soups and sauces, Hi 
Bombay serves all of your favorites. Open 11 
am·l0 pm, seven days. VISA, MC, Discover. 
One Pleasant St., Portland. 772-8767. 
TANDOO~ RESTAURANT. Step through our 
doors and Immerse yourself in the atmosphere 
of . old India. Serving authentically prepared 
chicken, lamb, seafood and vegetarian dishes. 
Seasoned .as mild or hot as you like. Serving 
lunch & dinner. Take out available. VISAIMCI 
Discover. 88 Exchange St., Portland. 775-4259. 
~OlE FARMS RESTAl!RANT. A 40·year tradi-
tion .of homestyle cooking at reasonable prices . 
Serving Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner from 5am 
to 10:30pm Daily in a relaxed, friendly atmo. 
sphere. Ask about our daily specials! Visit our 
new play~round and picnic area and recently 
opened gift shop! Located on Portland-Lewiston 
Road 100, Gray. 657-4714. 
CRICKETS RESTAURANT. Great food at rea-
sonable prices. Your hometown restaurant with 
an extensive menu to satisfy all tastes and 
b~dgets. All major credit cards accepted. Now 
WIth TWO LOCATIONS . 1/2 mile south of L.L. 
Bean in Freeport 865·4005 and next to Filenes 
Basement at Maine Mall in South Portland 775. 
5531. 
HOMEPLATE. Incredible breakfast and lunch 
menu voted #1 three years in a row. Open 6 
a .m.·3 p .m . seven days a week. Late nights 
Thursday-Saturday 11 p .m.·6 a.m .. 5 Dana St. 
Portland. 
ROSIE'S . 11am-lam. Full Bar. Free Popcom. 
Dart Room . 5 page menu. SandWiches, pizza, 
burgers, calzone, dinners and appetizers. Daily 
special board. Visa, MC, Amex accepted. 330 
Fore St., Portland. 772-5656 
RUSKI'S. Breakfast all day. 7 a.m.-l a.m .. Daily 
lunch and dinner specials. Daily happy hour 4. 
7 w/beer and drink specials. Six page menu. 
Breakfast, lunch and dinner .. . what a real neigh. 
borhood pub should be. Me, Visa accepted. 212 
Danforth St. Portland. 774·7604. 
CHINESE 
POLYNESIAN VILLAGE. Serving Polynesian and 
American c.uisine in a relaxed atmosphere. Ex. 
O.tIC c~ktalls and daily lunch and dinner spe. 
Clals. Live weekend entertainment. VISA, MC, 
American Express, Diner's Club. Parking,~. 153 
Main St., Westbrook. 854-9188. 
SEA.FOOD 
DAVID'S AT THE OYSTER CLUB, 164 Middle 
St., 773-4340. Open for lunch and dinner daily 
as well as Sunday Brunch. One of Maine's 
Premier seafood restaurants set in a converted 
open air market building - featuring an abun. 
dant raw bar, 20 varieties of seafood, lobsters 
a tantalizing array of fresh pasta dishes micr~ 
brews, Maine's largest single malt scotches list 
great wine list and frozen drinks. Specialiti~ 
include lobster, scallops and sweet potato cakes 
with red pepper and lobster sauce and ... don't 
miss the white chocolate mousse almond cookie 
napoleon for dessert. 
),S OYSTER. White linen quality dining in a 
relaxed atmosphere. Shellfish and pasta dishes 
our specialty. Lovely ocean front patiO and view 
of Portland's working harbor. MC/Visa/Discover 
!Wl "~~" \ , ' o' . iliplness i:fi ~ '\-'w~~ . . ' /" "0-' 
!~ 4 7 pm • Mo " /' mes!ic beer "I" 
t ) LUNCH' &,{)r£y ,: , ." <SPEClALS ( ; 
". ': BJeu Ch~IJW&lr ... 1 fries ' . ftl Chicken Club'~wich ",I fries {~',i 
\ i Chicken Ceasar Salad \ ! 
'-.i Lasagna .. , 
~\ Chicken Cor~on Bleu Sandwich ",/fries (~. " ! J Chicken QuesadJlla i : \ j Personal Pizza U 
/i~\ Sloppy Joe' .... /frie. :i\ 
i ! full bar available i j 
\! ~ serving daily from 11 am - 1 am ~ \.! 
~/~' /==~/::=~ ~,.-= ~~~~,=~~=:~ 
accepted . Parking in adjacent lot. 5 Portland 
Pier, Portland. 772-4828. 
PORTHOLE RESTAURANT. A waterfront insti-
tution! Home of the World Famous all you can 
eat fish fry, featuring a complete seafood menu, 
steaks & burgers, homemade desserts, great 
prices, inside & wharfside dining, free parking 
on pier. 20 Custom House Wharf, Portland. 
761·1762. 
ECLE{;TIC 
BLACK TIE. 870 Broadway, South Portland . 
Discover South Portland'smost interesting lunch 
spot! Featuring hearty soups and sandWiches, 
healthy salads, entrees and fantastic bakery 
items. Daily specials - always! Dine-in or take· 
out. Open Monday-Friday 7:30-3:00. 799-7119. 
CAFE ALWAYS. 47 Middle St., 774-9399. Mod-
em American Cuisine served Wednesday ·Sun· 
day evenings from 5 pm. Join us for THE BEST 
OF CAFE ALWAYS as we celebrate our 10th 
anniversary with a selection of Chef Cheryl 
Lewis' favorite dishes from the past decade. 
Voted Most Romantic Restaurant by Casco Bay 
Weekly Reader's Poll . Free parking in the lot 
adjacent to the restaurant. CC, LL, R. 
DAVID'S RESTAURANT, 164 Middle St., 773· 
4340. Open for dinner nightly. Elegant and 
romantic candlelight dining with Portland's 
most comfortable high back leather chairs. 
Chef David Turin turns out 4-star cuisine with 
remarkable, farm fresh produce and native 
products . Crispy goat cheese packets with grilled 
vegetables and frizzled leeks followed by sesame 
and coriander crusted tuna with garlic, ginger 
and soy is unbelievable, or sample the seafood 
sausage with lobster coral oil and the always 
great saute of lobster. Also available is a 5 course 
wine dinner with 5 wines, a great value at S52 
per person. Don't skip dessert!!!! 
GOOD TABLE. Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. 
Sea breeze deck. Full bar. Seafood, barbecue, 
Greek. Old jazz, good looking staff. Honest 
food . Honest prices. Open 7 days Mon-Fri 
11 am-9pm, Sat& Sun 8am-9pm. Serving Break-
fast, Lunch and Dinner. MC, Visa accepted. 
Parking. Rte 77, Cape Elizabeth. 799-4663 . 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 
50 beers on tap. Extensive menu ... sandwiches, 
soups, salads, platters. Lunch or dinner in the 
mysterious Woodfords area. MC, Visa, Amex 
accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave . Portland. 
772-0300. 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials S9.95 
and unpretentious fare like Buckwheat Pasta. 
Homemade, Good Cookin. Monday·Thursday 
5-10 p .m., Friday & Saturday 5-11 p.m .. Corner 
of Spring and High St. Portland . 
TABITHA JEANS. American regional cuisine. 
Lunch and Dinner. Relaxed atmosphere . Full 
cocktail service. Pasta . Seafood . Grilled Entrees . 
Validated parking . 94 Free St . ~ 
V-MCoAMEXoDISC. 780·8966. 
WALTER'S CAFE. New American cuisine pre-
pared in an exibition-style kitchen. Located in 
Portland 's Old Port. Dinner served seven nights 
per week. Lunch served Monday through Sat-
urday. 15 Exchange Street, Portland. 871·9258. 
SAME Oll SAME Oll? 
~~'t TNt let 
~ ' ~(j ~ 
Be BOLD "11M' ~ . 
Try Somethin$ DIFFERENT 
T NEW 50+ item menu ,-- T Lots of neat, unique combos 
T Huge sandwiches 
..... T Nothing over $6.00 -
-~.. "'oJ ~.." , 
.~ ) 1 Ff-::'fo.~. 
~ 90 Exchance St. Portland 
879-6060 
THE WEST SIDE CAFE. Offering fresh game 
and seafood, organic produce. Moderately 
priced entrees and a casual, comfortable ambi· 
ance. MC, Visa, AM EX accepted. Parking . Res· 
ervations suggested. 58 Pine St. Portland. 773· 
8223. 
MEXICA.N 
MARGARITAS. Specializing in delicious "hand-
made" southem Califomia style Mexican appe· 
tizers and dinners, served in overly generous 
portions! loin us for Happy Hour every weekday 
from 4-7 p.m., with FREE appetizers, Sl.95 for 
a 22 oz. draft beer and other good stuff! There's 
also 2 for 1 dinners, 4 p .m . • 6 p.m.! 242 St. 
lohn St., Union Station Plaza, Portland. Open at 
4 p .m . daily. 874-6444. 
TORTILLA FLAT. Seventeen years of serving 
fine Mexican cuisine. Just minutes from down· 
town Portland . A memorable Mexican experi· 
enceyou can afford anytime. Outdoor screened 
in deck. Parking. VISA, M/C, Discover. 187 
Forest Ave. Portland. 797-8729. 
SOUTH WESTERN 
LA POSADA CANTINA & RESTAURANTE. 
Southwestern cuisine, specializing in a wide 
variety of Mexican dishes and appetizers. House 
specialties such as chile rubbed chicken, spicy 
skillet salmon, Santa Fe pork, hacienda ribs. 
Over 35 varieties of draft and bottled beer! 
Happy Hour 4pm-7pm Mon-Fri. with beer 
specials and free snacks! Serving lunch and 
dinner 11 :30am-9pm Sunday·Thursday, 11 :30-
10pm Friday & Saturday. Comedy Night. 63 
Storer Street, Saco. 282·2727. 
NA.TURA.L FOODS 1 
JUICE B-'R 
MESA VERDE. We are whatwe eat so we serve 
only the finest, freshest natural foods . Flavorful, 
healthful Mexican dishes. Dailyvegan and veg-
etarian specials. Drink to your health at our 
juice bar. Happy Hour Mon·Fri 2:30-5:00. Fresh 
juices, fruit shakes, smoothies, juice combina-
tions·come see what Portland's first and only 
juice bar is all about. Casual atmosphere. Servo 
ing lunch & dinner. Take out available. 618 
Congress Street,(across from the State Theatre) 
774-6089. 
T H A. I 
BANGKOK CITY THAI & SEAFOOD RESTAU· 
RANT. Authentic Thai cuisine in our lovely 
intown location. Relax in our traditional seating 
and try our house and seafood specialties, 
famous throughout New England. Free park· 
ing available. All major credit cards accepted. 
Reservationssuggested. One City Center, Port-
land. 772-1118 . 
THAI GARDEN RESTAURANT. Come revel 
amidst the enticing flavors of Thai cuisine. We 
offer a very diverse menu certain to please all 
palates . Seafood, vegetarian dishes, chicken, 
beef, pork, pad Thai, curries, and other exciting 
foods. Serving lunch and dinner seven days a 
week. Reasonably priced. Beer and wine avail-
able. Reservations recommended. 233 U.S . 
"~cketd. C __ cJ.. 
_-.-.aCet" 
M &T closed, W &TH 12·10, 
F & ST 12·11, SU )·9 
call for tasty take-out! 
43 Middle Street Pordand 774·6711 
Route 1, Freeport. (across from Super 8 Motel) 
865·6005. Gift Certificates Available. 
CA.RIBBEA.I\I 
CUISII\IE 
FEDERAL SPICE. Home cooked Caribbean! 
Southwestern fare . Featuring heart smart selec· 
tions. All items less than S6! Everything available 
to go. Limited radius delivery 11 :30·1 :30 M·F. 
Hours M-Sat 11 am-9pm, no tipping! 225 Fed· 
eral Street, Portland, 774-6404. 
DESSERT 
PATE A CHOUX. Portland's premiere dessert 
restaurant! NOW OPEN! All desserts prepared 
in-house with all natural ingredients, 
cappuccino, espresso, ice tea & iced coffee. 
Table service and take out. Hours: Monday. 
Thursday 11 am·l1 pm. Friday 11 am·Midnight, 
Saturday 3:30pm-Midnight. Sunday 3:30-9: 30. 
25 Pearl Street, Portland. 773-3334. 
ITA.LIA.N 
ANTHONY'~ ATTHE FARM (formerly Michel's). 
Italian·American cuisine. Menu prices ranging-
Lunch 11 am-4pm $3.95 . $5.95. Dinner 4pm. 
9pm (1 Opm Fri & Sat) $7.95 · $15 .95. Smoke· 
Free environment. Panoramic view. An experi-
ence you'll truly remember. 
FRESH MARKET "PASTA. For the best home· 
made pastas and sauces in Portland. Open for 
lunch, dinner and late night dining. Italian wine 
and beers. Espresso. Cappuccino. Desserts. Bring 
the family! MC, Visa and Amex accepted. 43 
Exchange St. 60 MarketSt. Portland. '773-7146. 
PERFETTO. From the owners of Walter's Cafe. 
New Italian cuisine with a flair. Serving dinner 
every night. Lunch served Monday through 
Friday. Reservations accepted. 28 Exchange 
Street, Portland . 828-0001. VISNMC/AMEX 
accepted . 
TURINO'S STONE OVEN PIZZERIA. 164 Middle 
St., 780-6600. Open forlunch and dinner daily. 
Maine's only stone oven pizza, serving authen-
tic stone cooked gourmet pizza from old Naples. 
Great things with wild mushrooms, proscuitto, 
artichoke hearts and fresh herbs. More than you 
would expect on a pizza for not very much 
money. Probably the best pizza in Maine! Take 
out is available. 
B A. R- B- QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. Small chef owned BarBQ 
restaurant. Featuring Norm 's wicked good sauce, 
3 types or ribs, fried chicken, spicy black bean 
soup, homemade combread and daily specials. 
Hours: Mon. & Tues. closed, Wed. & Thurs. 12· 
10, Fri. & Sat. 12·12, Sun . 3·9. 774·6711 . 43 
Middle St., Portland . 
PUB 
THE HEDGEHOG BREWPUB. Portland's local-
crafted beer emporium. Homemade sausages, 
exotic pub foods and creative, full menu from 
around the globe. Beer garden. Live music. 
Relaxed atmosphere. Open 4-11 M-W, Th 11· 
11, F & S 11-12, Sun 12-9. All majorqeditcards 
accepted. 35 India Street, 871-9124. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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ONE CITY CENTER 
- corner of Temple (; Free Streets -
772-1118 
Regular Specials & Chefs Recommended 
House Currys and Pad Thai 
TraJilwnai Swing 
Fru Parking at OIU qly Cmter 
ikapting Dinner C/uh PtlJJ, 
POWU' ptlJJ d DwArouM' Fru Deli.p~ry 
HOaN! Ltuub - AI"". &1 / HII · 4 p .. 
DinnL, -Al",,·&14 ./0p .. • F,i d &14 .10Jllpm .SUJt4 ·/Opm 
• MSC Is net used In preparing your feed 
$2 ~ff an) rurchasc 
~r $10 ~r mN~ 
$5 df any rurchasc 
~f $2S ~r mN~ 
Limited R.dius Delivery 111°-1 110 M-F 







Buy 1 Mexican nner, and 
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From New York ... 
RANDY JAMIC'~· 
T ICMts IAmadeus ~usic 332 Fore 
Mad. possit>o by lho GG Monks Foondalion 
~()vember 4th 
throol!h 1001 
~athan Oiff«d HementaO' khooI 
1st) falmoo'" §'n~t IJ«1Jand 
§aturdaH 1 POI <13:J(!INII 
§UndaH:lPOl 
TK:keb i<j at Ole lit« 
IN lIKlI'e inl()rmatim rnllln-l1]S 
a woman, 
one becomes one" 
-Cleopatra 
Intimate Apparel Bou tique 
Live Models Thurs & F ri 5-9 
762 Congress St.. Portland 
77 S-SEXY 
C1lrlRLES A DICKEl'"S' ing your entire family to the State T
heatre this holiday 
on to see the Nebraska Theatre Caravan's musical 
CHRISTMAS CAROL ptation of Charles Dickens' classic novel featuring a 36-
member cast, accompanied by a 4 piece-musical ensemble. 
English Christmas carols, elaborate sets, lavish 19th-century 
costumes and a 16 foot ghost with a whirling bed will make this 
spectacular performance a small part of your happiest dreams and 
Christmas traditions. 
~He 
Tuesday, November 28, 7:30 p.m. 
Cabaret: $23.50 plus $10.50 entree ticket 
Reserved: $23.50 • $19.50 • $17.50 • Children under 12 $12.00 
Cabaret Doors 5:30 p.m. • Reserved Doors 6:30 p.m. 
State Theatre 
STATE THEATRE 
609 Congress Street, Portland, ME 04101 






W'XHV I 'OITLAND 
Leonard Bernstein, c. 1949. PHOTO/RUTH ORKIN 
• TOM MYRON 
In 1949, Leonard Bernstein wrote of 
his new Symphony No. 2, "The Age of 
Anxiety": "If the charge of'theatricality' 
in a symphonic work is a valid one, I am 
willing to plead guilty. I have a suspicion 
that every work I write . . . is really theatre 
music in some way." 
It's hard to imagine any of Bernstein's 
less theatrically inclined contemporaries 
ever hitting on the idea of using W . H. 
Auden's 140-page poem, "The Age of 
Anxiety," as the basis for a full-fledged 
symphony. Completed in 1947, the poem 
features four characters (three men and a 
woman) who meet by chance in a lower 
Manhattan bar and commence an all-
night binge of talking and drinking. It is 
AU Souls night, and their talk centers 
around the crisis of faith that they feel is 
robbing their lives of reason and purpose. 
When the four decide to take their act on 
the road, beth literaUy and figuratively, 
the text takes on an increasingly non-
linear, freefloating drunkenness. 
Bernstein's rendering of "The Age of 
Anxiety" - which will be performed 
Nov. 14-15 by the Portland Symphony 
Orchestra, featuring pianist Janet Reeves 
- is a magnificent achievement, captur-
ing flawlessly both the form and ambi-
ence of Auden's poem. First, to play the 
roles of the psyche and its four compo-
nents he adds a solo piano to the orches-
tra. This allows him to play out the poem's 
scenes between the individual soloist and 
a host of orchestral" characters." Second 
,Orchestral encounters 
- . 
of the anxious kind 
PSO's perlormance 01 Bernstein's "The Age 01 Anxiety" 
strikes a new chord in a decidedly Irazzled time · 
- and this is the real connection between 
the music and the text - Bernstein por-
trays aU of these characters and scenes by 
integrating a vast array of diverse musical 
styles. This is something that he, like 
Auden, could do better than almost any-
body, and the effect here is both dazzling 
and ultrarefined. 
You never, for example, hear the mu· 
sic jump from 1930s dancehall jazz pas· 
tiche to angst-laden second Viennese 
school expressionism; instead, you hear 
1930s dancehaU jazz pastiche become 
angst-laden Second Viennese School ex-
pressionism. Bernstein isn't interested in 
mere juxtaposition; instead, he makes 
real, audible connections between the 
styles by deftly transforming the music's 
raw materials from one thing into an· 
other. The ability to perform this sort of 
musical alchemy smoothly and-unless 
it'sintentional- unnoticeably, wasanim-
portant component of Bernstein's con-
siderable compositional gift. His highly 
fluid, no· holds-barred style turned out to 
be just the ticket for keeping up with a 
poem that contains long stretches of writ-
ing as dizzyingly complex as anything by 
Joyce or Beckett. 
Throughout this raucous night of All 
Souls, Bernstein's musical 
architecture remains re-
markably faithful to the 
complex shape of Auden's 
That he pulls it off is a tribute to his faith in 
both the strength of Auden's poem and in 
the willingness of his listeners to take a 
chilllenging, disturbing, alcohol-fueled 
journey into the harassed and fragmented 
modem psyche. 
It has been argued that, in his attempts 
to grapple musically with the modern crisis 
of faith with which the poem concerns 
itself, Bernstein ultimately cops out. With 
the hubris of a market-savvy Hollywood 
producer, this argument goes, Bernstein 
"punches up" Auden'sending- thatwhile 
the poem's highly equivocal, downbeat 
conclusion crunches underfoot on the cut-
ting-room floor, we're treated to a glow-
ing, hymn-like paean to bourgeois pseudo-
faith. In reality, it is at exactly this point 
that, rather than diverge, Bernstein's and 
Auden's endings convincingly become one. 
In the fmal lines of the poem, Malin, 
alone, boards a subway in the pre-dawn 
hours and sets out for home. His descent 
into sobriety triggers in him the faint hope 
that if one is to actively seek a new faith, 
one must consider the possibility of its 
existing beyond the reach of both reason 
and imagination - that faith is itself a 
creative act. He reflects on the implications 
of acting or not acting on this burgeoning 
poem. Only a great theater "THE AGE OF ANXIETY," 
composer could make such ALONG WITH SELECTIONS BY 
a doggedly literal·minded SHENG, HOVHANESS AND 
approach to creatingasym· 
phony the very thing that BEETHOVEN, WILL BE 
new faith, but at this point 
Auden takes us outside of 
the poem; Malin's train is 
seen as if from the air, re-
ceding quickly from view. 
The feared big-budget, 
pious· hopeful ending in 
Bernstein's version never 
really materializes. Instead, 
Bernstein crafts a resolu-
tion that can be thought of 
in terms of a much less com· 
plicated cinematic conven-
tion-thewideshot-and 
allows the work to stand on PERFORMED NOV. 14-15 AT 
its own. In creating the part 
of the solo piano, he pro-
vides the audience with a 
dramatic, as well as a musi· 
cal, focus . It's an inspired 
THE STATE THEATRE, 609 
CONGRESS ST., AT 7:30 P.M. 
TIX: $15-$35. 773-,g191. 
touch, and ensures that regardless of one's 
awareness of Auden's poetic intent, the 
symphony's purely musical argument 
remains tremendously compelling and 
moving. 
So much the better, then, when we 
learn how closely the music and the po-
etic narrative match each other. In the 
words of one of the poem's characters, 
Malin, "Nature rewards/Perilous leaps," 
a notion Bernstein understood well. By 
turning his back on the standard bag of 
tricks used to create symphonic coher-
ence, he risks lapsing into the very anxi-
ety and incoherence he wishes to portray . 
he takes his screen direction unadulterated 
from Auden's page: "Now the train came 
out onto the Manhattan bridge . The sun 
had risen. The East River glittered. It would 
be a bright clear day for work and war." It 
is an image that Bernstein cannot resist, 
and his symphony ,like the poem itself, has 
earned the use of it. 
Great artists address questions and an-
swers equally, never fetishizing one or 
scorning the other. Bernstein and Auden 
both knew that this meant being able to get 
us out of whatever they had gotten us into. 
In both, the talent was as breathtaking as it 
was necessary, and as generous as sunlight 
on skyline and water. caw 
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Holiday PI~ from thQ 
CO~MIC HIPPO 
Baked to Order 
* Pumpkin, Pecan or 
Sweet Potato Bourbon * 
* Order by Monday 
11/20 for pick up 
Wednesday 11/22 * 
~~ 
90 Exchange St. Portland 
879-6060 
20 Danforth Street· Portland, Maine 
USED AND OUT-OF-PRINT 
BOOKS BOUGHT AND SOLD 
Mondays by chance, Tue to Sat 11 to 4:30 
"FINEST SELECTION Of CHILDREN'S 
BOOKS ON THE EAST COAST" say.! NiIupam 
Nigam, age 3 months, of MIma Del Ray. 
Sign up to Win $20 Gift Certificate 
Note: J. Glaner Books is the ~ 
bookshop off th~ main hallway. 
~ Polynesian ~ 
1 village 1 
- Polynesian Cuisine -
- LWlCh & Dinner Specials -
- Live Weekend Entertainment -
- Full Service & Takeout -
- Banquet Rooms Available -
~ 
- Free Parking -~ 
854-9188 
152 Main St., Westbrook 
.' 
RE'II 
SMUTTYNOSE BREWING CO. 
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"There -are two ways of 
spreading light: to be 
the candle or the 




61 INDIA STREET PORTlAND 
761-0174 
WAVE HOTLINE: 761-WAVE 
DIVORCE: 
Consider the expense fmIl 
Consider your family ~' 
Consider your lifestyle [ftJ 
Consider your future -I 
Consider Mediation • 
DIVORCE & FAMILY 
MEDIATION' CENTER 
To reach ag reements on custody, 
support & property settlements 
Free Initial Consultation 
HILLARY R. DORSK, ATTORNEY 
DEBORAH M. HALL, ATTORNEY* 
225 Commercial Street, Portland 
774-7084 
' M mfttcc1 ln PA 
The Diamond 
of Her Dreams is 
Waiting for You at 
Cross Jewelers 
~ Upstairs Jrw~Jry Slon in ~'"town Ponlattd 
570 Congress Street, Ponland. Maine 04101 
Open Mon·Fri 9AM 10 4:30 PM, Thursday evenings 'til 8:30 
J 
Pasta Bucket Sale. 
Spaghetti or ziti with four homemade meatballs, $5.49. 
More Is Better. 
Sale ends November 19. 
71 India St. . Portland. 773-.1682; 1379 Washington Ave., Portland, 797-5514; 1
108 Broadway, South 
Portland. 767-5916; Oak HIli, Scarborough, 883-2402; 3 Main St. , Gorham, 839
-2511 ; 135 Maine St. , 
BrunswICk, 729-5514; Midtown Mall, Sanford, 324-7407; 469 Main St. , Saco, 2
86-2377. 
There's Nothing Like A Real Italian. 
©95 
CONTI NUEO FROM PAGE 19 
Ala ... C_ 657 Congress St, Portland. Large 
abstract gesture paintings byReggleOsbom. ongoing. 
Open by appointment. 774-271B. 
Baxteraallery619 Congress St. Portland. "On Target 
Do ~ Yourself" shows through Dec 10. Hours: Tues-
Fri. 10 am4 pm. 775-5152. 
BlntJlfI'. Cafi 9B Portland St. Portland. Seascapes 
and stililifes byCaroline Norton. ongoing. Hours: Mon-
Wed 6 am-3 pm. Thurs-Sat6 am-9 pm. Sun 7 am-3 pm. 
773-2096. 
Black Moona .. lery 339 Fore St. Portland. Sculptures 
by Suzane Labelle and Jack Langford as well as 
paintings by KIm Daneault and Brett Morrison show 
through Nov 20. Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-5 pm. 774-
4423 . 
Bowdoin ColleCe M .... um of Art Walker Art Building. 
Brunswick. The museum Is open to the public free of 
charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5. Sun 2·5 . 725-3275. 
• "Art" life In the Medterr_n· An Installation of 
Assyrian. Egyptian. Cypriot. Greek and Roman art. 
ongoing. 
• "BowdoIn PhotoCJ ....... : IJber.t ArII ...... • Student 
works show through Nov 26. 
• "JIIfICIe SIteI· a collection of 011 paintings by 
Barbara Kurtz show through Nov 15. 
ChrlsUne's Dr ..... 41 Middle St, Portland. New works 
by painter James Comas Cole. Lon Austill and Andy 
Curran show until further notice. Hours: Tues-frf 7 am-
2 pm. Sat-Sun 9 am-2 pm. 774-2972. 
C_ By Desl*" 620 Congress St. Portland. 
"Whimsical Relief Paintings· by David Cedrone show 
through Jan 7. Artist reception and holiday open 
house Nov 30 from 5-<! pm. Hours: Mon-Thurs. 7 am-
B pm. Fri 7 am-9 pm. Sat B am-9 pm. Sun B am-6 pm. 
772·5533. 
eoncr- StlHt Diner 551 Congress St. Portland. 
Permanent showing of wall murals by Anthony Taylor 
and Paul Brahms. featuring oId-era Congress Street 
art. Hours: Mon-Sun 7 am-3 pm. F~957. 
Connections Gallery 56 Maine St. Brunswick. "RISD 
In Maine." featuring 19 graduates of Rhode Island 
School of Design living In Maine. shows through Nov 
lB. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm. 725-1399. 
CONT IN UEO ON PA GE 3 1 
Humor with a heart 
Monkey business: The Public yucks It up In "Allin The Timing" 
"Allin The Timing: a collection of six one-acts by playwright David Ives, is literally a
 laugh-a-
minute evening at The Public Theatre in Lewiston, as the production goes into its secon
d - and 
regrettably final-weekend. This is a show that could do with an extended run; though g
ossamer-
light in message, it 's sure to satisfy your craving for laughs. 
Ives is a native of Chicago, and there must be something in that Windy City groundwate
r that 
produces a certain style of sketch comedy. Ives ' stuff is reminiscent of Second City 
and early 
"Saturday Night Live" material in places, but without the darl<ness-there's an underly
ing c~,em­
free uplift throughout The subjects are varied, but their common denominator is lang
uage: its 
ability to hurt, inspire , heal, li berate and triumph. 
In "Sure Thing,· for example. a pickup artist named Bill begins a conversation with a wo
man, 
only to hear a be ll ring each time he says the wrong thing. Like the backspace on a ty
pewriter, 
he can erase that mistake, start over and go forward, repeating the process as often a
s he has 
to. "The Universal Language" contains just about every pun, spoonerism or sound-ali
ke you 've 
ever heard in a spoof on both world-language activists and con games. Like all of the
 playlets, 
though - even the bittersweet "Variations On The Death Of Trotsky" - "Universal" e
nds on a 
note of uplift 
It's a fast evening - less than two hours including intermission - but the pace doesn't
 seem 
to tire the nimble, versatile cast of Peter Husovsky, Deborah Turcotte. Michael Messer 
and Janet 
Mitchko. Directed by Christopher Schario, they make it look so easy that "TIming" warra
nts a note 
of caution. Attention community theater groups: these people are professionals -
do nllt try 
this at home. 
"Allin The nmlng" nlns through Nov. 12 
at The Public Theatre, Usbon and Maple 
Streets, lewiston. nx: $12.50, $10 
students and seniors. 782-3200 or 800/ 
639-9575. 
• CATHY NELSON PRICE 




: These Bomber jackets retail else~here for $150l 
I Great savings on 
: this nll-tim£ clmsic! 
: W~RldD 
I~ERS® 
I Quality and value from around the world. 
I Auburn Mall 784-4591 
: Maine Mall Rd. at Mallside, 
L. ~u: .:.o~a.:d.!:4~~~_ 
Call 775 .. 6601 to get into our Dining Listing! 
Come &e What's New for 
Winter at 'These Fine 6tores 
FlL6 
BOG N E R 
"THE SwfM'SllIRT SIIoP" 
Q 
D~~~~~!t1 
~ FASNONS 0unEr 
CANNON 8HEE'1'S. TOWElS • MORE 
()ke (I'e .... 
., MilChlne 
Corner of Depot & Bow Streets 
Freeport, Maine 




J13.95 Nightshade Press 
-With forward by Fred Chappell 
• Over 270 pages of 
creative fiction & non-
fiction 
• Containing 36 short · 
stories & essays never 
before published 
inel uding 9 pieces 
by Maine authors 
MEET.-THE- WRITERS book 
Launching & Reading 
Thursday Nov. 9th 
7:30pm 
Attending will be: Denis Ledoux 
(Lisbon Falls)· Judy Delogu (portland) 
Nancy Heiser (Brunswick) • Jane Ann 
McNeish (Winthrop) • Tom Yori (Brooks) 
Pat O'Donnell (Farmington) 
Joe Monninger (plymouth, NH) 
BOOKS ETC 
38 Exchange St. 
In the Old Port 
207 -774-0626 
~ M-W 10·6 ~ 
~ Th-Sat 10-9 ~ 










~_ .1.,!£HANCif ~ 
Backpacks, Travel Bags 
and a whole lot more ... 
~ -
10 ExCHANGE ST., OLD PORT· 774-2562 ~ 
~ .................................. ........ 




the holiday season! 
TmSTouAT 
MAINE AUDUBON SocJny 
118 Rn. 1 • fALMOUTH 
781-2330 
• Gifts for Nature 
Lovers of All Ages. 
Coming Soon To . 
A Redhook Brewery 
Near You 
Redhook ESB is an authentic hand-
crafted ale that truly deserves to be 
called Extra Special Bitter. Its lively, 
distinctive flavor is a perfect balance 
between the rich smoothness of 
caramel malt and the zesty tang of 
premium TeUnang hops. Redhook ales 
are now brewed in Seattle, Washing-
ton, but next year, we'll be brewing 
them at our new brewery in Portsmouth. Until then 
you'll find Redhook ESB at selected outlets through~ 
out the area. Try it, and let us know what you think. 
Proudly Distributed by 
National Distributors 
South Portland, ME 
2071773-1719 
Also Available: 
,~ .. B 
. JIl~ z _ ... _ 
(~ .. . . ., ,,' 
........ V··· 
IIU.lUI 
..... one of the truly gifted musicians of our time - he plays the guitar ~'i;~t 




$11.97 CD • $6.98 CASSETTE 




• Compact Discs • Audio Tapes • Videos 
Appearing November 11 th at the State Street Church 
• For more information call 828-1310 • 
NOVEMBER 18 
• 
9:00 <l .m. to 1.00 p.m. 
Campus Tours. Proqram. AdmiSSions 
~ and Financial Aiel Information 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29 
DMforth Gdery34 Danforth St, portland. "The Bounty 
of the Ballet," celebrating the 10th anniversary of 
Portland Ballet Company, shows through Nov 12. 
Hours: Wed. fri. Sat, 118m-5 pm, Thurs 118rn-8 pm. 
Sun 12·5 pm. 775-6245. 
D..cI SpIIc. Gallery 11 Avon St. portland. "New 
Photgraphs," by Bill Arnold, shows through Nov 28. 
Hours: Sat-Tues 12·5 pm or by appointment. 82S. 
4637. 
Free street TIIYWftII 128 Free St, Portland. Mixed 
media Greek collages by Richard Lee. Hours: Mon 11 
am-4 pm. Tues-Sat 11 am-l0 pm. 774-1114. 
OreenhUt G .. ery 146 Middle St, Portland. "Moment 
In Time," paintings and pastels by Margaret Gerding, 
shows through Nov 28. Hours Mon-Frl 10 am-5:30 
pm, Sat 10 om-5 pm. 772-2693. 
Icon eontemporery Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. 
Sculptures by Duncan Hewitt show through Nov 30. 
Hours: Mor>frl 1·5 pm, Sat 1-4 pm. 725-8157. 
J_G.le.y 217 Commercial St, Portland. Works 
by Arny Goldberg and Karen Lorenz show though Nov 
16. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-5:30 pm. 772·5522. 
J"" ...... ·.13 Exchange st. portland. -The Experience," 
newworks by Brian Steinberg, shows through Nov 15. 
761·5637. 
J~ Work 30 Exchange St, third tloor, Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original, contemporary 
jewelry designs by nationally exhibited artists. Hours: 
10 anHl pm dally. 773-6824. 
June ~"ck G.11ery 112 High St, Portland. New 
works by Noriko Sakanishl show through Dec 2 and 
"Souls/Homes, - by Un Usberger shows through Nov 
25. Hours: Tues-Sat noon-5 pm, Thurs nool1-8 pm. 
772·1961. 
Mlllne Potten Market 376 Fore St, Portland. Hours: 
10 anHl pm dally. 774-1633. 
M .. nder Olllle.y 40 Pleasant St, Portland. "Spirit of 
Earth: An Australian Aboriginal Vision" shows through 
Nov 30. Hours: 12.0 pm, Tues-Sat. 871·1078. 
H.ney M ...... Gllliery 367 Fore St, Portland. The 
"Fourth Annual Menorah Exhlbit- shows through Jan 
1. Hours: Man-Wed 10 anHl pm. Thurs 10 arn-8 pm. 
Fri-Sat 10 am-9 pm and Sun 11anHl pm. 775-3822. 
On .... .,.,. 4 Milk St, portland. "Precious Moments," 
pictures and small stories by Debb Freedman. shows 
through Nov. Hours: Mor>frl 9 am-4:30 pm. 772· 
9812. 
Perfetto', ReotMnnt 28 Exchange St, Portland. 
-Almost Edible," paintings by Kate Merrick. ongoing. 
Hours: Mon-Sun 11 am-ll pm. 82s.o<Xll . 
PllpmlC. 441 Congress St. Portland. Recent 
paintings by Michael Waterman and John Burke show 
through Nov 30. Hours: Mor>frl 10 am-4 pm. 772-
1508. 
PartIMId ~ of Art 7 Congress Square. Hours: 
Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm, Thurs 10-9. Sun 12-5. 
Admission: $6 adults/$5 students and senlors/$l 
youth &12 years. Museum admission Is free lo-noon 
the flrstSaturday of the month and 5-9 every Thursday 
evening. 77J.ARTS or 1~39-4067. 
• "Att. Art: RethlnklnC 1.50 V .... of PIIot ........ Y" 
A collection of over 200 photos through Jan 14. 
• The Scott M. I118c:k CollectIon A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 2OtlH:entury paintings and 
sculptures. 
• 19tJt. IIICI 2otJ>.Cent11rY EuropMft IIICI AmerIcmI 
Art Paintings. sculptures and workS on paper by 
Monet. Renoir, Picasso, Matisse and other masters 
of the past two centuries. Ongoing. 
• "The ArtIItry of Rockwell Kent: G""",lcs IIICI 
Dec:onItI ... Arts" shows t through Dec 3. 
• "The ~ H •• rt" shows through Dec 10. 
portlllncl Potte.y 118 Washington Ave, Portland. 
Ongoing show of unique and functional ceramics and 
Jewelry by Usa 80narrigo, teachers and students. 
Hours: Mor>frt 9-6 pm. 772-4334. 
PortIIond PublIc: L1bre.y5 MonumentSquare. Portland. 
"The Shape of an Image Creates a Feellng- shows 
through Nov 30 In the Lewis Gallery. Also, Maine Civil 
War memorabilia will be on display In the Portland 
Room through Nov. Hours: Man, Wed, Frl9 anHl pm, 
Tues & Thurs 12·9 pm, Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1758. 
R ........ nc. AntIqUes 221 Commercial St, Portland. 
Ongoing show of works by John Dehllnger, Wilder 
Oaks, Terry Wolf and other Maine artists. Hours: 10 
am-7 pm dally. 87g.Q789. 
Salt Gallery 17-19 Pine St, Portland. "The American 
Circus Clown," photographs by Phyllis Rogers. shoWS 
through Dec 2. Hours:Wed and FrI, 2-6 pm. Sat lOam-
1 pm. 761'()660. 
ShIIIom H ...... 400 Congress St, Portland. A group 
show of works In various mediums curated by art 
therapist Carolyn Treat will be open to the public Nov 
6,13 and 20 from 4:JO.5:3O pm. 874-1080. 
Thoe. MMM G .. e.y 415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. 
Landscape paintings by Phil Polrer and Frederick Law 
Olmsted show through Nov 19. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-
5 pm. 774-3791. 
TP PeIklna. Co. 6 Free Street, Portland. Primitive 
folk art by Annette lacroix, ongoing. Hours: Mon-Thurs 
& Sat, 10 am-6 pm, Fri from 10 am-9 pm and Sun from 
12-5 pm. 871-8299. 
USM ANa Gllliery Portland campus center. "Bemard 
Meyers: Ught structures," shows through Nov 16. 
Hours: Mor>frl 7 am-1Opm, Sat and Sun 10am-7 pm. 
78Q.4090. 
USM Osher M ... Ubre.y 314 Forest Ave, Portland. "A 
Celebration of 175 Vears of Maine Statehood" shows 
through Jan 28. Hours: Wed 1-4:30 pm and 6-8 pm, 
. Thurs & Sat from 9 am-12:3O pm. 78().4850. ' 
USM St __ Wolf Neck Rd, Freeport. Maine 
landscapes by Jeana Bearce and larry Rakovan show 
through Dec 15. Hours: Man-Thurs, 8 am-4:30 pm. 
B65-3428. 
USM W"""",·. Cent .. Payson Smith Hall, Falmouth 
St. Portland. -Women's Self Portraits: How We See 
Ourselves," shows through Nov 17. Hours: Mon-Sat, 
8 am-9:30 pm. 7B().4996. 
Zuni .... oral 21 Pleasant St, Portland. Steven J. 
Priestiey and mixed media on paper by Deborah 
Newberg, ongoing. Hours: Tues-Sun. 5 pm-l0 pm. 
774-5260. 
other 
ArtISto Apply Portland Public Ubrary, 5 Monument 
Square, Invites artists to submit work for one-month 
exhibition In the Lewis gallery. 871-1758. 
Art Cant •• t Women's Business Development 
Corporation Is offering $100 cash and a host of other 
prizes to the artist whose work is chosen forthe cover 
of the 199&97 Maine Women's Business Directory. 
Application deadline In Dec 1. 947·5990. 
Art Guild of the K ... .-. ..... S ..... Mom ..... The 
Guild holds ajuried selection at their Coopers Comer 
Gallery, Rts 9 and 35 in Kennebunk, Nov 11. Drop off 
between S.10 am. Cost: $5. 967-4627. 
Att.ntlon ArtI.to The gallery committee of the 
Chocolate Church In Bath invites Maine artists to 
submit proposals for solo or group shows. Send &12 
slides, a resume and statement of purpose by Nov 1. 
to: Gallery Committee, The Chocolate Church, 804 
St, Maine, 04350. 442-8455. 
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D...torth GIIery 34 Danforth St, portland, seeks 
submissions for an outdoor wood sculpture multi·slte 
exhibition slated for fall. 1996. Fee & expense 
allowance provided. Send slides, cover letter and 
resume by Dec 20. 775-6245. 
Olllle.y Tlllk Artist Duncan Hewitt discusses his 
scul pture, currentiy on exhl bit at Icon Contemporary 
Art, 19 Mason St, Brunswick, Nov 9 at 8 pm at the 
gallery. Free. 725-8157. 
Open SlIde NI&tIt The Union of Maine Visual Artists 
Invites artists. craftspeople and anyone Interested to 
attend an open slide night the second Friday of each 
month at 7:30 pm at Jetf Vork Affordable Photo. 58 
Wilmot St, Portland. Bring slides for dlscusslon/ 
feadback. 773-3434. 
Portland c_. Club holds weekly meeting, Mon at 
7:30 pm at the American Legion Hall, 413 8roadwetf, 
S. Portland. Monthly events Include B&W. color print 
and color slide competition. 854-3763. 
portlllncl Chamber of Com_Is looking for Maine 
artists to share their work. 772·2811, ext. 223 . 
PotterY CI_ for kids and adults offered at Sawyer 
Sueet Studios, S. Portland. Costs and times vary. 
767-4394. 
CoIl.ctln, C........ Portland Museum of Art. 7 
Congress Square. Portland, presents a lecture with 
Jack Naylor, owner of the wo~d largest private camera 
collection, Nov 16 at 7 pm. Free. 775-6148. 
computM-Kmw.floWthe Small Business Development 
Center at USM has two Lotus/IBM Leamlng Centers 
available to help people In business learn how to use 
Lotus 123. One-Write Plus and WordPerfect 5.1. 
Appointments available Mor>fri. Free. 7B().4949. 
Comput .. Tr.lnlnc eour- offered at Technology 
Training Center, 39 Darling Ave, S. portland. 7SO-
6765. 
Gr ..... Portland Landmark Lectur. Kent Ryden. 
assistant professor of American and New England 
Studies at USM, gives a lecture entitled, "Of the 
Stones of the Place: Reading the Ruins of New 
England," Nov 14 at noon, at Portland Museum of Art, 
7 Congress Square, Portland. Free. 774-5561. caw 
BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY • 
(\- The 
{
iN> norl-to:(ic cleaning 
iJ1i£ choice for your home 
'Ii:!: or business-all at a 
t"J!!in reasonable price. ~ Dorrie Pratt Cu:aner 207-926-4262 
A&A 
Property Services 
General Contracting & Maintenance 
Remodeling. bathrooms, 
kitchens ,finished basements, 
roofing . decks, additions, interior 
and exterior painting, vinyl 
siding, complete mobil home 
set-up and service, 
No job too big Dr small. 




for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
after them ... 
You need me in your life. 
Katherine Clark • 77,~~184:1 
EDWARD'S COMPLETE 
MAINTENANCE 
I'!'!< House Cleaning I 
I, .Par Excellence Miriam Otis Allen 
PEERLESS DESIGN 
PAI NTING & WALlCOVERING 
. (OMMlRCIAV RlIIDlNTIAl 
. PAINTING! PMlR HANGING 
. SPlCIALTY fiNISHES 
fThwiJ Sf. CJ)_ 
;;;; OO-Jtu1Wmt4 ~ 
'Varicly S~li5t 
''Y0Ir FOIr Setson Mainle_ SeMce' 
FALL CLEAN-UP 
• Yard CI .. n-Up 
• Fall Rototiling 
• Gutter Cleaning 
" Snow Plowing 
- Sanding 
" Tr .. Work 




• Reasonable Rates • Insured 




(What were you thinking?) 
vinyl - wood - tile 
Cleaned or Painted 
{Restored' ('Don't replace 
Like new old floors 
Especially those Turn Ihem n" 
'No-Wax' floors ART undertoot 
f{lefp cleaned +Hand painted 
by madline tori9ina/ dosjgn$ 
~ f1y~ ,+Special n~ 
FREEFSllMAIl'S Col lola PoaiC\; II 77>'531 
14 Ve""", Place 
Portland, Main< 04101 
It 207-774-6467 
. fU l lY INSURlD 
761-2848 
Crtalive repairs al 657'2948 




experienced <XI insured 
david norris 
775-3695 
"JON" SUE'LL DO 111" 
SPIlUTUAl 'WOkICERS IN;" PHYSICAl WORLD 
• PAINTING iii 
• SPRING & fAll CLlAN'UPS "',. 
· IAHMENTS &ATTICI " 
· PIT CARE " 
• (LOSING THl COTTAGE "" 
FRIE~PL.>: SER~.!.(yINSURED 
77.-4D60/.ul-0387 
ATTENTION To DETAIL 
Cleaning Services 
Residential' Commercial' Marine 
Call us for a menu 
'''.2415 
We willlllec:l yC'JJl spectahud cleaollig DeC1b . • ,jI'J1{) 
Racbel Rum50D &. Laura Gilooda 
Cleanliness is a "utile. 
Acorn 
Fence Co. 
Prompt PmfessionaI SeNice 
Free Estimates 
OrIfd Po Roy 
1-800-649-4290 
JUSTICE PAINTING 
Interiors and Exteriors 
c-J 1{,. . ' . . '.~, , , 
~ 









Open 7 Days a Week 
1-800-317 -1148 
ij lROWN AM£YER5 
TRANSCRIPTION 
We Transcribe Everything! 







'tlj RE~:~~~ING CO. 




Since 1977 Insured 
i 
i-
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categories 
bulletin board 




















condos for sale 
land for sale 
mobile homes 
real estate wanted 
auctions 








items for sale 
yard sales 
antiques 





bed & breakfasts 
getaways 















Alit 15 words - $9/wk .. 
additional wds @ 25. ea. 
caw & Moine T1 ..... - H":. 'U.I~ 
addilional wds @ $S04 ea. ., 
Buy 3 ...... ,01 tho 4th.... !: 
Wh .... & Keel> 000' - $25/ FlJn ,. 
~ sells (15 words: vehicles and . 
ooly) Call for delails. 
IIdemot CI __ - as low as 
$25/ 6 months for 50 words! 
DfopIo, Ad rot ... WobvefIloInr 
h<!uenc, discount info available 
upon request. 
get it to u 
o."Hno: Mon. 3pm pre-paid 




P.O. Bo, 1238 
Portland. ME 04104 
. H.nd: 561 Congress 51 
fine print 
Classified ads must be paid for in adv,,,':':f':::l 
'Mth cash, personal clleck, monoy,'rdef.:'ii'·" l 
I error has oeen determined with" one 
! of publication. 
Children's Birthday 
Parties 
hOl:r $hD\li' with live dovcs, rat1bits 
free m"gic tricks. Call Valldinj at 
85-H743 or 1'800-826-8240. 
"The Children'5 Magician" 
11 MOVING 17 NEW YORK EXPRESS. We'lI 
do it for less. A teacup to a town house. 
Local. iong distanc • • partial ioads. cars, 
antiques. ICC .204960. DOTT 12369. 800-
343-4461 - 914-855-3052. 
Admin. Assistants Needed Now! 
Highly skilled professionals needed immediately. Advanced 
MSWord!Windows skills, proficient Excel or Lotus skills 
and 50 wpm typing required for long term assignments. 
Proficient Macintosb word processors also needed. 
ADMINISTRATIVE AsSISTANTS -$8-9/br 
The following long term opportunities are also available: 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.$l2/hr 
RECEPTIONIST-$7/hr 
ADOPTION- We know that you are faced CuSTOMER SERVl
CE-$7/hr 
wilhadifficullchoice.l.ot us help you find a COLLECTlONs
-$8/hr 
loving. caring home for yo...-baby_WE ARE Call for immediate consid
eration' 773-1771 
EASYTO TAlK TO. Pleasocall FRIENDS IN 
ADOPTION (A Vermonl Usconsed Agency) I\. -1'Jai11'" 500 Southborough Drive 
1-800·982-3678. I "-II C-- South Ponland, ME 04106 
Innisbrook jWraps, one of the nation's leading fundraising 
companies, has an exciting opportunily available. Experience 
as a school parent volunteer may make you the perfect 
candidate for Ihis position. 
This entry. level position, selling our fundraising programs to 
schools throughout Maine, offers a flexible schedule, a draw 
against commissions and paid expenses. 
If you would like to be associated with a company with 
premium quality products and caring people, please promplly 
forward a letter to: Ms. Harlow, Innisbrook Wraps, Dept 
CBW, 37 John Goffe Drive, Bedford, NH 03110; fax: 603-
472·4479. EOE. 
CHILDRENS BIRTHDAY PARTIES- 30 ~:======:E:J/IIlC=E~S====:E~O~E:!D~is:a:b~led~W~el~co~m~e==~ 
minute show wllive doves, rabbits, free 
I~;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
agic tricks. CedI Vandinl, The Childrens




UNIVERSAL MODEL SEARCH. Childron. A SISTANT DIRECTOR 
~~·~~:.":.·~ortv:~~e~;.'n~:. for PRESCHOOL and COMMUNITY SERVICES (Ho
me of Casco Bay Weekly and Maine Times) 
T.V. Catalogs & Post ... s. No experience Experienced, Imaginative and comm
itted professional sought for 
nocessary.Forinformationcall:I -8OO-214- leadership and direction to the Child H
eahh Center's Preschool Center HAS ONE OPENING FOR 
2099. 
URBAN CATSITIERS- In-home care for 
city kitties while you're away . Insured. Mem-
ber National Assocl8ition of Professional 
and other programs in Norway. Maine. This pos~ion requires a Masters 
Degree in a relevant field. strong experience in personal management, 
program development and special credentials and/or experience in 
preschool services to young children and families w~h special needs . • Pet Sitters. Call 761 -9651 for brochure. 
VOLUNTEER ACTORS NEEDED! Amislad 
Mental Health Social aub & Drop-in Cen-
ter. Call Stephanie Hughes. 773-1956. 
rideshare 
LOOKING FOR ONE PERSONloshare driv-
ing expenses one way to Seattle, Washing -
ton. Call Tara at 892-4075. 
help wanted 
Cappy's Chowder House is 
seeking an Executive Chef to 
join our team at 
~ramwdr& 
I 
The Cafe at MBNA America I 
If you have strong banquet 
experience, are creative, love food, 
are customer focused, quaii ty 
driven and are seeking competitive 
wages and greal hours in a very 
desirable work environment, please 
send resume to: 
Cappy'S Chowder House 
P.O. Box 841, Camden, ME 04843 
236-2254 
Home Typists 
PC users needed. S45,OOO 
income pOlential 
The Assistant Director will become an integral part of the Oxford Hills 
community representing the agency in a number of programs and services 
outside the preschool sphere. This is a senior management position where 
hands·on fundraising. marketing/PR and aggressive pursu~ of service 
opportun~ies are a prerequis~e. Please send resume and letter of inquilY 
to Child Hntth Center. 88 Main Street, Norway, ME 04268 
EOE, Unffed Way Agency 
$1.000/WEEKL Y STUFFING ENVELOPES 
AT HOME. Easy work. excelent pay. Part-
tima/full-time. Home workers needed row! 
For fr •• detalis send SASE: P.O. Box 500-
KM. tJrna. PA 19037. 
$1000 WEEKLY FOR MAIUNG 200 BRO-
CHURES. PaId pos~. No quotas. Fr .. 
information. SASElo: Lanis LId .. 2668 Brice 
Rd .• SuIte2006. Royonldsbu-g.Ohio_43068. 
$35.000IYR. INCOME POTENTIAL Road· 
ing books. Toll Free (1)800-898·9778 Ext 
R-5496 for details. 
$40.000IYR. INCOME POTENTIAL. Home 
typistIPC us ..... T 0/1 Fr •• (1) 800-898-9778 
&1. T-5496 for ~sting •. 
$500 WEEKLY POSSIBLE! Work at homo. 
Assenbly. crafts. typing. Call now for FREE 
Infopal<. 1-8oo-242-1364. 
AVON- All areas. Fasl ... "Hallne" 1-800-
831 ·1793. Flexiblehoors. RepealCUS10m0r 
sales- Supplement income. Average $200-
$2000 roontl'/y. Age 18+. Request tr ... lnfo 
packet. Hurry. Ctvistmas .elling. Indepen-
den1 sales rep<osentative. 1-800-831 -1793. 
EARN $15.000·$35.000IYR. PLUS! Clean-
ing apartments & homes easy! FIT & PIT in 
lI"UI' area. 'OR' Earn $11.00-$14_00 hoor 
walching N!!! Easy FIT & PIT NO BOSS_ 
Wililrain! Call: 1-212·388-2506_ 
EARN $500-$1000 WEEKLY STUFFING 
ENVELOPES. Send SASE 10: Dream Enler-
p(ises. Oepl.31 .BoX 15574. Uttlo Rock, AR 
72231 . 
EARN $750 OR MORE PER WEEK STUFF-
ING ENVELOPES. Send SASE to: Betsy's 
BusIness. 3023 N. aar!<. '145. Chlcago.IL 
60657. 
EARN MONEY TYPING AT HOME! Up 10 
$500.00 weekly possible. BeyOlEOwn boss! 
Amazing recorded message gives details. 
Cal now. 24 hoo ... 892-1423. extension 
446. 
PART-TIME GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
Computer knowledge is essential. The job consists of 
doing layout of ads in Quark Xpress, Aldus Freehand, 
& Adobe Photoshop, experience with these programs 
is preferred. There is also paste-up of pages and 
various other jobs and duties involved. IT you have 
experience and are interested in a part time position, 
please call Joanna Amato at 828-5443 today! 
561 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101 
hare Our Success in Portland 
D,STINGUISHED by ilS classic stylealld time-honored 
quality. Talbots is an irrlematianal specially retailer of women 's 
and children's clothing. Our hislory of success began 40years 
ago. and today. willi over $875 million in sales and more thall 
400 stores, thaI SUCCin cOlllinue.s. COllie make a difference. 
Become parI of Talbols success as we expand our store 01 
Comerbrook Center 10 ;nclude Pel;us. 
Sales Associates (Part Time) 
Become pari of the TalbolS team and discover the exciting 
challenges and exceplional rewards thaI Talbots has 10 of-
fer. including competitive salaries and generous merchan-
dise discounts . Please apply in person 10: Talbo's, 
Cornerbrook Center, 343 Gorham Rd., Sou,h PorUand, 
ME. All equal opporllmit)' emplo)'". MIFIDIV. 
... 
We support cultural diversity ill QJl[ workplace. 
MEET THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE IN THE 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY PERSONALS! 
,' ~ . , , 
NOVEMBER 9, 1995 33 




Bath iron Works is establishing an in-house Physical Therapy Program and Tea
m and is 
presently searching for the right person to staff the Team's leadership position. Rep
orting 
to the Manager. Health Care Administration. the Supervisor will be respon
sible for 
managing the Clinical Physical Therapy Program and its staff. f!1i~ wi.1I in
clude the 
development of program policy and procedures. educating and assisting In th
e delivery 
of patient care. budgeting. resource management, and staff selection. Overall pro
gram 
goals inctude the development and delivery of a first-rate physical therapy 
treatment 
program based on the restorative approach. The successful candidate will be
 able to 
demonstrate: 
• Current Physical Therapy licensure in Maine, with at least .five 151 years' clinical 
experience including three (3) of those years in an industrial setting. 
• Strong decision-making. problem-solving. independenl judgment and comm
uni-
cation skills. 
• A broad knowledge base of general physical therapy with clinical expertise. 
• Excellent organizational and administrative skills. 
Interested candidates shOuld submit their resume. cover letter and compensatio
n require-
ments to the undersigned no later than I 1/15/95. IntervIeWing will commence Immed~
 
ately and is scheduled to complete by late November. 
Mr. E.D. Galvin 
EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT - MIS 2155 
BATH IRON WORKS CORPORATION 
700 Washington Street 
Bath, ME 04530 
FAX: 1207/ 442-'857 WATS: 1800/ 45J.CJ604 TDD: 
1800/ t82·1595 
BATH IRON WORKS CORPORATION 
A EiENERAL DYNAMICS COMPANY 
Be part of Maine's 
Friendliest Mountain 
Ski Mt. Abram is presently 
accepting applications for Ski 
& Snowboard fustJUctors. 
FuU and part time 
positions available 
Experience a plus!! 
If you can ski our training 
staff can do the rest. 
Must be dependable, 
flexible and love winter 
Apply in person Mon-Fri, 9 to 4 
or call for more information 
PO Box 120. Locke Mills. 
ME 04255, 20 875·5003 
EXCELLENT PART -TIME EVENINGS-
$250.00 weekly salaryplus bo .... and com-
missions. Complete benefits package In-
cludes: 401 K PIaf1. Medical Health. Disabil-
ity. Paid ftlIidays. Vacations and MuchMoro! 
Position involves manager a professional 
t~emarkitng officefor anlntemational com-
pany in the local area. MIlst be a mature. 
capable individual. Complete paid trairing 
p(ograITl provided. HOI'" 4-9pm. Mon-Fri. 
Sal. 9-2pm. For information please call 10-
day. V.M. 1·800-249-4555. ext. 7293. EOE-
MIF. 
FITNESS ENTHUSIAST! EnvlronmentaV 
health ~y seeking outgoing. positive 
Individuals for key entry level/managemenl 
position. Attitude more Important then ex-
~. ParI·tirM and fIJI-time positions 
available. 780·1162 or 774-6671. 
UMITED OPPORTUNfTYI $30-$150 hoII1y 
working from home oIfertng freo AT&T ser-
vices. Absolutely no cost 10 lI"u! Fr .. info 1-
8oo-68D-8829 ext.88. 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS. EARN UP TO $25/ 
HOURLY. Froo food and more In yourspare 
time. Cal24hrs. I -800-643·8256 &1. 9022 
or 1-800-684-8253 Ext. 3660. 
NOEXPERIENCENECESSAAY!$5oo-$9oo 
weekly/potential proc.ssing mortgage re-
funds. Own hoors. Call 714-502-2123. Ext 
507. 24 hours. 
PARK RANGERS! Game Wardens. Par!< 
Police. $6.-$20 per ho...-. Y.., roUl'ld posi-
lions for men and warne. Call 1-(504)429-
9231 Ext. 3040 P45. 
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES rosu~ in em-
ployment Interviews. Call Career Planring 
Services. (207)885-C7oo. 
TELEMARKETERS WANTED-Havefun set-
ting appointments. Call 871 -8618. 
WORK FROM HOME! Grov,;ng COIT'4'3nY 
needs help! $5001wk. possible. PT/FT. Set 
own hou's. W~l train. No experience neces-
sary. For Information pocket: (801 )325-5125. 
career 
development 
James K. Elkins. M.S. 
Career and educational planning 
Resumes and cover leners 
Career search consultation 
Can (207) BB5-0700 




BE YOUR OWN BOSS IN THE CRUISE 
INDUSTRY! Join the award v,;ming prof .. -
sionalsat NASA Cnise Conslitants. Money 
making opportlllities. Be your own boss 
w~hout \he Investment. Great travel ben-
ents. All biRing & processing done by our 
affie.leaving you free to make money with-
out the headaches. Call (203)288·1884 for 
informational packet on joining thefast fTOw-
ing cnise industry. 
LOOKING FOR LEADERS. For less then 
$1.000 you can own your own business 
wl\t1\hefaslestgowingcompanylnAmerlca 
loday.I-8OO-768-0898. '5024. 
PROFITABLE. FUN HOME BUSINESS w/ 
full training and support. Top quality nutri-
Iional producls. Call 1-800-927-2527. 
ext.7691 . 
STREETSBORO. OHIO! Drive tho big rigs. 
We train! We hire our own trainees and 
experienced drivers. Good pay. Greal ben-
efits. New equipment. Nol a comerdal 
school. Call: 1-8oo-356-C788. 
body" soul 
A PEACEFUL PLACE IN A BUSY WORLD_ 
Ello\I CherTy. Massage Therapy. Creative. 
intuitive. and flexlblelecl1nlque. A fine /TW-
sage Is a work of art and the perfecl gift . 
Por1Iand.l·800-772-2742. 
CARRIE PETERSON. MA .. MS.- Licensed 
clinical professional colllSelor. Ucansed 
Marriage & Family therapist By appoinl-
mont, 774-6779. 
DANCE. SERPENnNE STYLE with your 
body's. Innate Intoiligenco. Middle Eastern 
dance v,;th Josle Coote, 828~571 . 
GIVE '!liE GIFT OF ~L'!li. Holiday gift 
cortifica1os. Joame Nelson. LS.W. N9II'O-
muscular Massage Therapist. (207)772-
5860. 
; 
INTERESTED IN FORMING a MataphysIcaI 
Group. Call 773-7017. 
JOURNEYS '!liROUGH BODYWORK, En-
ergy onhanc«nenl for women deaUng v,;th 
Past or present orT'OtionaIlrlIma. IV. you 
ready 10 creal. chango in lI"" IWe? Call 
Marte King. RN. CMf. 775-5745. 
body" soul 
KRIPALU YOGA AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE 
WRITING RETREAT. Nov. 10-11. Expres-
sive Therapy Cent .... $90. 797-5887. FMI. 
UGHT OF THE MOON. with over 40.000 
boo!< \Illes available. also has a large selec-
tion oITarolcards. "'lquegifts. andlDols to 
heal tho body. mind and spirit. 324 Fore St. 
~28·1710. Open Daily. 
NEWGROUP STARTING- For women who 
are 75+lbo. overweight. Based 00 Goneon 
Roth·s work. Monday evenings. 6:15-7:45. 
$75/mo. Call. 775-1711 . Fecilitated by 
RACHEL SAGER. LSAC. 
ON-GOING WOMENS HEAUNG GROUP 
SEEKING NEW MEMBERS. Discover a 
deeper. richer Iif • • Co-load. saf. and sup-
portiv •. 883·5597 or 767-3848. 
POLARITYTHERAPYFORWOMEN.Body-
work facH~ating physical w"l-belng and 
erootional balance. Jane Gair Prairie. 774-
6633. 
SELF CARE IS '!liE FOUNDAnON OF 
Instruction 
DOWNEAST SCHOOL OF MASSAGE 
Training individuals in the art and science of Therapeutic 
Massage for an entry level professional career, for 
continuing education and for personal growth. 
For interview or Box 24" 
DSM 0'" ~.t .... 
new 1995·96 catalog Waldoboro, ME 04572 ., '1' .. 
call or wrne: 832.5531 . " 
Windhorse Studio 
Photographer and Bookmaker 
Mark Emerson 
Workshops & Prtvate Lessons 
34 Danforth 51. Portland B~299 
BECOME A PARALEGAL Accredited. al-
lorneylnstructeddplomaanddegr .. home-
atudy. Credil awarded for IHelWork experi-
ence. NIPAS. FREE CATALOG: 800-669· 
2555. 
FRENCH LESSONS- All levels! Yvette 
ClJ'TaIl. University of Bordeaux credenlials. 






A NATURALDIET.ll>se welghl nigh\ & day 
the nutritional way. Call 1-914-452-9348 or 
914·452-5992. 
LOSERS WANTED! Need 76 people \0 los. 
weight NOWI Brand new prodJcts. s-ns 
like "WILLPOWER IN A BOTTLE". Doctor 
recommendod'llnEurope. Frooshipping. 
1-303~54-8859. 
STOP SNORING NATURALLY. Call 1-800· 








PI,nly of free parking 
Massage the Body. 
Touch the Soul. _ 
Professional-Level Holistic 
Massage Training 
• Certification Pro€rams 
Desi€ned for Busy People 
• 180- and 600-Hour Courses 
• Evenin€ and Weekend Schedules 
APTA Alcrtdllt/1 
UWtW. Dept 0/ Edwcaliol!, Mass. lind MlJiPlt 




~ Thanksgiving ~ There are still 
11 weeks 




smok.ed turk.ey • oyster dressing • giblet gravy· delivered 
;;fI!f9!!i!¢1!ilt;~:i;'~_!i!21!\ilI: 
"THE FOODS AlWAYS GOOD WHEN You COOK WITH WOOD" 
Exd .... c._ .. ",,\Itt, ThooI .. 
CompIoto Off rr .... Ca!IriIt A .... bit 
142 Hith SIIIoI PwtIoncl 
Doli 201.I21.114t litchoo 201.1/'.0014 
ANANIA'S 
774·8104 
• Party PIau<!s 
, Finl" Roll Trays' 5' Party &Ills 
Foul a, .... WI" ' iI,liao Mealball. & Sausages 
Jumbo Cl!<ese Ravioli ·S_ 'N TreaIs 




Custom menus with traditional foods as well as healthy 
alternative lowfat vegetarian & organic presentations 
- All our foods are homemade with the best ingredients -
PRNATEPARTIES • BUSINESSLUNC!1EONS • WEDDINGS 
47 INDIA ST. 773-9799 PORTLAND 
34 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
professional servo 
ATTENTION SELF-EMPLOYED 
FINALLY AFFORDABLE HEALTH INSURANCE *! 
- Any Doctor, Any Hospital - World·Wide - Choice: of Deductahle. 
- Taylorcd to Your Needs And Budget - Complete Family Coverage. 
C.U Mt Toti.ty For Yo"r FREE Co",..Jwtion 
Francine Rumo 85~87 or 1.800-721.NASE(6273) 
__ National Association For The SeIf.Employed "* v .......... .,.P ....... ....,,""I_C. .. F_Gllm"c........ * 
Meet Someone Spacill 
illhe 'erlOOaII 
EXPRESSIVE THERAPY "WHEN WORDS 
FAIL' Art. Writirg, Sandt"'Y. [)ama. Rheatha 
FQ(Ster, MA. LCPC.lndividuals, Gro,-"s and 
Wor1<shops. 874·2103. 
I 
DAVID A_ LOURIE 
General Practice of Law 
Specializing in municipal, 
zoning and local property 
tax abatement law. . 
WeeI<encf or £wring ConsuNation 
by appointment 
799-4922 
FINAU Y, a dating service exclusivelyoper. 
ated by a profossional marriage counselor! 
ACI- Building couples. one person at a time. 
(207)941 .95561800.824.2870. 
-MEDICAL ENVIRONMENTS· Special. 
iling In the adaptation of home environ. 
ments. Call (207)929,3595 Q( (207)832-
5506 for a froe estimate, W someone you 
love wants to come home from the hospi. 
tal and has special needs, we can help. 
BROWN & MEYERS TRANSCRIPTION: 
State·of· the·Art Eqlipment 24·Hour Dic-
tation Una, Modem Support. We tran. 
scribe everything! 846·04201800-785. 
7505. 
DISC PROFILES and entire Uno of Carison 
Leaming Company products, including Di. 
versity Profile. Training also available. FQ( 
broclllr .. and prices; KMAI, 100 Midde 
Road, Falmouth, ME 04105 Q( (207)772. 
6603. 
- jDy -py -n-j.ry-;, -n-nr-PY -M-.PY - j.ty-j.1y-n-jgy-)~-k1 - n -py-jly-M -juy - ~~~~~~~~~~~t!! 
;- 9 Years Expenegce ~ . I CI,,,'I"I'" 





CommOfclai - Residential 
Masonry ConCl'ete TIle 
F .. eplaC8S & Chimneys 
References- Free estl FulllnsUf". 
(207) 727-4867 W. Buxton, Maine 
A&A PROPERTY SERVICES. G ..... aI con-
tracting/maintenance. Remodeling, both-
rooms, Idtchens, fini9hed basements. root-
irg, docks, addnions, InteriQ(/extariQ(paint. 
ing, vinyl siding, complete mobile home 
sot-up & service. No job too big or small. 
Prompt reliable service.lnsLred. 871 .0093. 
'FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS you can 
trust to do quality work, don't fQ(get to look 
In the BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
evary_! 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELUENCE. 
Efficient, reliable. reasonable rates. 12 yoars 
experience. References. Free estimates. 
774·6467. 
UGHT mUCKING, rubbish removal, mov. 
lng, demolition. cleaning out basements, 
attics, etc. LDw rateslfree estimates. n2-
1908. 
f ~2(ristine Scfiares Nationally Certified ~ . 
. ~ 761-4571 TherapeutlcM~ge ~ 
, • ff' tOr S . J25'~ Emotional C1eanng , ?, J U'S .nour essLOn ..... 'It 
.;-- Energy Balancing ", ' 
- joy- Jf1Y-i'Y -n -n -h -n- jPy-;,,-F'Y-foy -jPy - jtry -;y -JI'Y -j.ry - jtry-j.7y -n -iuY _;,y~ 
' 2,07-871-1610 
. 222 St, John Street. 
Suite 132. Portland 
Therapy group for those with two or more years of sobriety 
~ 
- Therapeutic Massage 
C.C.M.COUNSELING SERVICES 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Outpatient Services 
- Polarity Therapy Sliding Scale Fee Available 
- Reflexology (207) 775-5671 
- Bach Flower Remedies 
- Colon Hydro-Therapy 










. j • Personal issues 
h../.',,, • Relationships 
!. Ji,\',' '1 
\(.., (, Short Term Counseling 
I'-y-~'e" and In· Depth work 
Hal Mermelstein, M.s., LP.C. 
PJychotheropy .. Spiritual Ccunstling 
portland 6. Windham - 892·9029 
g;Vt tfu gift o/Htai/Ii 
HolIday Gift Cerll"ca~es 
JOANNE. NE.LSON LSW 






into the Holidays 
with Kripalu Yoga • 
ChlSses for All uvels 
'I-Week Holiday Session: 
Nov 27 - o.c 21 
Drop-ins wdcomr. 
Pam Jackson - 767-~607 
ART I...lt-lil",,[ 
Sandtray DRAMA 
Rheatha Forster, LCPC 
Expressive Therapy 
"When Words Fail" 
lndividuals aQd Groups 
Portland, Maine 
(207) 874-2103 
We gather to celebrate and share aur uniqueness 
and indiVIduality 
We gather to offer safe space where we learn to 
lavingly accept ourselves exactly as we are. 
We gather to learn to tr'ust our Own A.nawingness 
and IntUition about what is righj· for us now. 
We gather to focus oUr attention on what we want 
and the journey to attain it 
We gather to allow the clearing process to dissolve 
all Ideas and patterns that no longer serve us. 
We gather Without any set structure or agenda. 
each gathering develops spontaneously to meet the 
needs of each partiCipant. 
F aC/lltated by Benjomin Spector. who has been counseling IndiViduals 
and groups on sp'rltual growth and awareness for over twenty years 
For information, call 774'-6778 
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO 
Lisa Bussey, M.A., L.C.P.C. 
Certified Eating Disorders Specialist 
Monday A.M. Group 
- Eating 'RdatiOnships 
-Body Image-Sexuality 




Dip!. C. G. Jung I nst. - Zurich 
32 Pleasant 51. , Portland, ME 04101 
772·2779 
... Communication Skills ... Nutrition 
... Relationships ... Finances ... Spirituality 
Richard Waitzkin, LCSW 207-774-5025 
7herapeufic JWassage 
Karen Austen. M.A, LM.T. 
Licensed Massage Therapist 
7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
Same day appointments 
Gift Certificates available 
New Freeport Office 
By Appointrnenl .. 865.0672 
Stephen R. Aronson, Ph.D. 
Licensed Psychologist 
Practice Since 1970 
InsuranceiMedicaid Reimbursable 
Sliding Fee Scale Available 
Anxiety, Depression. Grieving 
Panic Attacks, Stress, ' 
Recovery Issues 
Brief or Depth Psychotherapy 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
Jtmgian Orientation 
772·3176 
Men's Therapy Group Moo. 7·9 pm 










$10.00 Off 1ST SESSION 
Owr. drwk txptrimct i. tht Hubh c'm Fi,/J 
rsycholherapy 
Michelle Belell Le.S. w. 
• A.~ltl'("nc. 
• Anl"f COfItrol 
• OIildllOOd AhuS\ 
• !1I5Un..II(I! Rellnb..trSolhle 




• Large Women with Food Issues 
Thursday Evenings 
• Parmers 0/ People in 
Early Recovery 
Monday Evenings 
Both Group" Storm., iD November 
Individual &: Couples Also Available 
Racbel Sager, ['sAC' Can nS.1711 
THE FITNESS PROGRAMS 
OF JACKJ SORENSEN 
Dance IStep Classes 
on going 
For more intormation call 
1-800-525-8696 
~ AnntE.Knighu oB.T.CMT 
~~ ShialJu I Aruprmu« 
Hdp Maintain a Healthy Body, 
Mind and Spirit 
mSt lohn SI. 
Sui~ 318, Ponlond ME 
879-1710 
• LESBlAN .• 
THERAPY GROUP 
Accepring new members. 
Dealing Willi a \'ariety of issues. 
Tuesdm, 5:15·7:15 p.m. 
S7S/month]\, 
• Call 775-7927 • 
CHANGING PERSPECTIVES, f-M. 
Psychotherapy 
1-'=----' GroupselndividualseWorkshops/Seminars 
EII~abctlt Gaston Crelgltton. M.A. 
/-lIcn C.)fancy . .M.A. 
.Mlclte/le]. j(Uff. PItD. 
2 Custom House Wharf . Portland . (207)879-0816 
(jJ. ~ Hynotherpy Meditation /I Massage 
\: .1 Yoga 
....... _.{I 781.3330 
COUPLES \I .\SSAGE 
WORKSHOP 
Sat. :'\jnv. 1M $60 'pt'r ( .. uuple 
l'fll 'S IUt'. I (·.tlmoulh. \l.line 
Knotts Alley Massage Therapy & Reflexology 
-30/min-$20 '60/min-$35 
6 Days· 9am - 8pm 
By appointment 774·0283' Main St., South Portland 
bUSiness services 
MIKFZTREE&lANDSCAPINGSERVlCES· 
Repair damaged trees! Pruning. removal of 
dangerous limbs, tops, trees, feeding, 
stumpgrindlng. Gutter cleaning, raking. 
Oesignlinstallation of gardens, lawns, and 
fences. Certified Abexistllandscape<. In· 
sured. 883·8746fl99.j)689. 
RAlNGUTTERSCLEANEOIREPAlRED,win' 
dows Washed, minor home repairs, oddddd 
lobs Inside/outside. 657·2948 or 761-4571 , 
David. 
REStDENTIAL AND COMERCIAL CLEAN· 
ING. F~endIy quality SGrVice. Insured and 
boOOed. FREE estimates. 871·7150. 
TIME TO TIGHTEN UP FOR THE WINTER! 
Windows repaired, door sweeps installed, 
plpeslnsliated, 81c ... 657 ·2948 or781 ·4571 
David. 
computers 
FREE TRIAL MEMBERSHIP to new local 
orline SGrVice. ABACUS Online. Mitllons of 
files, o_30onlinegames, live chat, lntemet 
o·mail. and much more! MODEM 781 ·3012. 
MACINTOSH COMPUTERS= 6/powerPC 
61 00160; 4/Quadra66OAV. All with 8 MEGs. 
C.II M· F. 9am·5pm. 775·6464 ask for 
Barrbi. 
nnancial 
BORROW $100,$100,000. FAST. CONFI· 
DENTIAL NocoilalBaI! Auto, personal.debt 
consoldation, business, residential. Call 24 
hours toll froe. 800-444-65QQ. 
CREDIT PROBUEMS? We'II repair/restore 
yo ... credit regatdless of histOf)l. last af· 
fordable. 100% guaranteed Credit foun· 
dation. lnc. 8OO·5stH;755. Not a loan co;n' 
pony. 
t PAYTOPCASH FOR FUTURE PAYMENTS 
OWED TO YOU. Buying mortgages, notes, 
_ods, structured insLranc8 settle-
ments. lottery prizes, i_, divorce 
settlements, annuities. '·800·591 ·00371 
617·259·9124. 
OVERDUE BILLS? Debt c:onooIIdation. Cit 
payments 20·50%. Stop colletions. Avoid 
bankruptcy. Help with IRS debts. Reduce 
Interost. Ucensed/bondad. (Non·Profit) 
MCCS. 1-800-787·7235. 
items for sale 
2ISETS CROSS COUNTRY SKIS & SHOES 
$25Iea. or $45/both; Riocar up-right VIICLrTIO 
cleaner w/attachment, rarely used, $150; 
Pasonic 12' coIQ(T.V. $50; KIng-Coil extra 
long box spring, regular slzo twin mattress, 
$l00/b0th. 854 ·8240 atter 5pm. 
items for sale 
AMERICAN FLAGS 40% OFF. 100% nylon 
~ all sewed. 17 sizes. We ship anywhere. 
Vlsa·Me·AX. Tei. 413·567·6440. 
CABLE TV CONVERTORS & 
DESCRAMBUERS. Bestpricas guaranteed. 
1·800-797-5333. Daalar lnquiries·M Elec-
tronic dog train ..... Anti· ba/1c collars & pet 
containment systems. Guaranteed best 
",Ices. 1·800-246·9751 Dealer. 
CABUE TV, DESCRAMBUERS AND CON-
VERTORS. We wi! beat any price! 30 days 
money back guarant ... 2 year warranty 
with II ",oducts. All major credit cards 
acceptBd. Call Cable Depot Inc. 1·800-
884·3473. 
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CHRISTMASTREESGREATFUNDRAISER. 
Pr.mitm Scotch Pine. any size: Spruce, 
Balsam. Reasonable, _e price. We 
are retailers. Elysian Hili Tree Farm, 
Dt.mmenton, Vermont (802)257·0233. 
INSTANT GARAGES. GREENHOUSES, 
ALt-WEATHER SHELTERS. Sun, wind, 
snow protection for cars, trucks, motor-
cycles, boats. plants, docks. Galvarlzed 
steel frames, DuPont covers. Zippered 
doors. (603)838·5500. 
LOOKING FOR CABLE TV 
DESCRAMBUERS. convertors. fitt .... ac· 
cessories. Call Orion Elactrooics: 1·800· 
379·3976fOl' FREE catalog. 3O.daymoney 
back guarantee and one year warranty with 
an products. Gredt cards welcome. 
If YOIl are thillkillg abollt self-iI11J1lVl'emcllt, t/~/I1I1Y aile of the l't1riOl/S hea!th !'rt1ctitiollers fOl/lld ill Ca~co Bay Wcekly's Welllless Diltxtory. 
If kecpillg your bllsilless healthy is YOllr illtellt, thell adl'e/TI5e III the Weekly WeI/ness DIrectory. Call 775-1234. 
'nd;v;ciUOI~~fqtn;ly 
~'- - .*,~ -,~,:10 " ~ 
Cou~£IMropy 
.. An.doty. o.pnssIon. Sub.tanc. Abu .. 
"Rolotlon"'ip Prob""'~ S ..... I 
Dyofun<tion, Et~ 
~rntivity Blocks, Jungian Drum 
InttrpR:btlon 
Ow, 2S ),un of ExpmtMt 
.... IruurMKt PIMu Accepted 
Ewnlng Hours Av.,bb~ - Sliding SCAle 
Initial Consultation Frn 
Dr. Martin Margulis 
!'toO. Ucensed CInbI PlJCha 109m 
780-0500 




Jane (ja[r 1'ra[rie 





Elizabeth Berks - Palricia Bennett 
Members A .M.TA 174-6876 
Gift Certificates Available 
Thomas W. Myers 
(207) 883-27S6 
Certified Advanced Rolfer~ 




WIlEN WRE READ'tRJR A. lEEPER CHANClE.. 
JimtiJi6gp~ 
C rrtifii4M,"ss,llgi -r;h:!rapist 
MASSAGE 
&- Energy Therapy 
A great session is just 
wluit you need to start 
the winter out right . 
90/min. session 
Intro_ offer $30.00 
Kristen Watson, CMT 
Gorham, ME 839·7867 
ANXIETY? 
Coping Skills & Support Group 
starting soon 
for more info 
Rhea Sherrins, MA, LP.C. 
773-8929 
MACROBIOTIC liFEsmE CoUNSEUNG 
Adueving Health &. Happiness 
through Diet &. Way of Life 
11 
Dr. Deborah waugh 
797·3147 
Y, FOR OG A ORDINARY "" PEOPLE 
VERY GENTLE YOGA 
REDUCE STRESS · INCREASE ENERGY 
W by , Ar/i", s..nd.!)00m 






Qrtifird MtlSsagr Thrrapists 
call 874-1 130 for appt. 
.-. Carrie Peterson, III A , III.S. 
'II'B LCPC I LMFr 
23 WEST ST. 
PORn.AND. ME 04102 
By AtPOINThtENT: 774·6779 
INDIVIDUAL':; - COUPLES • G ROUPS 
MEN's THERAPY GROUP 
o"""".me. t m 
Has N .... Openings Monday 7·9 pm 
Co• • , Improve mmurucaboD 
Understanding Emotions 
& Relationships 
Career & Mid-Life Changes 
Bting a Betttr Father, 
Hwband, Lover. 
Finding More Meaning in Life. 
• 
ALCHEMICAL HYPNOTHERAPY 
HIGHER GUIDES-PAST LIVES 
AM1WMeIDber 
,;l Siie~ports 
Im.otNtist hr. $30 fJ·-:. ' . ~ ' \ ' PAST lifE REGRESSiON • CodEPENdENCY ISSUES 
EMOTIONAL ClEARiNG. I'IINER CHild/GUidE WORk 
using imagery and hypnotherapy 
Espahbad Dodd, CCHT 
4i07176t::0125 ~. 
f( ANITA LANDINO, CHT' (201) 180-08}1 
f 
Later Stage Recovery 
Group ror Women 
New ,12 week group forming for 
women in "later stage" recovery 
from alcoholism, drug addiction, 
relationship addiction, or other 
compulsive bebaviors. Women 
witb at least one year of recovery 
are encouraged to attend. The 
group will address issues beyond 
tbe basics of recovery tbat arise 
long after you've put down your 
drug or behavior of choice. 
If you are not expetiencing the 
promises of recovery or feel stuck 
in your personal growtb, call to 
schedule an interview today. 
Insurance Reimbursable. No fee 
for initial consultation. 
FMI: 761·9096 
Facilitators: Beth Trotta, LCSW 
Lucy Chudzik. LSAC, NCACII 
I CAN MAKE YOU WHOLE 
Mark Nakell, MA. LCPC 
Counseling • Psychotherapy 
1 Pleasant Street • Portland 
Call 773-4413 For 
Free Introductory Session 
"NATHAUE H. SHERlFF~ 
c..rtlfled Maeeage Therapiet 
The Women' .. Weilneee c..ntre 
595 ~rlghton Ave 
By AppOintment 
(207) 77+92&3 
... Mem~er A.M.T.A. .... 
GOLDEN SCHOOL OF . , 
TAl CHI CHUAN 
T'AI CHI FORM SfLF·DEfENSE 
~=ativQ. BIe",!! 
toning opposing 
the body force ln 
& calming order to 
the mind. control ~. 
STRESS REDUCTION -LONGEVITY 
HEALTH -INTERNAL ENERGY FLOW 
"A System Promoting Balance 
on a Physical and Spiritual Level" 
·Gene Golden 
616 Congress SI. ltd Floor - 772·.03. 
Nov, 10, 11, Basic Shamanic Journeying 




6:30 pm·9:00 pm • $80,110/4 dasses 
Building a Home for the 
Spiritual Orphan 
wI Anthony Jaccarino • 6:30·8:30 pm -$20 
Bring Spirit Guides into Your Life 
wI Jill Leigh -6:30 pm-9 pm • $20 
Psychic Re~dings with Patricia 
$30 for 1/2 hour reading 
- --
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REAL EsTATE MARKETPLACE 
A weekly feature designed to offer our reoders 
a peak behind the scenes of the Reol Estate Marketplace. 




• Need a roommate? 
• Need 0 place 10 shore? 
Eliminate Chancel 
All appl icants screened 
Roommates, Etc IS a !eMce for the discnminal:ng 
peoon wOo wi.wes b g.ore ~vin9 exper:ef1ces 
797-0776 L-__ 
2 ROOMMATES WANTED. LNge 4BDR 
East Deering house. Parking, plenty of stor-
age. $3751mo. includes everything! n2-
6741. 
AVAILABLE NOW- USM area, WID, off· 
street parking, $300lmo. includes all. Stu -
dent or third shift person preferred. 773-
7701 . 
BACK BAY AREA- Neat, NlS, female room-
mate needed to share large, sunny, 2BDR 
apartment. WID hook-up, par1<ing, storage. 
$2501roo. plus l/2utilities. SeclrlyreqLired. 
No pets' Call 773·6701. 
BEAUTIFUL NEW LAKEFRONT HOME· 
Responsible M!F , NlS. Separate baths , WI 
0 , all inclusi .... e. $400/mo. Call Steve, 
1207)655·3350. 
CUMBERlAND AVENUE WEST- MlF to 
share spacious. bright 5RM-2BDR w/pro -
fessional M. Laundry hookups. fuJI base-
ment. owner in building. parking. $287.501 
mo. -t1!2 utilities. 871 -0272. 
DEERING NlS-male. share nice, refinished 
2-story ciu~lex w/professional man. HIW-
floors. Quiet neighborhood. $3S0/mo. in-
cludes flIHW, laundry. Nlpets. 772 4867. 
EAST END- Share spaciOUS 2BDR w/work · 
ing student Study, eat·in kitchen. Very nice! 
$2SOImo. +utilities/security. 871 -1167. 
EASTERN PROM AREA· MlFtoshare large, 
sunny top ·floor apartment w/2 others (mid 
3O's-40) and 2 cats (no more pets, please). 
Friendly, independent} N/S household. 
$2501mo. includes heat. 772·8309. 
advertising special promises to be 
on effective vehicle for your reol estate lis~ngs. 
Call Pam today at 775-1234 to take advantage of the 
Special Introductory Discount of 25% 
Deadline: Fridays at 5 pm. 
HOUSE MATE TO SHARE home in Cape 
Elizabeth w/2GM. Water. temls, qLiet neigh-
borhood. $3oo+/mo. 773-S023. 
MALE ROOMMATE FOR 2BDR HOUSE in 
country. Horse lover! Cheap rent in ex-
change fOf help. Tom, 787-3345. 
ME MED AREA· l -male to share 3BDR, 24 
GilmanStree1. $21 Qlmo. +113 utilities.Avail-
able immedately! Richard, 657·2111n74· 
9414. 
OLO PORT· Small BR. huge apt. , deck. In· 
building laundry. Artist seeking NlS, neat, 
responsJble, laid back. quiet roOfTlate. $2501 
mo. +112 utils. 774-7159. 
PARKSIDE- Mellow, clean MlF needed lor 
3BR apt. Very big! NIS, Nlcats. laundry. 
$2401mo. includes aII'879-2679. 
PORTLAND- NIS female wanted ASAP. 
Unfumished bedroom, share krtchenlbath. 
Must like cats. Offstreet parking. $237 .501 
roo. +1 12 utiliUes. Call 773·7017. 
PORTlAND- PLEASANT ST. LNg. 2BR 
apt., woman only. NIS. NID. NlD, NlPets. 
$2501mo. +utils. 773·6781. 
ROOMMATE WANTED fOfspacious Higgins 
Beach condo, 3/min. walk to beach. In-
cludes deck, WID, 21 /2 baths, fir~ace, in 
secure, Quiet neighborhood. Non-smoking 
professional MlF wanted. No pets. Refer-
ences please. S390/mo. + 1/3 utilities. 
(207)883·0148. 
ROOMMATE WANTED- Nice people! $160 
per month. Call 761 ·2988. 
S. PORTLAND-Seeking clean, responsible, 
WF to share 2IBDR. apartment. HiH.W., 
palking, laundry. $280/mo. +. Call Kellin. 
874-9763 evenings. 
SOUTH PORTLAND· Close to Willard 
Beach. 3BDR house. Spacious. sunny. big 
porch. hardwood floors, fireplace, great 
kitchen. All-rotrid comfortable living. Op-
portLX1ity not to miss! 3RD person, $250/ 
roo. + 1/3 utilities. 799- 6083. 
WANT MATURE NONSMOKING WOMAN 
to share large home near Baxter Blvd. and 
Payson Park. Five minute to USMldown-
town. Yard, garden, off·streetpar1<ing, stor-
age. deck. Great neighborhood. No pots. 
$3251mo. plus util. Call 761 ·4638. 
apts/rent 
325 SPRING· 21BDR. hardwoodfloors . rice 
Mchitectural featlles, parking, laundry, heat 
& HiW inc. $650/mo. 773·8422. 
CONGRESS ST" LNge 1 BR. high ceiUngs. 
$500lmo. flIHW included. 828·6014. 
GRAY· GIL. single or couple. lovely, 1 BDR 
garage apartment on 3 private acr8S . lnex~ 
pensivetoheat. Or>y5rrin. from N.woohem 
shopping and Ex~ 11 ofT ... npike.Available 
rnmediately. $4OO1mo. +Utilitiesls9ClJ'ity. 
428·3633. aft ... 5:30 or leave message. 
INSTEAD OF AN APARTMENT, how about 
a qLiet COrj 21BDR. cottage? Year round, 
economical oil heat, fire place. laKe access, 
and an easy commute to Portland. $595/ 
mo. plus utilities. 892-8206. 
UBERAL, ECOLOGICAL housemate-st;1e 
tenant wanted for MlSljoy efficiency. Gar-
den, snow parking. $3:>Olmo. wlutiOties. 
774-0734. 
MUNJOY Hill· large, s,",y 2BDR apart. 
ment in newty renovated Victorian 3-unit. 
$5501mo. Includes HiHW, par1<ing. Avail-
able Noverrber. NlS. 773·9549. 
SOVTH PORTLAND· SlXlny, clean 2BDR. 
Garage & off-street parking. Lvge studiol 
storage area. WiD hookup. FHW oil heat 
Well behaved pets considered. $5751100. 
+utilities.353-9822. 
TO RENT YOUR APARTMENT FAST, and 
to the highest caliber tenants, call 775-
1234, THE ClASSIFIEDS. and reach over 
100,000 people tlvoughout Greater Port· 
land! 
FINDA ROOMMATE INTHE CLASSIFIEDS· 
Call 1207)775,1 234 now and place y<lIlr .l~· ' !CBW 1'I.':.IfI":'. G t' .. .: ..... 11·\ 
word ad for as little as S6.751week. ~11..a • naaIII 
WATERFRONT· 2IBDR. townhouse, mod· 
flIll. I\jtchen with breakfast. bar. tile bath. 
skylights, large deck. washer & dryer in unit, 
parking, $795/roo. 773-8422. 
THE RAIN IN MAINE ... 
It rained In Maine last Saturday night, Hard, You probably noticed, if you 
were here. However, if you are a real estate broker, you didn't need to actually be here 
to know. You could have been in Hawaii, Singapore or the Sahara Desert last 
Saturday. All you needed to do to know thC!t it rained hard, was to check your phone 
messages. 
Any broker who has sold a house or two in Maine over the years can pretty much 
count on hearing from at least one loyal customer after a heavy rain. That customer 
has just been down in the cellar and what she's found down there is, well, water. And 
what she wants to know is, who is going to do what about it. 
Now, buyers and sellers of real estate here In Maine, let's get real. Most 
of us can't go more than five minutes from our house without hitting ocean, marsh, 
wetland, pond, river, lake or stream. And even if you personally are removed from 
a coastal or inland waterway, you certainly can't claim immunity from winter snow 
and the inevitable spring thaw. 
So, herewith some plain speaking on ttJe matter of basements, water, and real life 
in this state of ours: 
If you are planning on seiling a home In Maine: when you come to that 
touchy question on your Seller Disclosure Form about water in the basement, now 
is the time you want to be Brutally Honest. Listen, most buyers can handle the fact 
that water comes in around your bulkhead in driving rains. Or, if the dirt cellar of your 
200-year-old cape sometimes resembles a creek bed, just say so. Chances are the 
buyer who falls in love with the unmitigated charm of your place will be willing to 
overlook this fault, just as you have all these years. And if she can't, now is the time 
for both of you to realize that this is not a match. Because you really don't want to 
be on the receiving end of a phone call next spring from your irate buyer, or worse, 
the attorney your irate buyer has just retained. 
And If you are planning on buying a home In Maine: you have a right to 
a clear and honest statement of the seller's experience with water in his cellar. But 
if you are in search of the perfectly dry basement- the best part of Maine for you to 
concentrate your home search is.. . Arizona. 
(Susan Shea is a real estate brokerin the Greater Portland area. She will be commenting 
weekly on matters relating to buying and selling homes in Maine. If you have a real estate-
related question or observation, write to Susan at: Real Estate Marketplace, P.O. Box 
1238, Portland, Maine, 04104) 
apts/rent 
WEST END- 108 EMERY, Nicell/2I8DR. 
HiW noors, qLiet building. gas heat. $4501 
mo. + utilities. H/'oNater included. NIP. 839-
4323 . 
condos/rent 
GRANT STREET· fluge . sunny 2BDR, 
LR.DR. eat-in kitchen. hardwood floors, 
laundry. $575/mo. includes heat & hot wa-
ter. SILVER STREET- 1 & 2 BDR in secured 
building. Exposed brick & beam, laundry. 
$5501roo. +utilities. (SORRY < NO PETS! 
PARKING). PHIWPS MANAGEMENT, 772-
5345. 
houses/rent 
PEAKS ISlAND- Charming, sunny, year-
round cottage, 1.5BDRS wldeck and ocean 
view. $5251mo plus utilities. 772·1404. 
onices/rent 
BRIGHTON AVENUE- 632sq.ft. of newly 
renovated suite in professional building . 
Kitchen. private bath, plenty of parldng. $91 
sq.ft. , 112 month rent FREE! Available 1 1/1. 
Call 773 -3000. Leave message. 
LOOKING FOR MASSAGE THERAPtST or 
other healing arts practitioner to share of-
fice w"h. Call 839·4399. 
TREATMENT ROOM FOR BODYWORK 
PROFESSIONALand workshop/classroom 
space available at flolistic flealth Cent ... In 
Falroouth. Available daily, fully furnished. 
$20Iday. 781 -333O. 
rentals wanted 
PROFESSIONAlLESBIANCOUPlESEEKS 
quiet 2I8DR. house, apartment Of duplex In 
Portland area or North. Fully applianced, wi 
yard and parking. flave 3 well trained small 
dogs and one cat Have excellent reter-
enc~. 780-8775. 
rentals wanted 
RARE CANCER SURVIVOR, employed R.N., 
seeks chemical-free, NlS, ocean view envi-
rorvnent to write book. 282-2050. 
housesining 
COLLEGE PROFESSOR ON LEAVE. Fe-
male NIS, very conscientious. Will housesit 
you' Portland home & happily care fOf well -
behaved pets. Starting January. Will cov ... 
utl~ies . (207)827·7431. 
PROF. FEMALE TEACHER SEEKS live·in 
housesinlng position. Professional land-
scaping experience& simpie maintainencs, 
pet care. Wrthin 30 mile radius to Portland. 
Call 1207)774-8672 to discuss possibilities. 
References available. 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE SEEKS 
housesitting opportunity in Great ... Port-
land from mid· November thru Spring. Ref-
...ences available. 874·2746. 
art studios/rent 
ARTIST GROUP FORMING W~NTENT TO 
PURCHASE llveiworl< space bLilding wi 
land in Porttand area. LookIng for interested 
parties to share Ideas for spacial needs, 
O.9.}: COrTYTlOJl rooms for woodworking, 
framing, welding, pottery, drawingipainUng 
groups, darkroom. printmaking, gallerylre-
tail Spac<l ... etc. P1easewritetoCheryi Cayer, 
579 Forest Avenue, Portland, ME 04101-
1573. 
ARTIST'S STUDIO: ARTISTS ONLY BUILD· 
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REAL ESTATE MARKETPLACE 
Elegant New England Farmhouse 
with Beautiful Views! 
Cozy 2 Bedroom Cottage on Lock. Pond 
Enjoy peaceful, quite summers by the pond and still 
This lovely home is looking for a large family to 
share memories and good times and in exchange 
---- will give you 4 
bedrooms, a 
large family 




roof and siding, 
be close to town and 
other recreational 
activities. A real "must 
see" for those who 
seek good value in a 




a 2-car garage with door opener, a detached 19 x 
33 bam with horse stalls, mature frurt trees, large 
red maples adorning the home and 8t: acres for 
gardening and family fun. Usting #7197. $83,500. 
INDUSlRY - 20 acres will 835 feet at Itlad frontage. T oIephone Md 
electricity aVailable. A nice private lot with a smau brook as a back 
border, a lovely location to build a new hane. Ustilg 17198. $12,000. 
WILTON -19.8> o:res witIl4W feet 0I1tlad Iro!rtage, 100% wooded. 
Electric and 1eIephone avliable. Two accesses to common area on 
Pease POnd. One mile frum town. Nice wilding lot Ust~9 '6079, 
$14,500. 
,,--'- _, Sandy River Realty 
'-P 11\.Qo21 R1es. 2&4, Box 230, Fanrinqto~ ME 0493lI 
~ ,207-778~9SS7 
Bar1lett Pond Rd, Llverm«t - 2.7< acres. 179 feet 01 road Iro!rtage 
and 425 feet of water fmage on a good Irou1 pond. Telephone Md 
electric avaiabIe. Beautiful >iews of sunoond ilg mountains ;Vld ponds. 
Great lot house. listing '7039. $16,800. 










"PLAIN JANE" OUTSIDE, .. 
But Custom Showplace Inside! 





• Ecological Homes 
• Nontoxic 0- Natural 
Paints 0- Finishes 
tS • "&al" Linoleum 
t\OI1\-
\\\'11 • Home Bui/Jing 
t\t llo • Design SertlUU 
• Consultations 
~rIc l.dirM 207469-3409 
HCR 80 &z 68, P .... bscot, M.j", 04476 • Safe Home Inspections 
West 
Single Family Home with: 2·3BDRSl2 FUU 
Bathsl 2.5 Siories. Lots of Sun(light). 
Contemporary Inlerior wiHD WI) Floors. 
OiJIWoodstove. Parking and Pretty Yard. 
Only $129,000. 
Call 0" ner 11211-790-1 
GOV"T FOREClOSED homes for pennies 
on$l. DellnquentTax, Aepo", REO's. Your 
area. Toll fr .. (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H· 
5496 fOf curreht listing. 
condos lor sale 
Portland Harbor/Waterfront 
40 Portland Pier,lI3 ( ... t ., DiMillo's) 
South-Facing. 3bdr, 3 bath 




OLO PORT- nifty 2BDR with exposed brick 
w .... gas heat, makes • great I",town 
homeotorly$46,ooo! STORER BUILOtNG· 
classy 1 BDR widen Of 2BDR units, gas heat 
& range, IaLndry & storage. Prices start at 
$50,950. WEST END CHARMER· spacious 
2BDR, high celings. hardwood 1l000i, WiD 
hookup, gas heat. par1dng • Reduced to 
$57,000. KATHY PHIWPS, BAY REALTY • 
775-3838. 
mobile homes . 
A BETTER DEAL- $19,995 (1996) 2 bed-
room with IIInyt siding, shingled roof. or 
$140 for 240 months at 8.9% with $999 
down. Dally 9-6, Slnday 1(}.5. 207-788-
4016, LW Homes (1 mile from Tl6T1like) 
1049 Washington Street, Rt. 202, AIbm 
ME. 
AFFORDABLE· $899 down, 180 0 $173 3 
bedroom Fleetwood, $17,995.5 y&a/ WIII'-
,anty (NOT 13 MONTHS UKE THE OTHER 
GUYSI APR 8.9% v~. Daiy 9-1i, SUn· 
day l(}'S. 207·788·4016, LW Homeo (1 
miIofromTumpiko) 1049WashingtonStreet, 
Rt 202, AuIxm ME. 
FOUR BEDROOMS, 1,700 oq.fl CII illing 
space. SkyIi\t1ts, rooldonner, _deluxe 
bathroom, patio door, whl~pooI, dish· 
Washer, paddle fan, curio cabinot. deluxe 
moldings; was $48,000, now$39.995. Dally 
9-1i, eunday 10-5. 207-786-4016, LW 
Homes (1 mile from Tl6T1liko) 1049 Wash-
Ington Street, Rt. 202, AIbm ME. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Durham, Maine 
Secluded executive home. 
2,200' plus sq,ft. 3+ bdrs, 2 rull baths. 
Quality, cla&<iccountry saltbox. 
Super Insulated! Open livingroom, 
dining room and kitchen. Large 
hearth. Family room, panlry, study, 
large insulated attic. 2 sheds, root 




4Br, 1.75 bath, 2 car gar, 
home with new windows. 
roof, kit, plus efficiency 
apartment. 
'"'" JEl"Fo DAvISf . 
Ml1LKERm AsSOCV;1'ES 
772:"2127.' 
2 FARMHOUSES: MIlAN, NH. Moderrized 
3IBDR. 2 bath 3.11 acres, views! $89,900; 
MONTVIllE, ME. 418DR. 2 bath, 2 acres, 
bam, $89,900. Easy financing -low down. 
1 node for anything. 1·600-59HlO37. 
GOT A CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OR 
TIMESHARE? We'll take iH Cal America's 
largestcanpg~eresaleclear· 
Inghoose. Resort Sales International, BOO· 
423·5967. 
items lor sale 
MASSAGE TABLES & CHAIRS by Golden 
Ratio available at THE OXBOW CENTER by 
appointmen1 (207)873-1351. 
MONITDR HEATING SAlE: 1.1-441-$1.329; 
M422-$l,099; gfSOO-$l ,395. Call, 725-
4451. 
MOVING SAlE- Uke new Roche Bobols 
sectional OOuch 9.5ft.x6fl, wedge-shaped 
ottoman,4O'xSO' chaIs·...- brick, tan 
and black geometric tapestry (aiginal retail 
$12,500), $3000. Complementary custom-
made, tan·stained, ash ontertairrnent cen· 
ter, S.5ft.Lx4ft.Hx26.5'D, $1000. 2·bIack 
leather/mahogany Eames·type chairs with 
rnatctq ottomans,$2OOIea. Package price 
negoCiabie. Ask for Karon, days: 929-<1553 
or leave message 929-3739. 
MOVING SALE: KITCHEN TABLE & 4 
CHAIRS, black glass top, $125; S10n0 
benches, $100 pr; Woodstove, $125; Up-
right fr ...... $100; 71/4' table saw, $75; 51 
dwr. ftle cabinet, $40;5 ' desk,leathertop wi 
dr-., $40; POlk bench, $45; Shtlflo-
boatd (22' long) $1000 value; win ... for 
$550; Display cases: M~; 3 glass 
doors; glass _; 62'L. SO'H, $125; 
Glass top & front, wl1ock,ligh~ 6O'1., 38 'H, 
$175, CoIIectiJIe dolls. Cal 839-4226 after 
6pm. 
items lor sale 
SENTINEL STEEL BUILOING5- HARVEST 
SAlE. Pointed wal.; 26 gauge- 5,000+ 
sizes. 30x4o.l 0 $4,775; 40xfl0x14, $8,648; 
50x60><14 $10,198; 60x80x14, $14,238; 
6Oxl00x16, $17,617; 6 convenient ship· 
ping points; factory dtrect Free bract" ..... 
1-800-327·0790. 
T -SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED$3.SO FROM 
FRUIT OF THE LOOM. Hats $2.75, mugs 
and more. Fullineof errbroldery. Fr .. color 
catalog. 1·600-242·23R Berg Enterprises. 
40. . 
THAYER COGGIN SECTIONAl SOFA, 6 
pieces, color· BrIck, $700iB.0.; oak veooer 
pedestal table. four inserts, $9OOIB.O. 773· 
0551. 
RECYCLE TONER CARTRIDGES & SAVEl 
Cartridges from $45.00 Including pickup 
and delivery. Guaranteed. Discountedtoner 
fOf oopiers available. We buy ""l'Iies. 800-
676·0749. 
ROOM SIZE CARPET FOR SAlE: 9'xl1', 
dusty rose. Usedonly3 months, roovedand 
doesn't fit In new room. New $190 will 501 
for $751B.0. 828-0115, leave message. 
antiques 
WOOD PARLOR STOVE; Crawford 22, re· 
stored. nickel crown and embellishments. 
W~I deliver. $650.00 (207)646-8555. 
wanted 
ALWAYS BUYING ANTIQUES, newiused 
fumiture, coIlectl>les, 'NhoIe houses and 
estates. Top dollar paid! 773-1908. 
OLD GUITARS WANTED! FendeI', Gibson, 
Martin, Gretsch, National, D'Angelico, 
Masrite, Epiphone, Bigsby. 19OO·1960's. 






Tell F"" (207) 775-«16 
AM-IEGPEf BAIEr? 
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~:L.<. .It, u.e Millie foT . . Aa Ott.,; ... 
re 0 contact Kat at: 
799-0279 
c.-ng .. 1I1Ists& ~ 
1)llIMI~ ---reh __ 1. a"&wll.d1c:.. 
10 tho...-ID IOU righU CIeen, Serue _ Rooms 
Hcu1y to Y ...... laasI-g 
CorMrriI>lt I10us 
Now UNDER CoNsTRUCTION 
~ 207-828-6266 ,;;;.---So.,..-,_o.t. 
DRUMMER WANTED FOR DIXIElAND 
BAND. Must love old music and wart to 
have fun! 856·2908. 
NOVEMBER 9, 1995 37 
wheels 
c a , 
DENON cassette 
CD changer deck with 
DENON I O-disk changer 
NOW ONLY $499.00! 
O~ Sales & Installation ~..f!'A. ~ 883-6363 ~/~ 
n.~'" 424 PAYNE ROAD, AT ROUNDWOOD OA. 
V (adjac .... '0 Ne. En2land Hi-Fi) • Y 
SCARBOIOUGH, MAINE 
NOW YOU CAN PLAY IN TRAFFIC! 
-'OON'TPAY MORE THAN $25 to sell your 
vehicle! The Ciassifieds will keep your car, 
truck, bus, RV, or motorcyJe running until it 
sells"for only $25! Call 775·1234 Of FAX ~ to 
775-1615. VisaiMC accepted. 
LINCOLN TOWN CAR, 1989- SignatLre, 
loaded, dat1< grey wiblack raglop, leather 
Interior. Elegant! 88.000 well-maintained 
miles. Asking $8,500. 772-2502. 
MERCEDES 3OOE, 1991- 2.6, 4·dr., 34K 
1948 CHEVROlET COUPE- Clun, solid, miles, pristine condition, anttwacita gray. 
stlckered, withoriginaln.ming gear. $1 0,000 $24,90018.0. 839-3688. 
Invested. $4,5OOIB.0. 883-67SS. 
ACURAINTEGRARS, 1887· 5-doOfhatch· 
back. metal~c blue, auto, superbly main-
tained! 1-owner history, all seMee records, 
inspection valid through 7/96. 91K. $3,500. 
773·3546. 
MERCEDES BENZ 380 SE. 1984· Leather, 
air bag. New Mercedes engine w13,OOO 
miles, $12,000. 207-945·9968. 
MERCURY TOPAZ, 1984· Inspected, ""'" 
great! 85K, standard, AMlFM, black. $600/ 
B.O. (207)773·2625 after 5pm. 
AUDl80,1990·Automatic,4/dr. black, sun· 
roof, AlC, pow ... windoWSllocks. $4,BOOI NISSAN SENTRA, 1986- Standard, roos 
B.O. 773·8011 days, 799·8090 evenings. good and very reliable . $65018.0. Call1vt· 
gel. 780-6034 • 
BMW 2002, 1974- Rare find. RLIlS, looks 
terrific. One owner, Yakima Rack, other 
extras. $4,30018.0. (207)666·5665. 
CAPRICE CLASSIC, 1990- Blue. loaded. 
80K Good mieage, excellent condition! 
New exhaust. Below book. $6.900. 883-
11531883-2305. 
CAUGHT SPEEDING AGAIN! Gotta sell 
Soria ·1988 RX7. $6,500lB.0. You'll love 
her! (207)348-5602. 
CHRYSLER LEBARON CONVERTIBLE, 
1988- Automatic, loaded, leatller, turbo. 
Stored winters. Verygood condtion.$5,OOO/ 
B.0.767-0757. 
DATSUN MAXlMA810,1981-6cyi, dieseI, 
automatic, power everything, AlC. excel-
lent running condition . $2 ,000/8.0. 
(207)892-7150. 
OLO CVTlASS SUPREME, 1984- So~d 
transportation; FORD TEMPO. 1985- New 
brakes, exhaust, alternator, pow ... st-tng 
pump, etc. 775·0544. 
OLOS CUTlASS SlERA. 1988· 4cy1., 4· 
door, NC, 105K. Very dean estate car. 
$2,195/trade fOf full ·size station wagon. 
(207)594·8293. 
PLYMOVTfl SUNDANCE, 1989- 2/dr., au· 
tomatlc, beige. Mint conditiOn. 19K miles. 
beiow book price, $4,100. 774·9400. 
PORCHE, 1965· Classic 356C. Everything 
is newl needs an interior. $81000 tnvested or 
B.O. (207)63J.7U06. 
SUBARU lEGACY,l991 - Cleancondition. 
electric everything, 41newtires, lOOK. Must 
sell fast. $5.500. 925-2848. 
DODGECOLTWAGON,1988-Oneowner, TOVOTA CElICA GTS, 1987· 1051<, good 
excellentoondition, $1 ,8001B.0. 781 -3018. condition! 5·spd, sunroof, ai" cassette, 
cn.ise, wMe. $3,500. 767-3198. 
OODGE DART- 75.4-door,mOmatic,318, 
southemcar.$550.leavename &nurrber. V.W. VANAGON, 1984·Cargoor7Ipassen· 
773.6765. gar. New exhaust. sticker & brak ... lOOK. 
DODGE NEON, 1995- Black with graylnte-
nor. Low mileage. Excelentcondition. Ask-
ing $7,50018.0 . 775·3596. , 
GRANDPRIX MOOEL J. 1970- 721<, 400· 
eng. Good shape, stOfed last two years. 
$3,5001 B.O. Cal 772·3301. 
flONDA CMC HATCHBACK, 1990- Origi-
nal owner! 671<, 5·spd, NC, white. A great 
deal! $5,950. 207-773·5764. 
flONDA YX,1992· _AztecgrOM, 
761<, 48mpg .. 5·speed. Excelen!condition. 
$8,400. 773-()292. 
Standard, AMlFM. $3,BOO. 773-8090. 
VOlV01800ES,1973-Unusual vehicle from 
Arizona. In excellent shape! $5,000. 207· 
288-2249. 
VOLV074OGLE,1965- Silveriblackleather, 
4-c;1.AVTO, NC, AMiFMlCass. A-l condi· 
tion! 128K. $3.600. 774-2526-days, 774· 
8989-ev ... 
VOLVO GLE WAGON, 1990· Auto, AICI, 
ASS-brakes, sunrool, driYa'-side aIrbag, 
pow« options, Jrd soot, low milos. Excel· 
lent condition! $14,400. (207)729-2881. 
VOLVO P-1BOOS, 1961- Eu-opean model 
wlextra parts. Must sell! lost license and 
storage $2,700iB.0. 688-4034. 
ISUZUTROOPER 11,1887· Wol·maintained, 
no rust Excellentcondtlon. 4WD,nawtirasi 
brakes, AMiFMlCass. $4,500/8.0. 775· 
1184. VOlVO WAGON, 1984-1191<. 4spd, maruaI 
------------ - wlOYa'driYe, canary yaHow, valid inspec. 
JEEP CJ7, 1984-641<, hardiootttop. Excet- tion. Good condition! $2,00018.0 . (207)775· 
10000t condition. S10red winters. Must see! 7549. 
Orly $3,800. m-8244. -----------
VWCAMPERVAN, 1973-SIeepofou', 971<, 
UNCOLNTOWNCAR.1985-Loaded,mint robull engine. MIS great, gopd shape. 
condtion, 85K milos. $2,500/8,0. Please $1,600.725-6339. 
call 839-4226, leave message. ------------
VW RAB8/T, 1984- DIeseI,14OK.4-<1oo<, 4-
opel, ...,,001. Good extra CII'. $6OOIB.O. 
878·8144. 
Wheels Continued On page 39 Q" 
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womenl&lllen 
O.'?ITHE BAR SCENEJ SWF. attractive. YOUf19 
professional enjoys cooking, sewing, beach 
walks, traveling throughout N.E. Enjov wild 
nights on tne town with a balance of COrj 
evenings at home. Seeking a considerate, open-
minded and passionate mountiWI man, 25-.30, 
with wacky sen. 01 humor and diverse inter-
ests forfriendshlpand possbfe romance. tr6322 
(11122) 
AJR FIRE EARTH WATER LOVE-Are you aware 
0( thci' power? Are you interested in peace, 
passion, non-physical energetic connections, 
conversations about journeys, meditation, 
laughitg1 Under 43 arid attractNe? Communi-
cate. 86429 (12113) 
ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING television 
alone every Sata;rday night? .. Me. tool Let's go 
to dinner, a movie, dancing. or at least watch 
television logether. WNf. 38. seeIdoga gentle. 
kind. intelligent m.... for friendship and coover-
saIOO. 1r6326 (11122) 
/oS THE RAIN POURS DOWN ... I .. by theopen 
door and feel everything. r count between light-
enilg and thundet' and suddenly know". it's 
time to fi1d you. Show yoursetf! 1r6398 (1217) 
ASPIRE TO FINDSM with energy to be adv",,· 
turous and eT.plore the inner dimensions 01 a 
friendship and possibly a long-term relation-
ship. I am SWF, 38, 5'9", educated, fit and 
attractive with curiosity about life and desire to 
share i1 WIth a unique individual. You are inlel· 
ligenl, sensitive, aware, humorous and fit. Jr6432 
(12113) 
ATTI'NTIONLONG·HAIRED.beautifulman.25· 
35, with a heart of gold: You need to mee: .tte 
whelheryou be hippie or Har1ey.116324 (11122) 
ATIRACTIVE SWF, 22, blond hair, hazel eyes, 
seeks atlraclr.re SWM, 22·28, who wants 10 be 
friends first and enjoys good conversation, 
w6353 (t 1122) 
BLOND. SEEKS TARZAN. NO APES. for 
swingin' good times. no trees to climb, just fun-
kMng nights of passion, autumn night walks, 
Seeks SWM. 36--42, for a propor1ionate, intem-
gent, adventurous lady for a frurtful relation-
ship. N/S. Onlyseriou~need app~ . e6430 (12/ 
131 
CAUGHT IN A PARADOX ... Ethereal Be"g ~in 
the world but not of it~. NlS, brown...eyed, 
goIden-haired, high cheekboned, statuesque, 
full·rlQured ar1ist of 41. Down to earth and 
stable but spiritual first. Into mysttcism, laugh· 
ler, astrology, sunsets, nature, metaphysics, 
healing, good books, soft'rrlJsk, kH'Ig walks, 
deep taJ(s. Seeking lasting companionship with 
38-48, inwardly beautiful ~. Confidence/ 
humility a plus. We aU just want 10 be under-
stood; is there anybody out there? Personal 
AdvertiserM686, P.O. Box 1238, PorUand, ME 
O4t04. e6427 (12113) 
DANCE PARTNER WANTEDI Whether you ... 
~ng Ot' receiving this Portland .81 SWF en-
joys music and has rhy1hm. If you are into 
QJttlng a rug then put on your dancing shoes 
Ifld call for details. _34 (12113) 
DO YOU BELIEVE IN ... God above. dew-ldssod 
tIOINers, unending love, equality, moonlit strolls 
beside the sea, past the age of 33, swim, ski 
and choose to live life chemica/1ree (but not 
due to recovery), are you secure financially? 
Then maybe you're the one for me. w6461 (121 
131 
FOR LEG MEN ONLY· DWF. 43. 5·tO'. profes· 
sional, NIS, slim, sentimental, sincere, caring, 
adventurous, outdooBy-type, open-minded , 
with a great sense of humor. Search of laughter, 
friendship, romance . .-6395 (12fT) 
FREE SPIRIT· DWF. 50. ooancially and men· 
tally secure, seeks 40+ genlleman to share 
musk, trav&!, fun times. You· Happy, caring, 
truthful, curious. Let's have ooffee."II632~ (11/ 
22) 
RJN-LOVING. WITTY. SINCERE DWF. NlS. 
40+. goingon20, seekssillCe1e, caring SWM to 
share many happy times. Open to new interests 
and adventure. loves dancing, roIlerskating, 
walking, antique cars, entertaining, laughing 
and quiet times.1r6396 (1217) 
HONEST ANDSINCERE DWF. affectionate. NI 
S, NID, Gemini, 40, attractive, slender, seeks 
romantic gentleman who enjoys music, the-
atre, traveling, dining out, outdoors."86321 (111 
22) 
I'M A PERSONALS VlRGINIl SWF. 21;. smart. 
attractive, seeks professklnal SM, 2S-35ish wI 
a great s£ose 01 humor who loves my cooking 
and my car. "rna sucker for romance: flowers, 
wine, theworksllfyouare looking for "the one-, 
I may be h .. 11 _33 (1211 3) 
IF YOU ARE BIG ENOUGH TO make me feel 
petite and old enough to make me look young, 
maybe I'm your kind of woman. Careening 
toward 54, smoker, drinker, chainsaw opera-
tOt'. Looking for a man to help rnewith the heavy 
itting amd make me laugh at the same time. 
Basic literacy a plus. tr6323 (11122) 
LOST IN ADVIUE· Fun forty's female. BmlBrn. 
WPTH. DTE. wicked SOHI Seeks SlDM. 45·55. 
5'9" + with depth of character, whoenjoysdanc-
I"Ig, gotf, back roads, not acting your age, new 
things. Zany, sane, sensual. Honesty, integrity 
necessary. Sick of ads?! Let's meet. t6356 
(111291 
MEET ME UNDER THE MISTLETOEII SWF. 
20s, educated, foo4o\lin9, open-minded is 
shopping eartyl Seeks similar SWM, 24·35ish, 
fO( egg nog, sledding, snow angels, holKtay 
celebrations, cuddling after snowball ftghts and 
New Yearl1l6357 (11/29) 
MYBIOLOGICAL CLOCKIS not ticking·l·m32. 
57-, BrlBr, educated, professional Wid struc-
tura/ty sound. I like theatre, movtes, dining out 
and taldng my puppy for long walks. H you're 
secure, tall, educated and have a sense of 
hu""". call_(121131 
REBEUIOUS. RUBENESOUE. REOHEAD· 
DNF, 31 , vegetarian, professional by day, out~ 
spoken, off-lhe-wal, heart of gold, seeking a 
stable manDVef 30 who isn't intimidated by an 
aggressive woman, desires honest comnunt-
cation , enjoysatiemativemusic and iscomfort-
able wilh occassional silence. 116359 (11129) 
SEEK SOULMATE/BEST FRIEND- leI'. ex· 
pIote the outdoots, gardening, sports, art, mu-
sic, conversation. Honest, sincere, but 
INF, 30s, seeks best friend 
relationship?), NIS, NlDrugs . .-6397 
Sl..EEPl..ESS IN PORTlANDI SWF. 35. 5'9'. Hz! 
Sr. I enjoy dining, dancing, sports, movtes, 
music, quiet evenings and takilg wab. De-
..... SlDWM. 28-40. for friendshiplrelation· 
ship. e6428 (12113) 
SWF SEEKS OlDER MAN- Nice lips are a 
must, gorgeous eyes are a pk!sl SWF, 19, 
seeks older (28·35). NIS. handsome man to 
beoomefrlends with and possibly """e. a6400 
(12/6) 
THE WAY LFE SHOULD BE .. . SWF. 31. seek 
open-minded, wild--nalured Sr'OM for fun and 
companionship In the various adventures life 
has to offer (particulNty hiking, biking, running, 
ivemusic, REGGAE, dancing, good beer, mov-
ies, food, and exploring this fine state). Is there 
anybody out therel11?11I636O (11/291 
~ 
HARMON'S~1'l:. BARTON'S 
1-800-6UN-LiL Y ;o/!J{J"",",,- 774-5946 
Personal 01 The week 
w .. m 
I'M A PERSONALS VI RGI N!! SWF, 26, smart, attractive, 
seeks professional SM, 25-35ish w/a great sense of 
humor who loves my cooking and my car. I'm a sucker 
for romance: flowers, wine, the works! If you are looking 
for ''the one", I may be her!! 1r6433 (12/13) 
WlJlners 01 PERSONAl OF THE WEEK receive a gift certHlca1e courtesy 01 Harmon's & Barton's 
/Jl(j Meeting Place ads are entered Send your pfIf"SOnal ad 10: Ca&co Say Weekly P.sonata. P.a. Box 
1231, Portland. ME ~104. 
UNIQUE LADY, NEARLY 37, seeks man of 
substance tor best friendIIover/pattner.I'm 5'6" , 
blonde hair. big 9reen eyes. WPTH (well. al· 
most). You : bener looking than you think, 32-
42. tf you're funny, "'telligent, quick-witted, 
passionate, romantic and you sing in the shower, 
call me. I'U buy you a coffee or beer (your 
dloice). tt6399 (12/61 
UNIOUE, 45, PRETTY, SUM, 5'9·, hip, elegant, 
casual, youthful, professional, sophisticated, 
well~lraveled, artistic, athletic, visual, sweet, 
sincere, sensual, sense of sen. seeks intel5-
gent. alh1elic. haOOsome. trim. educated. coo· 
rldent, soulful, artistic, professtonal, capable, 
gregarious, irreverent, insightful, principJed 
human being.1r6431 {12J13l 
VIVACIOUS. RETIRED NURSE· Looking for 
exciting and independent man. LoW'lg, kind, 
mid-50-70s.I'm 58, 5'2", f!lt&Sof blu..J, ch, what 
those 5 foot. can dol w6358(11/29) 
WHArs BETWEEN YOUR EARS? SWF. 37, 
JaIl. darlc. pretty. playful, slightly offbeat.Jnde-
pendent. honest. seIf·taught NlS and .... damn 
good cool<. Seeks tall but not necessarily darlc 
dancing fool for conversation, concerts, goof-
i1g off, giggles and snuggles, maybe romance. 
Must Ike kkjs and be at home with hounds. 
_(1217) 
Help Save A Tree Pass This This Paper On To A Friend 
WILD NIGHTS ON THE TOWN or quiet times 
cuddling. Riding Hatiey's in the hot summer 
wind or X--cou1try skiing throu~ the woods, 
I'm 31.BVBI. 5'8' .lfyou·reopen·minded.1nde-
peodent. financially. emotionally secure. pas-




too damn much seeks attrac1ive SWF. 20· 
35. to do stuff with. Me: BIIBr, 6'1'. slender 
and 30 • ..6449 (121131 
AlMOST RSTORED· 1949 model DWM. 
rugged, 6'. 183' frame, paint stil "'o6s. 
needs minortune·up.Accepting off .... from 
gentle. advllfllLrous, outdoorsy. caring. dar· 
ing, passionate, fit, trim, S/DWF, <45, with 
inner beauty, pleasanl appearance, SOH. 
emotional availability for long ·term reladon· 
ship. TIre kick .... need nol cal . ..6441 1121 
13) 
AN AUTUMN FLING IS JUST THE THING· 
Troll needs reason to come up trom be-
neath bridge. Intelligent. artictiato. resource· 
ful DWM seeks intelligent. slender. stylish 
SlDWF, und ... 5'8' and 45, who can keep 
me from going back under bridge. Pref",· 
ence given to cigar smoking lUnatics, aa 
consid",ed. w6444 (12113) 
ARTlSTtc, PASSK)NA~, Renaissance man 
hiding in PortIMld white-collar jungle seeks 
proof there's a woman, 30-43, fair of face and 
f9Jre with int .. igence, confidence. humor and 
kind heart. love books, movies, theater, painl· 
ilg, restaurants, coastal exploring and intimate 
conversation. Enjoy hiking, bicycling, danc.,g 
and racquetbaH for exercise. Am physically and 
emotionalty healthy and easity return what's 
given to me. You'redown·lo~ao1hwith smiling 
eyes, easy laughter, unafraid ot affection and 
truty have time for a relationship. Prove to me 
Mane is not a cold, very-m.ried state and I'll 
redefine adventure and love fOf you. Oh, and I 
own an argumentative pan'ot! Personal JVjV8(-
tisar'687, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME04104. 
116447(12113) 
AVAIlABLE AGAiNI AND YOU? Blind dales. 
singles' dances, place ad, answerdozensl Been 
there, done that; help me, save mel OWM, 46, 
5'10-,1801, patiendy waiting ... toryou7w6446 
(l21t3) 
COMMITMENT, RJN. FANTASY & US· DWM. 
44,6',2401, educated, travekKi, romantic, un-
con_tiona!. erotically domileering 1eddy beat 
returning NE. seeks uniquely loyal. perceptive. 
acquieocent lady for binding, mu~i~lrnensional 
relallooship. 86462 (12113) 
DEEPL YRDOTED BUTFREE-sPIRfTED DWM. 
45, with propet wit, wisdom, and worth. De-
YOted fath.- of 1 son (13). Handsome and 
athletic. Into eye contact, slow smiles, smeh, 
breath, wind, natural beauty and holism. Uke to 
meet beautiflA 40ish woman with similarities. 
86439 (12113) 
CBW CIauHIeds Get Resliltl 
DO YOU HATE TO LAUGH? omk more than 5 
nights a week? Hate smoke? Go to therapy 
twk:e a week or more? Don't get sim~e}okes7 
Under 241 Over 33? Obese? Bu'-<Jg~? II you 
M1swered no to 81 these questions, we have to 
r.-. SWM. 31. Sf/Gr. 1451. 116445 (121131 
OWM. 43. seeks F. 30-45. for ~iendship. pos· 
sible relationship. Ukes hking. camping. mov· 
Ies, quiet times. HIS, LID, outdoor type. Oi$Iike 
doing these things alone . .s442 (12113) 
FAllEN GENTLEMAN- Creative, pat~t, lov-
ing, needs reliatecompanion fOt'naturaJ living, 
world travel and radical inqLiry. _ (12113) 
FAMILY MAN-SWM,37, intelligent, 5'9-, 1801, 
BrIBl, cute, medium buikj, spiritual, wotks af-
ternoon shift. Seeking lady who values working 
on a relattonship. w6403 (12/6) 
I NEED A LADY & A TRAMP: Nice in Pubic. 
naughty in private, fortriend and lover with one-
woman-man. Let's share 8 plate of spaghetti, 
chase the chickens 't~ sunrise. Let's have fun! 
Open;ninded, 40, nk:eguy, weI-bult, healthy, 
professional. Prefer pretty, petite, kind, 24-35, 
sensual, uninhibited. 116443 (12113) 
I'M READY FOR LOVEI SWM. 5OIsh. Scorpio. 
student, autllof', Hberal, bearded, NIS, lonely, 
eniOYs touching. walking. sail.",. comedy. food. 
Seek!; sexy F for fun, sharing, love In Mid coast 
... ea. _38 (12113) 
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE 10 share rrY'f life, my 
business and my bed. Preferably someone 
who can typelw6436 (12113) 
LOTS TO SHARE- Looking tOf same. Me: 
[)WPM, 35, fit, with a rare blend of heart, soul 
and wit. You: S'DWPF-, emotionally secure and 
tit Ready to play, laugh, stroll, explore, hot.:f 
hands and snuggle. Must be willing to lie about 
how we met. 116440 (121131 
MEDITATION. BOOKS. MUSIC. ETC.· 
Sugarloaf. SWM. young 45. tall. hand"""",,. 
intelligent. N/S. with humor. big senouaIity. 
Aquarian. Hard outdside, soft Inside. Need at-
tractive, warm, trirrmish lady for mongamy/ 
chldren. _22 (1216) 
MULTI·DIMENSIONAl BEING· DWM. Scor· 
pion, 5'9", romantic, eccentric, poetic, ae-
ative, caring, compassionate, sincere, NlS, 
drug-free, meditating vegetarian with sense of 
humor. Seeking toftnd sllghttyeccentricfemaJe 
counterpart for friendship, mUlual learning, 
walks, talks, etc. Race unimportant. Let's ex-
plore lhe dream logeth .... _ (1216) 
PREGNANT1 YOU'RE WANTED by SM. 1aI1. 
slim. N/S. NID. NID. employed home-owner 
with many interests wants to share this special 
time wiUl a special person. -.6402 (12fl) 
, GET 45 WORDS FREE ON FAX FREE THURSDAY (207) 775·1615 
How to place your FREE 25·Character HeadlIne: includes spaces, be creative! 
personal ad with Personal Call®: DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
• Fill out the coupon and mail it to: Personals, P.O. Box 1238, Your Ad· • first 25-words FREE with Personal Call® 
Portland, ME 04104; Dr FAX to 207-775-1615. (If faxing please 
photocopy first.) Please check appropriate category. Call 775-1234 
tD place ad over the phone. 
• FilSt 25 words are FREE with Personal Call", (45 words if FAXED 
on Thursday), additional words are 50¢ each. Others, Companions, 
& Lost Souls are $251first 25 words for a two week ad. Ads without 
Personal Calle are $1 per word plus $25 mail forwarding Dr P.O. Box 
charges. 
• Put your personal message on-line as soon as you receive your 
easy instructions. You may not retrieve responses without it! 
• Retrieve responses to your ad any time, 24 hours a day, through 
your own FREE 800#. It's safe, confidential, and FUNI 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
• Read the ads. Circle your favorites. 
• Call 1·900·370·2041 from a touch·tone phone. 
• Following the voice prompts. punch in the 4-digit ri ofthead you wish to respood 
to. or you may browse aspecific cat"'JOry. The date following 3{1 ad is the last date you 
can reply to the ad. 
• Calls cost $1.99 per minute. You must be over 18 yr.;. old. 
Guidelines: 
Free Personal ads are available for slng~ people 
seeking relationships. Others, Compan;or,s and Lost 
Souls require prepayment. Ads seeking to buy or sell 
sexual services will be refused. No full names, street 
addresses or pnvne numbers will be published. Ads 
containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will 
category/Rates: 
FlliE '·IIEEI ADS 
Dwomenrrmen 
$Z5/first 25 wonls, 
2 ... ads 
Omen .. women Dotht'rs 
COnfidential Information: 





state: -------~- zip: ------
First 25 words & headline FREE 
with PelSonal Ca"~: _~~~ __ 
add'i words @ 50¢ each: _____ _ 
Without Personal Call® 
all words @ $1 each: _____ _ 
CBW Box Dr P.O. Box ladd $20): _____ _ 
o 
o VISA 
Total: _____ _ 
YES, place my fREE Perlonal Ad 
il1he Maile Times 11101 
OMC expo date: _____ _ 
• Ads WIth a three--d!Qlt Personal Advertiser' can be contacted through the mall by not be published. We reserve the right to edit, refuse 
- - Of reC"ategorize any ad. Advertisers must be aver 18 
writing to: Personal Advertiser ___ ~ P.O. Box 1238. Portland. ME 04104. years of age. 
o women .. women 0 companions 




RECIPE FOR ME: Blend In serre Martha Slewlll1, 
TIpper Gore. Helen Gur1ay Brown. and. tad of 
Roeame. WNPM, 48, varied Interests, search-
Ing for her again . I )us1 won' settIe . .6437 (121 
13) 
ROSES ARE RED. 'IioIets are blue· Mrs. Right. 
when! are you? SWM. 39. attractive. caring. 
2yr. degr ... Enjoy dWlcing. dining. spo<t •. ",. 
terested SWF please caD.~435 (121131 
SUPERMOTIVATED. FUN-LOVING 23y.o. 
wants good people. 18·28. Many inlerosl. In-
clude C8fS, sports. rnovtM, dancing, close 
nights. No OI1eoofltghlers or instant wedding 
rings. le1tets arldphotosencouraged. Guaran· 
teed response. PIIrlIOOeI Advertiser 1£88. P.O. 
Bo.1238. Portland. ME 04104.~448 (121131 
SWM. 33. OiRISTIAN· Tall. darlc. handsome. 
honest, sense of humor, smoker, w/donTlant 
herpes, seeking attractive conversaUonailsttor 
companionship. 25·35. P1eese like pets and 
C&W music. any raoe. ~401 (12/6) 
TAll, HANDSOME SWPM, seeks attractiYe, 
slender, NIS, SWPF, 25-35, to share roo, quiet 
Urnes and romantic n~hts. Let me be your 
knight in shining armor. ~407 (1216) 
THIRTY-soMETHING·ElSE15·11·. 1891. from 
away, night owl, rocker, Into audio, sking, 
skrying, daneln' & romancin', seeks Brown 
Sugar Ma9no11a. Beny Boop? I'm Thea. sharp· 
Iookln' pale lace. ~404 (12/61 
VERY INTERESTING SWM, 40. Is creallve. 
artistic and eclectic. Very connected with na· 
ture and the roast, ~ and gulf of Maine. 
Active and fit, engaging In year-round outdoor 
l'8Cfeation, Great interest In the arts.1I6406 (121 
6) 
WRITER. 60. HANDSDME. HEALTHY . ..... 
sensual, caring, creative, Independent, adven-
turous , outgoing, affectionate lady, WPm, 45 
and up.I'm5·10'. 1701. SWM. seeking a last· 
ing relattonship. Uve in So. Maine. 'Il'6421 (121 
6) 
wome~women 
.. .ANYTHING CAN BE. Dyke, 20·something, 
loves music, animals, reading, writing, danc-
ing,qulet evenings, romance, theoutdoors and 
sports. YOU,IOO? Let'sd\atl1r6452 (12113) 
ATlRAcrlVE. SEXY WOMAN· I am newll Ioke 
adult movies and fun and would love to find a 
woman to show me the way, or Jet's take the 
plunge togethe< . .6379 (11/29) 
GWF, 46, quiet, NIS, NID, tooking for friend-
ship, reiatlonshlp. Various Interests. Let'smeet, 
~408 (12/6) 
LOOay HEART, 24, trim, butch, likes bikes. 
movies, laughter, conversation, honesty, good 
times, kids o.k .. True friends, possible relation-
ship only. 21-30, BiddefordlSaco area.1r6450 
(12113) 
LOVELY TO LOOK AT. delightfli to hold. but 
looking for good friend to share good limes, 
laughter, tears, rainy days and Mondays, orjust 
being spontaneous. Easy-going, open-minded, 
in search of sinilar to expkM'e, di9COY'8I', de--
vek>p long-term, fun-kMng friend!hips. tr6340 
(11122) 
SEEKING KINDRED SPIRIT· 5OIsh. a.ractive, 
fit, professional, nature lover, seeking similar 
woman to share cherished times. tf openess, 
honesty and mutual respect appeal, please 
call.lJAar ... ~463 (12113) 
SINCERE. NO GAMES. N/S. NiO. basic woman, 
401, k>oking to spend qualltytime In a genuine 
friendship, retationship in Augusta area WMI 
enswer all calls . .6453 (1211 3) 
VOlUF'T\.IOUS AND RJN is the woman SWF 
wishes to meet 10 share like interests- good 
smoke, drink and music toenjoy leisurely, sen-
suou. friendship. ~451 (12113) 
melli@1llen 
25)1.0. GNM, physic.lttyflt and as mentaly fitas 
an~ in today's world. Seeking GWM, 23-35, 
for friendship/relationship. UB physically and 
mootaly fit. s&cure w/yourself, ready for (bnrtaQ 
hone9ty, Intelligent and have an edeclic taste 
lor li1e. No fags, scene queens, phontes 01' 
Leos . .6415 (12/6) 
ARE YOU HANOSOME and rugged 00 the 
outside but warm and likable on the inside? I 
like beaches, hiking, loud mu!k and a good 
IrIer1d. ~345 (t 1122) 
CHARMING. WITTY. elegant. urbane. educated 
PGWM. 52, 5'9'.1601. bearded. SfIBr. seeks 
slim, symbiotic companion. Quality only need 
apply. Please allow 2 weef<s mail delivery. Per· 
sonal Advertiser 1684, P.O. Box 1238, Port-
1aIld. ME 04104. 
CLEAN-CUT SEXY YOUNG MAN. 18. enjoys 
dancing, movies, dinner, followed by a wddty, 
romantic night. Hairy man with muscles a ~us. 
Safety a priority. 18·24. relatiooshlp-orlert1ed. 
.638t (11/29) , 
COLLEGE STUDENt, 20, attrac.tiwt, adventur~ 
OIlS. 6'. 1501. SfIBr. Seekln9 GWM. 19·24. for 
friendship and possibly more. ~411 (12/61 
mell&lllen 
GWM. 27 ...... IW&-long friend. Me: Thin. 
vegetarian. NIS. NiO. I Ike quiet .... ings al 
home, vdlllteemg, candles, cookbooks,coun-
1ty He. beaches. yard sales, real people, play. 
Ing card •• pets. good conversation. making a 
dtfference, antiques, hoUdays, axnpany. Hate: 
TV, old men,liars, one nightstands. -.6456 (121 
13) 
GWM. 39. 5'11'.1801. attractive. honest. sin· 
cere. seeks friendship. enjoys movies •• ports. 
travel, dancing, quiet times. looking for similar, 
taller. 27-42 • .6414 (12161 
HANDSOME GRAD. STUDENT seeks cute. 
straight·acting graduate student for poosIlle 
_lpt_~.I·m23.1ooking1orsome­
OM, 2'·24._,2 (12/6) 
HANDSOME GWM looking for straIght·acting. 
hooes1. attractive. young GWM, 21·32. who 
likes the outdoors, dining and rnovk!I.I 'm 5'9", 
1501, BllBI. attractive, professional. seeking 
friendship based on honesty and possibly more. 
~347 (11122) 
HEALTHY. AVAIlABLE GWM. 49. trim build. 
aboveaveragein warmth, Intelig&noe, decency, 




let'. get out and have some funl GWM. 49. NI 
S. NID. woufd ike 10 meet someone for good 
times and friendship. Am sincere, honest, dis-
creet and young at heart. UBgood-iooking. 25· 
45, with a sense of humor and inlO country 
living . ~455 (12113) 
LIFE DOES BEGIN AT 40· This 9ay male in the 
Central Maile area, wants to meet a man who 
Is emottonaJly stable, financlalty secure, has a 
sense of humor, has lived IHe, likes beards, 
romance,cormUttment,Iong-lermreiationship 
and a capacity to snare 01 himself as I wlU share 
of mysett in retum. Friendshipwll be our base, 
everything _ may/witl IP'ow from tha1.w6423 
(t2l6) 
LONG-HAIR8JAND MfoSCULlNE· That's what 
I'm IooIdng for. OeM and aoseted, NIS, N/D 
guy, 18-32. Me: 2S;"8rlBr, 15Of. Let's make 
sparks. ion9 winter aheadl_'0 (12/6) 
LOOKING FOR GOOD FRIEND· GWM. 6'2'. 
2251,52, looking for intimate and good times. 
Have own home. A06"race unimportant. Han· 
esty and integrity is . .6464 (12113) 
LOVER WANTED- Hi. I'm new to the area and 
looking for someone to share my life with. I'm 
5'9", 120M, 30 and HIV+, I'm kddng for some-
one 25-45 and HIV+ as well. Cal me, Iet'stalk. 
This ooukt be the onel1r6346 (11122) 
MANJoIEEDS MAN· 28, GWM. seeks real man 
for fun, walks, or whatever. Desires romance, 
cuddling. Hales drunks. Call tor a dale today. 
Sea yalw6418 (12/6) 
MASCULINE LATINlfTAUAN· Very handsome 
and dean cut , 24, 5'10", 1751, BVBt, medium 
build. Very athletk: and fit. Seek the same as 
above except fOf complexion/race. 32 and un-
det'. Blondesarea H, Please, nofats, fems, bar 
regulars, Dr gay groupies, Call for more info. 
1rll416(12/61 
MOVIE MAGIC IN PORTLAND· Handsome 
GWM.37. 1701. 5'10'. seeks pal. 25-45. to 
catch latest nicks as wei as classics and per-
haps act out a klve scene together. On wilter 
nights, what's better than a great film, fine wine 
and cozyfl"eplace? Oiscaverthe magicltr6361 
(11/29) 
NO GAMES· Me: 6'10'. 1601. good shape. 
straight-acting, discrete, handsome, stable, 
seeking GWM. 23·28. good shape. discrete. 
handsome. good body. the smoother the bet· 
ter! N/Drug. fats. fems or trols.1r6409 (1216) 
NON-DATE DATE· let's meet, talk and see 
what, If anything, happens. Along the road of 
life tra~ing with another could be interesting. 
.6343(111221 
ROMANTIC. HOT. GODD GUY. 47. 5'9'. 185 •• 
nice guy, looking for discrete, quiet evenings, 
good times. Must be passionate, ~ke gam~, 
intimacy. My age. race. Looely. help. w6380 
(11129) 
SIMPSON TRIAl IS DONEI TV is no longer fun. 
GWM looking for something else to do, how 
about you? Current friends got me down- they 
never seem to be around. SeekIng new friend 
this fall- be sure and give me a call.e6342 (111 
221 
SUBMISSIVE AND YOUNG. can you cook. do 
you keep a cleM house, woukt you prefer to 
stay at home? We need to talk. OOylw6352 (111 
22) 
T1AED OF SHALl.OW GO model types with 
a'~udes? GWM. 33. 6'. 2101. seeking friend· 
ship/monogamous relationship, to expore what 
life has to offer . .&417 (1216) 
WEU. THISWONTBEEfoSY(but neitheram Iij 
Me:GWM,31, dlvorced, singleparent,6', 1901, 
vegetarian, 8X~smoker, NID, college student, 
relationship-type, CYV, caw, OUT. You: regu-
lar guy over 30, DVeI 6', over it yet not over 
done. Seeking similar not same. Be honest, It's 
Interestingl ~382(11/29) 
WESTERN MAINE HIKER GWM. 33. 6'. 185 •• 
BllBr, handsome, wants tocimb NewEngland's 
peaks and discover Maine's coast again. Look· 
ing for 25-38, into backpacking, skiing, danc-
ing, attemative music, being real, and conver-
sation. I'm professional, down to earth , fun-
loving and a sincere ~antic. 116384 {11129L 
WHArs UFE'S PURP0SE1 To t1nd someone 
and be happy. GWM. 26. In _ 01 GM. 20· 
32, with corimonaIty. Variety 01 interest_ • . g. 
(dining out. physical fl1J1esS. movies. outdoors. 
and moro ... )~341 (11122)' 
WINTER IS COMING- SAARI GWMseeks GM 
winter playmate. Guorarrteed to keep ... both 
warm (hot). Corne out and playl Fun. Clean. 
DIscnrt •. No strings. w6457 (121131 
YOUGHGMSEEKSYOUGHGM-_25y.o. 
looking forfrlendshlp. possibly more. very hon· 
est and sincere, 5'10", 1551, BVBl, awaiting 
yourca1l. s..ya 00 the phone. w6383 (11/29) 
YOUNG-LOOKlNG, Slralg"'-octIng malo. 29. 
active and healthy. seeks stralght·acting GM. 
18·25. for friendship and outdoor aclivities. 
Personal Adver11ser 1682. P.O. Box 1238. Port· 
land. ME 04104. or6344 (111221 
others 
ADVENT\JAOUS. attractlYe. petite. MWF. 38. 
seekswel-bui~ black or whitemale. 20-00, for 
no-strings Fall fun. I'" respond to your call 
w64'9(1216) 
ATTENTION SWINGERS: l.ocaI parties of all 
sizes avaitable to SIWD couples or incividuals 
k>oking t08JCperiment OI'fantasytulflment. Will 
matdl you with the per$Oll or couple(sj 01 yot>' 
desires. Mu9t be clean, discreet and attractive. 
Limitations expected/respected. FMI call. 
Please state Interests. Personal Advertiser 1689, 
P.O. Box 1238, Porttand. ME 04104._58 
(12113) 
ATTRACTIVE, warm, 28, WF ISO 25-35, attrac-
tive, BIFem for 1st time axperlence. let's dis-
cuss possibilities of you and I or my mate 
enloylng a pleasant. erotic time.1rll420 (12/6) 
adult services 
SWINGERS! BISEXUALS! Get Portland 
names & home phone numbers. Try it. H 
work.1 1·900·420-0420 Ext. 161. $2.95/ 
min. 18. ZMC (7021593·0303. 
SWINGING WIVES with BI Mates· Live and 
re>l names and numbers. 1·900·435·6263 
or 1·800·785·4676. 18 •• $2.50·$4.99/mln. 
(302)996'2787. 
YOU CAN FIND YOUR SPECIAL SOME 
ONE NOW!!! 1·900·255·4242 Ext. 8281. 
$2.99lmin. Musl be 18 •. Touch·tone phone 
req'd. Serv·U (6t9)645·8434. 
HOT GROUP ACTION 
CALL AND JOIN IN 
OR JUST EAVESDROP 
f-9OO-7115-21176 
I 52.50." • lB+ YE .... ,. 
HOTLlVE 
PHONE SEX 
HOT, EROTIC WOMEN 
WANT TO TALI< TO YOU 
LIVE 1 ON 1 
212-741-1202 
21. .99 ¢/min. No Minimum 
HOT LIVE SEXY GIRLS 







Sl99/ptJ MRWlr: MaDIlIl.II. 
'! SULTRY & SEDUCTIVE NIKKI!! For The 
Adventures OIYoor Mind Come Wtth Me To 
Ecstacy. All Fantasies & Fetishes Erotically 
XXXplored. !!!Uve!!! 813-926-0069 !!!Uve!!! 
25+. From $2.00/min. 
ALWAYS FREEI!ALWAYS UVE!!I (3051969· 
9086. 
AMAZINGLY ACCURATE PSYCHIC read· 
Ings can change yo ... fife! call for 24 hr. 
recorded message. 1·800·450·1765. 
ATTRACTIVE PORTLAND NYMPH Seeks 
Sexually Open Minded Men. Married or 
Single OK Justfor fun, not for money. Cail 
Me: 1·900-745·2453 j5. $2.99/min. 18+. 
CALL YOUR DATE NOW! Love i. waiting. 
Froo recording gives details. 1·800·557· 
1953. 
FANTASY HOT LINE. Altemalive I~e styles. 
1·900·344-1040 Ext. 216. $1.991min. Fan· 
tasy photos available, send $1 .00 SASE to: 
10573 Popular. Suite B .• Lorna Unda. CA. 
92354. 
GUYS! WE WIWf TO HEAR FROM YOU!!I 
We're LNE and waiting. 1·900·521;·2500 
e><l. '1838 S3.99/min. 18 yrs .•• Serv·U 
trucks/vans 
CHEVROLET SUBURBAN, 1978· 20· .. · 
rIes, 2WD. 400c.l. engine. Real workhorse! 
$1,99_ for full-size station wagon. 
(207)594·8293. 
CHEVY S·10 PIU. 1987· 51speed. 41cy1. 
e><lended cab & cap. One owner. 801<. 
$2.800. 883-4545. 
FORD ECONOUNEVAN. 1990· 56K. auto· 
malic, fully loaded. captains chairs. cat· 
peled. new tires, exhaust. $10.5O<VB.0. 
761·9023. Ready for conversion or wor1<· 
horse. Must see! 
FORD RANGER XU SUPERCAB. 1992· 
Seet. fiv • • 261<. One owner! V·6, 5-spd., 
AMlFMlcass. $9,400. 773·3854. 
MUST SEW Ford RangerXLT.1987. 5sp. 
6·cyl.. tapedeck, excellent condition. 
$4.000/B.0. Lou. 856·2t83evosl772· 
5411days. 
TOYOTA PlCK·UP. 1987· 2x4. long bed. 
extra cab. automalic, cap, bed "nor, cas· 
setta. New battery. Great condition! 116K. 
$3.6001B.0. (2071793-4687. 
RV's 
WINNEBAGO.1977· 25·.class·A. Likonew! 
Seenalll'vewanted ... yourtum now! $5.995/ 
firm. 883·6256. 
boats 
·'SELL YOUR BOAT FOR ONLY $25!!" 
Su'e, it's worth much 1TIO(8 than that! But, 
for only $25 The Classifleds will advertise 
yo ... boat until yoo sea it! Call (207)775· 
1234 for more infonnation. VISa/MC ac-
cepted. 
21 .5' MIRROCRAFTCUDDYCAB·115Merc 
& trailer. Include. LORAN, VHF. Fishfinder. 
full canvas. more. $8.5OO/B.0 . (207)767· 
0984. 
Reduce Reuse Recycle 
adult services 
boats 
27' O'DAY· LORAN, new Standard saiing 
Instruments (knot log. dopthsoLlldo{. wind 
Instrument). Alcohol stove, head, VHF, 
R~c1-Io co""ass, safety equipment. Good 
con<itiort. Must sell! $9.000. 854· 1754. 
BAYLINER 24' · Voivo lnlout. galvanized 
trailer. UsI·$IO,500. $4,500. Tr_ 4W/D 
truck. small", boa~ t:arT"4>8' ••• 773·0660. 
BROADWATER· 31'. 318 Chrysler nmor. 
sleeps 6. tun bath. w/trailer. $3.OOOIB.O. 
772-4835. 
C & C 30',1974· Atomic 4. malnljlb 1989. 
well-equipped. we1l-maintained. $20,000. 
633-4675. 
CAPE DORY 30.1984· Cult ... daisel. pres. 
sUrlzed.1iIC water. eqt.ipmentllst, $35.900. 
Call 775·1879. 
ClASSIC MAHOGANY 1956 CHRISCRAFT 
CUSTOM SPORTSMAN· Origiral 131 hp 
TlJ'"ri<ey, Have original invoice. $11,900, 
(207)767·2980. 
O'DAY DAYSAlLOR II· 18'. w/trailer. 2HP 
Johnson, fresh brightwork, sails/rigging. 
Good conditioo. Great lake boat. $2.5O<V 
B.0 . 625·7172. 
SAILBOAT· 26' Paarson. Compass. naught 
met",. depth finder. Maln.120.15O.spinna· 
ker. 1983 Mercuryoutboard. 9.8 HP. Excel· 
lent condition! Call (207)539·2387. 
TRADITIONALLY BUILT, 23' Fantan stem. 
Cat· rigged day sailer. Very fast. unusual. 
New 400sq. It. Dacton sail. $35OO1B.O. 
Alter 7pm. (207)594·8643. 
TROJAN. 1970· 30' fiberglass. 383·V8. Lo· 
ran radar fish finder. Tunaperm~. Beautiful! 
$13.000 negotiable. 717·235·3890. 
publications 
INTERESTED I N ANGELS? Orderthe book· 
let "Angels Around Us~ . Fascinating ac-
counts of angel eflCOI.I1ters. Whathappened 
when angels had intimate relations with 
humans? $5.95 postage paid. ChecklMoney 
Order to: Research Publications, P.O, Box 
7867, Clearwater. FL34618·7867. 
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animals 
You can leave kitty 
home alone ... if you call 
urban catsitters 
• 1 Xl2X daily visits 
• fully insured 
(207)761-9651 
Member 
National Association of 




Won't Go to Sinql .. Bars & 




Glance Before You Dance! 
• No Blind Dates • 
• No Coffee Surprises· 
Freeport : 865-0828 , 
L...;~.;;o.;.r .;.Pco;;;:p.;.lc;,;S;;;e;;.r;;io:::us::..:.;A:::OO.:.u:;t:.:D:;a:.;ti;;;n~g--l 1 
SEAl·POINTHIMALAYANKmENS.pu-e· 
bred. ready Nov. 1st. $225/ea. or B.O. Cal 
839·4226 altar 6pm. 
dating services 
DATENET MEET singles, couples your 
lifestyfe. Free voice mailbox- 1-800·820· 
2291. Hear personals;leav9 messages, , . 
900·740·2244. $2.991pm. 18+ ttTMN/lA. 
SINGLES CONNECTION! Find Your Dream 
Date. Call Now· Meet Tonight! 1·900·654· 
9192. Save This Number!! $1 .99 per minute. 
Must be 18 yrs. Customer Service 708-
802·0961. 
CBW ClaIsIfIeds Gat ResIiItl 
r----------------------------------------------------------------, KOOEmBER'S TOP 10 HOmST A1)S 
REA.C A1)S • REA.C WOmEK • REA.C SEX 
Warning!!! These Personals are sexually explicit and may offend some 
people when heard in their entirety 
MINDY:35-27-35 seeks blue-collar guy for tun ... sin ... pleasure ... I'm single ............ .. ......... BOX 2097 
JUDITH: Great legs with a full sexy mDuth. I love kissing & touching ................................ BOX 1651 
CANDY: Ve.ry oral, loves to watch dirty rated movies, Great legs & body ... .............. ...... ... BOX 1527 
CHARLOTTE: Come explore my sexual dark side, Into 5 different things ......... ........ .... .... BOX 1040 
VERONICA: Very busty, Love hot kinky sex. You never met a girl like me ........................ BOX 2995 
LANIE: 37d-26-37 join my girlfriend, Coco 36dd-27-35 and me tor the best .................... BOX 4231 
NATASHA: Seeks sex slave to wOlShip and please my body. No charge ......................... BOX 3780 
OLDER GAL: 38 YRS. My breasts are larger than Dolly's, young guy welcome .............. BOX 3338 
FELICIA: Long red hair 36c-24·34 full soft breasts to share erotic pleasure ..................... BOX 9011 
MONA: 4Od-26-36 come tor the u~imate sex extravagal1;!a. All real, all free ..................... BOX 8566 
TRUE COKKECTIOKS 
1-900-435-6125 8IL Ui3a/mc 1-800- SS4-5347 
18 + 2.99 PER MIN. I 
I 
~--------------------- . ------------------------------------------- .J 
MEN WHO WANT 'MEN' 
: LIVE TALk t- DATELINE : 
I 1-900-435-6275 I 
I 1·800·605·2428 I 
I 18+ $2.50-3.99/min I 
L __ ~~2~~7~ __ .J 
HONEST AD. Real girl who is truly over· 
sexed.1 do phone love In my homo for no 
charge. Call box 10927to Mar my throbbing 
message. 1·900·435-<1120. 
HORNY BISEXUALS· looking lor Play· 
mates! 18 •• $2.99/min. 1·900·745·7075. 
HOT KINKY GIRLS willing and waidng for 
yo ... caJ1. 1·900·435·1159. $3.99Imin. 18+. 
HOT LADIES! Uv.Adu~.l·on·l.caJ1 MIA.t 
1·500-315· 2240 or for a hot time call: 1· 
900·937·2323. 241hlS. a day' No C.C. re· 
quir",!. $.99·$3.99/min. 18+. Uncensored. 
Questions About Life? ,. Alk DIR,..., 
Relationships' Career' Honey· Love 1-0N-1 - 2-ON-1 
Talk to Psychic Live!! MfJY LINe. DAre LINe 
1-900·255·0200 >xt. 4865 EXPLICIT FANTASIES 
$3.99/min. 18 + 1-94P.74&-239" 
Tcuth·Tonereq. SERV-U (619)655-8434 
i:2.<;()-4!'''/Uf/oJ • 1~.~ 
SCREAMERS! ! MOANERS!! 
LOUD NASTY GIRLS!! 
1-900-745-4213 or 1-800-684-4757 
18+ $2.601$4.99/min SCI 802·996·2787 
LACE GARTER BELTS and sexy lingerie is 
what I wear with cut-out bras and spiked 
heels. Call 00.114359 fo< a frooloo1<. Nat a 
prO.l·9QO·745·3111 . 
UVE PSYCHICS. 1·0N· l . 1·900·255·0200. 
e><l. '2382. $3.99/min. 18 yrs.+. Touch· 
tone phone. Serv·U (6191645-ll434. 
LONELY HOUSEWIFE. 29 Seeks ",otic 
phone sex. Husband nev", home. Call t>&-
tween noon and 2am. Or leave ~e on 
dateline. All ages, races, Must be discreet. 
Cail me: 1·900·745·3460 j5 or 1·800·514· 
2458 j5. $2.99/min. 18+. 
WANT TO GET LAID? 
Call this Dateline!! 
1-900-835-3283 
11+ $2.9, 1.11 
sa 102·,...Z717 
" REMEMBER DEEP THROAT"? Then call 
me now! 1·900-435-0744.18+, $2.50·$4.991 
min. (3021996·2787. 
W.P.M.l-<114·841·2400. 
. (_6_19_)64 _ 5_.~ ____ . ____________ ~ .~._ •• ~ • • -~-~.~~~,~,-->~'~. ~ __ ~~~~ ___ 
40 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
CHRISTMAS TREES 
GREAT FUND RAISER 
Premium Scotch Pine, any size: 
Spruce, Balsam 
Reasonable, wholesale price. 
We are retailers 
Ely.sian Hill Tree Farm 
Dummerston, Vermont 
(802)257 -0233 
EMPLOYMENT VIA INTERNET 
~ FREE ACCESS EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT! 
, - -
Cosmic Hippo, 90 Exchan!)e St., Portland 
INTERFACE MONTHLY 
Is Maine & New Hampshire's 
COMPUTER MAGAZINE 
On sale now at newsstands everywhere. 
207-879-2277 
MIDDLE AGE MENS GROUP 
THURS. EVENINGS 7-8:30 
JAMES BASIL, M.Ed., L.C.P.C. 775-6598. 
FREE CLASSIFIEDS!?! 
That's right ... 
Every purchase of three weeks of The 
Sure Sell Classifieds gets you the 
fourth week FREE! Call 775-1234 for 
more details. 
MY PARENTS PAID FULL PRICE 




NICKEL-PLATED, USED EXTENSIVELY. 
CALL ELLEN, 772-4008 
SANTA SAYS 
GIVE BATTERY HEATED 
SOCKS 
Regularly $21.99 now $11.99 
or 3 pair/$30.00 
Must order by shoe size, 
men's & ladies. 
Call 7 days (802)362-5500 
STOP SNORING NATURALLY 
CALL: 1-800-279-9318 
For free sampleslinformation. 
T-SHIRTS 
CUSTOM PRINTED 
$3.50 FROM FRUIT OF THE LOOM 
Hats $2.75, mugs and more ... 
Full line of embroidery 
Free color catalog 
1-800-242-2374 
Berg Enterprises. 40 
l.t;.~  MYSTERY SHOPPERS 
t~-: EARN UP TO $24IHOURL Y 







Call 24 hrs. 
1-800-643-8256 Ext.9022 
UNITED MAINE CRAFTSMEN 
CRAFT FAIR 
AUGUSTA CIVIC CENTER 





MORE THAN $25 75+ Exhibitors 
to sell your vehicle! The Sure Sell Classifieds will 
keep your car, truck, bus, RV, or motorcyle 
FMI (207)621-2818 
$10. Gift Certificate Given Every Hour 
. running until it sells for only $25! 
Call 775-1234 or FAX it to 775-1615. FAX IT! 775-1615, THE SURE 
SELL CLASSIFIEDS! Visa/MC accepted. 
WEST END WINDOW READY WEST END APARTMENT 
Nicely fumished 1 bdr 
w/private courtyard 
Now Cleaning Rain Gutters and Shrink 
Wrapping Windows. Cut Your Heating Bills 




24 Main St, Camden, ME 04843 
(207)236-2696 or (800)698·2696 
$450 includes heat. Call 799-0090 
PERSONALIZED CALENDARS 
Display your favorite pictures all year long 
with these FULL - COLOR calendars! 
Send us your photos or artwork (these will 
be returned; horizontals work best) and we 
will print them on our spiral-bound calendar. 
The perfect gift for that hard to buy for person 
on your list. Available with a single picture 
for entire year or with 12 pictures - one each 
month. Order 9 calendars with the same]2 
pictures, receive the 10th one FREE. 
* No copyrighted photos please. 
Single Picture Calendar $6.95 
12 Picture Calendar $20.00 
Shipping is $3.50 for first calendar; $.50 each additional. 
Maine Residents; l'4!as~add ~% Sales. Tax. _ _ _ 
UNIVERSAL MODEL SEARCH 
Children, Males, Females. 
All types & sizes including XXXL, all ages. 
For National Magazines, T.V. 
Catalogs & Posters. 
No experience nec~ssary 
For information call: 
1-800-214-2099. 
INTERNET MAINE 
PPP $35 She" $25 
780-0416 
* CHECK OUT THE NEW CBW ONLINE!!! 
http://www.maine.com/cbw 
STUDY WITH A MENTOR 
Based on the classical English 
tutorial approach, we offer one-on-
one Instruction In writing, art, man-
agement, educatiion, psychology, 
holistic studies and more through 
our off-campus format. BA., M.A., 
and M.F.A. degrees. Accredited. 
VERMONT COLLEGE OF 
NORWICH UNIVERSITY 
1-800-336-6794 
SICK OF RECYCLING? 
Help indMduals with disabilities work 
successfully in the community. 
Donate your 5¢ bottles and receive a 
recycling service at your home or office. 
F.M.I.761-2960 
IF YOU DON'T BUY THIS 
SPACE, WE'LL GIVE IT TO 




These ads appear on 
THE INTERNET 
at no extra charge. 
A Catalogue of Caterer 
Available for Your Hoilday Event 
see page 33 
LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION 
REAL ESTATE 
MARKETPLACE 
see pages 36 & 37 
**SELL YOUR BOAT 
FOR ONLY $25-
Sure, it's worth much more than that! 
But, for only $25 The Sure Sell will 
advertise your boat until you sell itl 
Call 775-1234 
for more information. Visa/MC accepted. 
Urban Catsitters 
In-home care for city kitties while your away. 
Is=nsured. Member National Association of 
Proffesional Pet Sitters. 




University of BordeaUx credentials 
Reasonable rates 
871-8087(home) or 854-8591 (work) 
MACINTOSH COMPUTERS 
6/powerPC 6100/60; 4/Quadra 660AV. 
All with 8 MEGs 
Call M-F, 9am-5pm 
775-6464 ask for Bambi 
FREE TRIAL MEMBERSHIP 
to new local online service 
ABACUS Online 
Millions ot files, over 30 online games, live chat, 
internet e-mail, and much morel 
MODEM 781-3012 
Disc Profiles 
and entire line of Carlson Learning Company 
products, including Diversity Profile. 
Training also available 
For brochures and prices 
KMAI 
100 Middle Road 
Falmouth, ME 04105 
(207)772-6603 
FINALLY 
a dating srvice exclusively operated by a 
professional marriage counselorl 
ACI-Building couples, one person at a time. 
(207)941-9556 1 800-824-2870 
C.N.Brown Heating Oil 
Kerosene avanable 89.ge 
at this location 
• LOW CASH PRICE 
·30 DAYS TO PAY WITH APPROVED CREDIT 
• SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT 
• 24 HOUR BURNER SERVICE 
"Price subject to change w~hout notice. 
Minimum delivery 100 gallons. 
LOOK FOR OUR RED SHIELD HEAnNG OIL AND 
ENJOY A WARMER WINTER. 
785 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04103 
797-7177 
